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It is harder to crack a prejudice than an atom.
-

Albert Einstein

Abstract
As part of the decarbonisation of the energy system, wind and solar power are
expected to play an important role. However, together with their growth, new
challenges appear in the electric power system; this requires further research,
development, and often studies before connection is possible. Two of those
challenges, both impacts on the quality of power, are the subject of this dissertation:
harmonic distortion and voltage unbalance.
The growing use of solar power for electricity generation, especially in distribution
systems, will result in increased voltage unbalance due to single-phase photovoltaic
inverters (PVIs). Regulation on power quality and potential impact on other
equipment, place a limit to the number of PVIs that can be connected to the system,
the so-called “hosting capacity”. To include different uncertainties in the planning
stage, a stochastic method based on the transfer-impedance matrix is proposed for
quantifying this hosting capacity, with respect to voltage unbalance. The method has
been illustrated by applying it to two typical Swedish low-voltage networks.
Wind power plants (WPPs) consist of a collection grid and a number of wind turbines.
These are known to be a harmonic source as power electronic devices are used to
connect them to the power system. Earlier studies have shown that the actual emission
at harmonic frequencies is low, but that the main issue is related to the spread of
harmonics through the collection grid, especially the role of resonances. Regulation
setting emission limits and the potential adverse impact of harmonics on equipment
make that studies are needed to predict harmonic voltages and currents in and around
a WPP. These studies are based on measurements performed on individual turbines
under certain operating conditions. The main issue related to this determination is
distinguishing the emission originating within the WPP (primary emission) from the
emission originating elsewhere (secondary emission). A critical review has been
performed on methods used for harmonic emission determination (i.e. distinguishing
between primary and secondary emission) in WPPs. It was concluded that this
determination cannot be solved without making assumptions. Transfers functions are
independent of the emission from the individual turbines and can be obtained with
less assumptions. These transfer functions have been used to estimate the spread of
harmonics through a WPP and towards the public grid. Transfer functions were shown
to be a suitable tool to quantify amplifications due to resonances and identify which
harmonic orders can be an issue.
Furthermore, information on the different transfer functions allows the selection of
proper mitigation methods. This application of transfer functions has been illustrated
for a specific advanced mitigation method: the use of inverter control techniques to
emulate a “virtual resistor”. In this way it is possible to damp resonances without
increasing fundamental-frequency losses.
The ultimate aim of harmonic studies is to avoid interference between the grid and
equipment connected to it, in this case between the power-electronics in the wind
turbine and other equipment. However, these studies rarely address actual cases of
interference, instead of this, measured or calculated harmonic voltages and/or currents
are compared with limits set in regulations. These and regulations differ strongly
between countries and even between individual network operators. A comparative
study of regulatory methods has been performed presenting their advantages and
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disadvantages from the viewpoint of the network operator and from the viewpoint of
the owner or operator of the WPP.
Keywords: Electric Power Systems, Power Quality, Harmonics, Wind Power Plant,
Solar Power Plant, Harmonic Transfer Functions, Hosting Capacity, Harmonic
Mitigation.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The ongoing decarbonisation of the electricity sector has resulted among others in a
growth of the use of renewable energy for electricity generation, such as wind and
solar power. Their use has big environmental advantages, but their integration in the
power grid also has potential adverse impacts on the power system performance.
The interest in the use of solar power, especially in distribution systems, has
increased, together with a growing interest in the use of single-phase photovoltaic
inverters (PVIs) for residential customers. Several studies regarding this growing
interest have been published, such as [1]-[5]. With this growth in solar-power
penetration, it is important to quantify the impact this has on the distribution system,
as their connection can affect the steady state and dynamic conditions of the grid. One
form of impact is the increase in voltage unbalance (VU), due to the uneven
distribution of single-phase PVIs over the phases. Several research studies address the
increase in unbalance due to single-phase PVIs and similar equipment [6]-[15]. It is
important to quantify the maximum number of PVIs that can be connected to the
system without deteriorating the quality of power (the so-called “hosting capacity”).
To address the increase in VU, hosting capacity studies have to be performed based
related to the VU limit, as set by regulation [16] [17].
Like solar power plants, wind power plants (WPPs) can cause disturbances in the
power system. An example of this is the increase of the harmonic distortion at its
point of connection of the WPP with the public grid. Earlier studies have pointed out
that the main issue regarding harmonics and WPPs is related to resonances when
connecting to the public grid rather than the emission of the turbines themselves,
which is typically low [18] [19]. Due to network operator requirements, several
studies are needed before the connection of WPPs to the power system. Regarding
this subject, the network operator sets limits on the WPP emission; in case of
exceeding them (either as concluded from studies before connection or during the
actual operation), mitigation actions are needed. The contribution from individual
turbines or from a complete WPP is estimated, basically, through field measurements.
Such measurements always take place in an environment with pre-existing harmonic
distortion. This background distortion impacts the harmonic currents at the terminals
of the turbine or the WPP, which in turn complicates the proper harmonic emission
determination of the wind turbines (WTs) and of the WPP. The main issue related to
this determination is distinguishing the emission of the WPP (primary emission) from
the emission of the public grid (secondary emission) [20] [21]. Several studies are
published focusing on such harmonic determination methods [22]-[26], but not all
those methods are suitable for application in WPPs.

1.2 Motivation
The growth and the interest in using wind and solar power has brought concerns about
their adverse impacts on the power system. The voltage quality can deteriorate
because of the connection of these renewable-energy sources into the public grid. In
distribution systems, the connection of single-phase photovoltaic panels (PVs) can
increase the voltage unbalance. In addition, for connecting WPPs into the
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transmission system, studies are needed to estimate their impact regarding resonances
and harmonic distortion.
Limits are set on permissible levels of voltage-quality disturbances to prevent
unacceptable impacts of new production on the power system. A way to quantify the
maximum of distributed generation (DG) that can be connected without exceeding a
limit is to perform a hosting capacity study. After setting a phenomenon, such as
voltage unbalance, and setting the acceptable limits for this phenomenon, studies can
be performed about the impact of such sources.
Regarding WPPs, the main issue is the spread of harmonics through the collection
grid. Harmonic resonances can amplify the voltage distortion at the point of
connection or in the collection grid. The harmonic contribution from individual
turbines is low and it is not straightforward to determine what the actual contribution
(the so-called “primary emission”) is. Therefore, other approaches should be used to
estimate the impact of WPPs into the public grid, such as the use of transfer functions.
As WPPs consist of both inductive and capacitive elements (for example transformers
and cables, respectively), resonances are always present. For offshore WPPs, due to
the long submarine cable systems, the risk of high harmonic distortion levels due to
resonances is even bigger, resulting into several series and parallel resonances. To
avoid exceeding limits and interference, mitigation methods based on resonance
damping could be used, instead of classical mitigation approaches, like passive
harmonic filters.

1.3 Scope of the Thesis
This thesis is directed towards power quality studies when connecting WPPs and PV
panels into the power systems. In this work, the following studies were performed:
1. Qualitative comparison of methods to determine harmonic emission from
WPPs [Paper A]:
o A comparison of methods to distinguish between primary and
secondary emission in a WPPs and to formulate the mathematical
problem involved in this [Paper A and Chapter 3].
2. Application of transfer functions for power quality studies [Paper B through F
and H]:
o The use of the transfer impedance matrix for VU determination
focusing on PV panel hosting capacity [Paper B, Paper C and Chapter
4];
o The use of harmonic current transfer and transfer admittance for
studying the spread of harmonics in a WPP [Paper D through F, Paper
H and Chapter 5].
3. Overview and practical use of harmonic mitigation methods in WPPs [Paper G
and H]:
o An overview of methods used for harmonic mitigation considering
passive, active and hybrid solutions [Paper G and Chapter 6].
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o A harmonic mitigation method for damping resonances and
simulations to estimate the performance of this method on harmonic
transfer functions in WPPs [Paper H and Chapter 6].
4. Qualitative comparison of harmonic limits in connection agreements for WPPs
[Paper I]:
o Includes a generic overview of methods for setting and enforcing
harmonic limits in connection agreements for WPPs, presenting
advantages and disadvantages with the different methods considering
different stakeholders [Paper I].

1.4 Approach
Two types of studies are part of this thesis: literature review and simulation studies;
both are described in more detail in the forthcoming sections.

1.4.1 Literature Review
An overview of methods used for harmonic emission determination was performed
and a comparison of their suitability in WPPs was presented. Based on these methods,
a critical review was given and it was shown that distinguishing harmonic emission is
not a straightforward method without assumptions or detailed information (See paper
A for details).
A review of harmonic mitigation methods was presented and comparisons were
performed based on estimated costs and efficiency. Passive, active and hybrid
solutions were presented and the characteristics of each method were discussed (See
paper G for details).
An overview and comparison of harmonic limits in connection agreements for WPPs
was performed considering different compliance procedures from different countries
and between different network operators within a country. Based on these methods,
the suitability of the current voltage distortion limits was discussed (See paper I for
details).

1.4.2 Simulation Studies
Regarding simulations, transfer functions were used for power quality assessment
considering different situations.
The impact of negative-sequence VU is estimated using the transfer impedance matrix
through stochastic and deterministic methods considering PV panels connections in
low-voltage distribution networks. The uncertainty in location and phase in which the
PV panel will be connected is considered. Based on the VU, hosting capacity studies
are performed for two existing low voltage networks (See paper B and C for details).
The spread of harmonics in WPPs is studied through harmonic transfer functions. The
WPP harmonic contribution within the park and towards the public grid is estimated
using current transfer functions and transfer impedances (See papers D and E for
details). Sensitivity analysis studies assuming different grid impedance scenarios,
cables length and wind turbine (WT) model are performed by using these transfer
functions (See paper F for details).
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A harmonic mitigation approach is proposed for damping resonances in WPPs. A
virtual impedance is emulated in the turbine converter. This impedance results in
damping of the resonance of the collection grid of the WPP (See paper H for details).

1.5 Contributions
1.5.1 Harmonic Emission Determination [Paper A]
1. Problem formulation for harmonic emission determination in WPPs:
distinguishing between primary and secondary emission gives an
underdetermined system of equations, and therefore, the emission
determination cannot be solved without assumptions and/or detailed
information. Determining the harmonic emission of WPPs is not trivial but
important.
2. Suitable methods for harmonic emission determination in WPPs: not all
harmonic methods for harmonic emission determination are suitable for WPPs
harmonic estimation. Some methods are useful for qualitative approaches and
others for quantitative.

1.5.2 Transfer Functions for Power Quality Studies [Papers B, C, D,
E, F and H]
1. Negative-sequence VU [Paper B and C]: studies based on the negativesequence VU were estimated using the transfer impedance matrix and a
stochastic approach for the connection of PVI panels to the low-voltage
distribution network.
2. Stochastic approach for hosting capacity studies [Paper B and C]: this
approach was used to calculate the negative-sequence (VU) considering
random connection of PVIs into random customers and phases. The stochastic
hosting capacity approach proposed in Paper B and C has been extended and
applied to other phenomena by other authors. In [27] the method has been
applied to the voltage rise for single-phase-connected PV installations. In [28]
the method is extended by considering the uncertainty in the impedance of
customer installations with the transfer of harmonics from single-phase
customer installations. In [29] the voltage drop due to electric-vehicle charging
is studied and in [30] the voltage variations due to a combination of PV and
battery storage are studied.
3. Harmonic primary and secondary emission [Paper D, E and F]: the current
transfer function and the transfer impedance matrix were used to estimate the
relative contribution of the secondary emission of a WPP without knowing
details of the primary emission. Individual transfer functions were used to
estimate the emission from one WT to another and towards the public grid.
The contribution of the public grid to the harmonic distortion in the collection
grid has also been estimated using the individual transfer function. The
contribution from the WPP as a whole to the public grid was estimated using
overall transfer functions.
4. Wind-turbine models for harmonic transfer studies [Paper D, E, F and H]: it
is shown that the wind-turbine model has a significant impact on the transfers.
The transfer admittance (voltage source model for the sending turbine) and
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current transfer (current source model) show a different behaviour including
different resonant frequencies, even when all other parameters are identical.
Different impedance functions for the turbine, based on realistic models of the
turbine controller, also give different transfers.
5. Grid impedance for harmonic analysis [Paper E and F]: the impedance of the
public grid to which the WPP is connected is an important factor for harmonic
studies of WPPs, especially for resonances studies. The different grid
impedance scenarios play an important role regarding damping or
amplification of resonances and have a significant impact on the harmonic
propagation. With the use of different transfer functions, this importance has
been illustrated.
6. Sensitivity analysis for harmonic studies [Paper F]: the impacts of different
grid impedance scenarios, different cable lengths and different models for the
WT equivalent impedance were compared using the current transfer function
and the elements of the transfer impedance matrix. With this, it was possible to
quantify their impact on the harmonic propagation within the WPP and
towards the public grid.

1.5.3 Resonances Mitigation in WPPs [Paper H]
A virtual-impedance-based control method can be used to damp the resonance peaks
in the transfer functions by introduce additional resistive damping at harmonic
frequencies. For this, a virtual impedance that should be emulated by the control
system of the WT converter was calculated to obtain the appropriate resistance value
in the MV collection grid to damp the collection-grid resonance.

1.5.4 Harmonic Limits for Connection of WPPs [Paper I]
A systematic discussion is presented regarding the way in which harmonic limits are
used and the way in which these limits are enforced with the connection of WPP to
the public grid. It was shown that, depending on the used approach, different
advantages and disadvantages appear for the different stakeholders. As there is a
variety of limits and procedures, depending on the point of view, considering the
network operator and owner/operator of the WPP, a specific approach may be more
advantageous than another.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis
This work is divided in eight chapters, including this Introduction that includes the
background, motivation, scope, approach and contribution of the thesis.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of harmonics, WPPs and how these two interact
Chapter 3 presents the methods that are used for harmonic emission determination and
its use in WPPs [Paper A].
Chapter 4 presents a practical study using a stochastic approach for hosting capacity
studies using the transfer impedance matrix for VU assessment in low voltage
installations considering PV panel connections [Paper B and C].
In chapter 5, the transfer impedance method presented in Chapter 4 is applied for
harmonic propagation studies in WPPs and two case studies are considered. A
sensitivity analysis is also performed. [Paper D through F].
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Chapter 6 presents an overview of harmonic mitigation methods suitable for WPPs.
Also, a practical study about the use of a virtual-impedance-based method to damp
resonances in WPPs is presented. The current transfer function and the transfer
admittance function is used to compare the efficiency of the method [Paper G and H].
Chapter 7 presents discussions, findings and recommendations for future works based
on the use of transfer functions for power quality studies, as presented in this thesis.

1.7 Appended Publications
Paper A
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, A. Larsson, “Some methods for harmonic emission
determination in wind power plants”, in Proc. International Conference on
Harmonics and Quality of Power, ICHQP, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), 2018.
Paper B
D. Schwanz, F. Moller, S. K. Rönnberg, J. Meyer and M. H. J. Bollen, “Stochastic
Assessment of Voltage Unbalance Due to Single-Phase-Connected Solar Power”,
IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, vol. PP, pp.1-9, 2016.
Paper C
D. Schwanz, S. K. Rönnberg, M. Bollen, “Hosting Capacity for Photovoltaic Inverters
considering Voltage Unbalance,” in Proc. PowerTech 2017, pp. 1-6, 2017.
Paper D
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, A. Larsson, “On Harmonic Transfers in Wind Power Plants”,
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, 2018.
Paper E
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, A. Larsson, “Harmonic Secondary Emission in Wind Power
Plants”, submitted to IEEE Power Tech Conference 2019.
Paper F
Daphne Schwanz, Math H.J. Bollen, Oscar Lennerhag, Anders Larsson, “Major
Impacts on Harmonic Transfers in Wind Power Plants”, submitted to IEEE
Transactions on Sustainable Energy, 2019.
Paper G
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen and A. Larsson, “A Review of Solutions for Harmonic
Mitigation”, in Proc. 17th International Conference on Harmonics and Quality of
Power, 2016.
Paper H
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen and A. Larsson, “Active Filtering Damping based on Virtual
Resistors for Wind Power Plants: a study case”, submitted to IEEE Transactions on
Sustainable Energy, 2019.
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Paper I
D. Schwanz and M. Bollen, “Harmonic Limits in Connection Agreements for Wind
Power Plants”, Chapter in book “Advances in Renewable Energies and Power
Quality", 2019.

1.8 Other Publications
D. Schwanz, T. Busatto, M. Bollen, A. Larsson, “A stochastic study of harmonic
voltage distortion considering single-phase photovoltaic inverters”, in Proc.
International Conference on Harmonics and Quality of Power, ICHQP, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 2018.
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, “Harmonics and Wind Power”, Energiforsk; 2018. Report
Number: 2018:469.
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, “Some Thoughts about Harmonic Limits in Connection
Agreements for Wind Power Plants”, in Proc. International Conference on
Renewable Energies and Power Quality (2017).
D. Schwanz, S. Rönnberg, M. Bollen, “Voltage unbalance due to single-phase
photovoltaic inverters”, in Proc. CIRED, 2017.
D. Schwanz, A. Bagheri, M. Bollen, A. Larsson, “Active harmonic filters: control
techniques review”, in Proc. 17th International Conference on Harmonics and
Quality of Power, 2016, pp. 36-41.
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, A. Larsson, Ł. H. Kocewiak, “Harmonic Mitigation in Wind
Parks: Active Filter Solutions”, in Proc. 17th International Conference on Harmonics
and Quality of Power, 2016, pp. 220-225.
S. Cundeva, M. Bollen, D. Schwanz, “Hosting capacity of the grid for wind
generators set by voltage magnitude and distortion levels”, in Proc. Mediterranean
Conference on Power Generation, Transmission, Distribution and Energy
Conversion, MedPower 2016, Belgrade, Serbia, 6-9 November 2016.
D, Schwanz, “On Wind Power Plants Harmonic Emission and Single-Phase
Photovoltaic Hosting Capacity,” Research report, 2016.
D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, S. Rönnberg, “Obalans fran enfasanslutna solpaneler”, (in
Swedish and English), Stockholm: Energiforsk; 2015. Report Number: 2015:130.
K. Yang, D. Schwanz, M. Bollen, “Harmonic aggregation and amplification in a
wind-park”, in Proc. CIRED, 2015.
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2 Harmonics and Wind Power
2.1

Emission from Individual Turbines

Due to the use of frequency converters, WPPs may increase the harmonic distortion at
the point of connection with the public grid. Wind turbines based on voltage source
converters (VSC) and current source converters (CSC) are the used technologies for
connecting the WPP into the power system. The most used type is the VSC due to its
lower level of harmonic distortion, compared to the CSC type [1]. However, with the
interaction with the background distortion, high harmonic contribution can be
observed when connecting to the system. Moreover, even with a low harmonic
emission, when this one meets a grid resonance, amplifications can be expected. As
WPPs, mainly, contain capacitive and inductive elements, damping elements are not
representatives, resulting in several series and parallel resonances.
When there is a connection with more than 25% of the consumption consisting of
non-linear loads, it is recommended to perform harmonic analysis studies [2]. Most
WPPs use variable speed wind turbines with double fed induction generator (DFIG)
and synchronous generator (SCIG) concepts. In these technologies, it is common that
the characteristic low-order harmonics dominate the spectrum, but high-order
harmonics and interharmonics may also dominate. Several are the studies developed
in measuring WPPs harmonic current and voltages, some of them are presented in [3][6]. In [3], harmonic voltage and current measurements of 40 variable speed wind
turbines of the same manufacturer and type were performed. From the measurements
it was observed a high level of harmonic emission for the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th
harmonic orders and low emission for higher orders. Field measurements were also
performed in [4] using three synchronous generators connected through ac/dc/ac
converter cascades, two DFIGs and one squirrel-cage induction generator connected
through full-power stator ac/dc/ac converters. From this study, some of the conclusion
are that a frequency spectrum up to few kHz is expected for modern WTs and that the
WT operating point has small effect on the harmonic distortion. Also, it was presented
that interharmonic and high-frequency harmonics (supraharmonics) may have the
same importance as integer harmonics [4].
In [5], the harmonic emission of a WPP with five WTs, three variable speed WTs and
two constant speed WTs (directly-connected induction generators), is analysed based
on measurement of variable speed WTs., One of the variable-speed WTs is a woundfield, multi-pole synchronous generator and the other a squirrel-cage induction
generator. Both are connected through a full-power converter. The main conclusions
of this study are similar to [4], the operating point of the WTs has small effect on the
harmonic currents. Another study regarding harmonic emission based on
measurements is presented in [6], where harmonic measurements of three WTs are
presented and compared with their power production. The main conclusions are that
the spectrum of the WTs contains narrowband and broadband components, leading to
interharmonic contents and the level of characteristic harmonics is low. Also, different
relations between power production and harmonic emission were observed for
different WTs. It was further shown that harmonic emission has in general small
variation with the varying power production. In [6] it was shown that the broadband
emission was due to interharmonics with strongly time-varying frequency. Also, it
was shown that interharmonics were strongly dependent on production.
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2.2

Resonances and Spread of Emission

Resonances are another issue regarding the connection of WPPs into the power
system. Parallel and series resonances can occur in a WPP. The parallel resonance
results in high impedance, high voltage and increase the current distortion at the
resonance frequency [7]. On the other hand, series resonance is associated to low
impedance. There are studies presenting this problem, such as [8]-[11]. In [8], studies
were performed for the connection of a WPP and it was observed that under a
contingency of one transmission line out of operation, the underground cable
connecting the WPP to the public grid could introduce a resonance near to the 5th
harmonic order. A study on harmonic resonances is performed in a WPP in [9]. In this
study it was concluded that changes in the cable length, the number of WTs operating
and the used output grid-side filter are factors that need to be considered in this type
of analysis, because they can shift and/or create new resonances. The impact of two
WPPs structure is also analysed in [10]. One onshore and one offshore WPPs were
considered for this study. It was observed that the offshore WPP impacts the harmonic
level at the point of connection, but the number of WTs in operation are not so
important for small onshore WPPs. Also, in [11], a harmonic resonance study was
performed for an off-shore WPP and some of the conclusions are that, especially, the
number of WTs connected to the WPP is an important factor for resonances studies.
In [12], it was presented that the number of turbines does not impact on the resonant
frequency.

2.3

Wind Turbine Technology

The used technologies are divided in fixed-speed WTs and variable-speed WTs.
Nowadays, this last, is the most common technology applied in WPPs. The fixedspeed WTs were more common in the 90s [13].

2.3.1 Fixed-speed Wind Turbines
In this type of WT, the rotor speed is determined by the number of pole-pairs in the
generator and the grid frequency. Also, they are developed to operate at their
maximum efficiency at a specific wind speed [13]. Fixed-speed WTs use squirrel cage
induction generators or wound rotor induction generators and are connected directly
to the grid. This technology is considered low cost, simple, robust and reliable, but
mechanical stress and its consumption of reactive power are high. Besides, regarding
power quality, fixed-speed WTs have limited control, such as voltage fluctuations
[13].
2.3.1.1 Fixed-speed Wind Turbine (Type I)
In this configuration, an asynchronous squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) is
used. This type uses a capacitor bank to compensate reactive power, but it can also
give resonances. Also, it uses a soft-starter to smooth the connection with the public
grid. Those soft starters are typically thyristor based, which will increase the harmonic
emission during starting. In Fig. 1, there is the basic configuration of Type I for WTs.
Among this technology, there are three subtypes, which are related to stall and pitch
control [13]:
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Fig. 1 Basic configuration for WT Type I.
2.3.1.2 Limited Variable-speed Wind Turbine (Type II)
This type as presented in Fig. 2 has a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG), a
variable rotor resistance, a capacitor bank for reactive power compensation and a softstarter to smooth the connection to the public grid. This technology is similar to Type
I, the difference is the addition of a variable rotor resistance enabling the
controllability of the rotor speed [13].

Fig. 2 Basic configuration for WT Type II.

2.3.2 Variable-speed Wind Turbines
These are the most common type of WTs used in the market and have a wide range of
wind speeds can be used for electricity generation. They are designed with an
induction or synchronous generator and connected to the public grid through a power
converter (partial or full-rated), controlling the generator speed. Their use has resulted
in an increased number of wind power generators. Also, this technology increases the
energy production and reduces mechanical stress. [13].
2.3.2.1 Variable-speed Wind Turbine with Partial-scale Converter (Type III)
In this configuration, presented in Fig. 3, a WRIG is used together with a partial scale
converter on the rotor side for connecting to the public grid. This converter is rated at
30% of the nominal power of the WRIG and it is also used for compensating reactive
power and provide a smoother connection to the public grid. Due to the use of a small
converter, this type is economically viable, but as it uses slip rings, maintenance costs
are increased [13].
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Fig. 3 Basic configuration for WT Type III.
2.3.2.2 Variable-speed Wind Turbine with Full-scale Converter (Type IV)
In Fig. 4, type IV of a variable-speed WT is presented. In this concept, a full-scale
converter is used together with a WRIG, a permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG) or a wound rotor synchronous generator (WRSG). In the figure, the gearbox
is not represented, but it can also be used [13]. Also, instead of using a gearbox, a
machine with a high number of pole-pairs can be used.

Fig. 4 Basic configuration for WT Type IV.

2.4

WPP Harmonic Modelling

A WPP, mainly, consist of a collection of WTs, underground cables and overhead
transmission lines, transformers and filters. Each of these elements has to be properly
modelled for harmonic analysis, due to its importance in resonance studies. Also, the
non-linear loads present in the WPP have to be considered and their models well
designed, because they influence the total harmonic distortion (THD) at the point of
connection with the public grid and at the other WTs emission.

2.4.1 Overhead Transmission Lines and Underground Cables
For harmonic studies, the line and impedance should be properly modelled due to the
existence of resistance, inductances and capacitances. The resistance affects damping,
and, the inductances and capacitance the magnetic and electrostatic conditions of it
[14]. Transmission lines and underground cables can be modelled as nominal PI
sections, using lumped parameters, or as equivalent PI sections, considering
distributed parameters. The lines/cables are modelled, for each frequency, as series
impedance ( Z series ) determined by the resistance and the inductance of the line per
unit length and the shunt admittance ( Yshunt ) is determined by the capacitance per unit
length, as presented in Fig. 5. According to [15], short lines/cables can be modelled as
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nominal or equivalent PI sections, but for long lines/cables is recommended the use of
the distributed parameters model.
For transmission lines, according to the literature, when the line length exceeds 150/h
miles (241.4/h km), equivalent PIs sections should be used, considering the harmonic
order (h) being studied or the highest order (h). On the other hand, as underground
cables have more shunt capacitance; long lines should be modelled as equivalent PIs
when the cable length exceeds 90/h miles (144.84/h km) [15].

Fig. 5 Nominal PI model for Transmission Lines and Underground Cables.

2.4.2 Public grid
The public grid should also be modelled using frequency dependent parameters. To
properly represent the public grid impedance, an equivalent seen from the point of
connection should be used. For this, Thevenin or Norton equivalents can be applied,
assuming the public grid background distortion and the obtained impedance matrix
(Thevenin equivalent) or the admittance matrix (Norton equivalent), for each
harmonic frequency. The impedance/admittance are calculated assuming several
contingency scenarios and the Impedance Loci [14]. The background distortion can be
modelled as a shunt current source (Norton equivalent) or series voltage source
(Thevenin equivalent) for each frequency. These distortions can be based on
measurements or estimations at the point of connection.

2.4.3 Transformers
According to [15], for harmonic analysis the short-circuit impedance, the magnetizing
characteristics and the winding connections of transformers are the important data to
be considered. Transformers are normally modelled as frequency-dependent series
impedance. However, as they are very small compared to series impedance, they were
not considered in this simplified model, because they are very small compared to the
series impedance. According to [15], the winding stray capacitance should be
considered in the model when harmonics are higher than 4 kHz. In [14], the
impedance can be derived from (1).
Yeq =

1
R h + jXh

(1)

, where R is the fundamental frequency resistance, X is the reactance of the
transformer and h is the harmonic order to be considered.

2.4.4 Filters
Filters are an important element in harmonic analysis, as they affect the frequency
response of the WPP. They are used to prevent supraharmonics at the switching
frequency from entering the collection grid and may also impact the spread of
distortion at harmonic frequencies. Normally, in WPPs passive filters are used to
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mitigate resonances and harmonic emission. The most common used designs used in
WPPs are the LC or LCL filters. A simplified model the LC and LCL filters applied in
WPPs are presented in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, respectively. As they have passive
behaviour, filters can be modelled as series, shunt elements or the combination of
both, assuming their frequency-dependency characteristic.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 LC and LCL filters used in WPPs.

2.4.5 Wind Turbine
For harmonic analysis, the WT is, basically, the WT and the converter. The harmonic
contribution of the non-linear load is normally modelled as an ideal voltage or current
source considering the estimated harmonic contribution provided by the manufacturer.
However, these models are not suitable for WPPs, as presented in [16].
The most applied WT technologies, nowadays, are the Type III and Type IV.
According to [16] and [17], Type III WTs should be modelled as a Norton equivalent
dependent on the frequency. As the VSC presented in the configuration may have low
harmonic impedance, a constant current source is not a reasonable model. In Fig. 7, a
simplified model presented in [16] is it illustrated the model, assuming the generator
rotor harmonic current source and the generator stator equivalent impedance. For
Type IV, the WT should also be modelled as a Norton or Thevenin equivalent
dependent on the frequency that needs to be considered. In Fig. 8, a simplified model
is presented for the use of Type IV.
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Fig. 7 Harmonic model for Type III.

Fig. 8 Harmonic model for Type IV.
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3 Methods to Distinguish Primary and Secondary
Emission
Connecting a WPP into the power system requires studies to determine the impact of
such source, regarding, for example, power quality. Harmonic distortion assessment is
one of these studies and for this harmonic analysis is required. This assessment is
important to keep the harmonic voltage distortion within the limits and to establish
suitable methods and standards for correct allocation of harmonic emission
responsibilities [1]. Distinguishing the emission originating in the WPP from the
emission coming from the public grid is not trivial and straightforward, so methods
have been proposed to address this challenge, but most of them need accurate data and
knowledge of the whole system and such accurate data is not always available.
Furthermore, not all of these methods can be applied in WPPs in part due to the type
of information that is required. As the plant operator has reasonable knowledge of the
impedance, some of these methods can still be used for distinguishing between
primary and secondary emission.
The terms primary and secondary emission were first introduced in [2] to explain the
emission from a group of lamps in the frequency range of some tens of kHz. The
primary emission was defined as the part of the current at the lamp terminals that was
driven by the switching in the PFC inside of that lamp. The secondary emission was
defined as the part of that current driven by switching outside of the lamp. The
terminology was formalized in [3] and taken over by an international working group
[4]. The terms were first used in the context of WPPs in [5].

3.1 Problem Formulation
Assuming linearity, one can represent a WPP and the public grid through either a
Norton or a Thevenin equivalent. In Fig. 1, there is a single-phase equivalent circuit of
a WPP connection to the public grid, where UPCC and IPCC are the measured voltage
and current at the point of connection with the public grid, J1 and Z1 the WPP Norton
equivalent, E2 and Z2 the public grid Thevenin equivalent.

Fig. 1 Problem formulation: primary and secondary emission.
The voltage (UPCC) and current (IPCC) at the measurement point can be derived as (1)
and (2), respectively.
 Z1 
 ZZ 

U PCC = U1 + U 2 = J 1 ×  1 2  + E2 × 
Z
Z
+
2
 Z1 + Z 2 
 1

(1)
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 1 
 Z1 

 − E2 × 
I PCC = I1 + I 2 = J 1 × 
Z
Z
+
2
 Z1 + Z 2 
 1

(2)

Where, I 1 , U 1 and I 2 , U 2 are the emission from the WPP (primary emission) and the
emission from the public grid (secondary emission), respectively.
In (1) and (2), some parameters are known, other are not. In the most general case,
there are four unknown parameters: J1, Z1, E2 and Z2, but only two equations. In that
case, one can see that this system is underdetermined and it cannot be solved. When
using multiple measurements, there are 2 × N equations related to voltage and
current, however, they can also vary with time, resulting in 4 × N equations. Solving
these equations is not straightforward and assumptions are needed.

3.2 Harmonic Determination Methods
As presented in Section 3.1, distinguishing primary and secondary emission is not
trivial. Methods to determine the harmonic contribution of each source are still a
challenging subject in power systems. In the literature, there are methods for this
purpose, but most of them need accurate data and knowledge of the whole system.
The most used methods for this purpose are the Harmonic Power Flow Method,
Distorting and Non-Distorting Current Method, Superposition Method and Harmonic
State Estimation Method. An overview of all the methods is presented below; more
information is presented in Paper A.
•

Harmonic Power Flow Method: it is the most common method for harmonic
source determination; it indicates the direction of active power at the harmonic
frequency (also referred to as “harmonic power flow”). The side that generates
harmonic active power is considered to contain the dominant harmonic source.
Assuming Norton equivalents for both harmonic sources (primary and
secondary emission), the measured voltage and current at the point of
connection are used to calculate the harmonic active power. Based on this, if
the resulting harmonic power is bigger than zero (Ph > 0), the dominant
harmonic source is located downstream the measured location, if it is not, it is
located upstream the measured location [6].
This method only indicates which is the highest harmonic contribution and
cannot quantify the size of the contribution. The method is therefore not
suitable for WPPs, where the main interest is to determine the amount of
harmonic emission generated by the individual WTs. Also, the method
requires knowledge on the angular difference between harmonic voltage and
current, which can have errors, due to the measurements, and provide
erroneous conclusions about the harmonic source. At the WT terminals, the
method is expected to be accurate, but at the terminals of the WPP (at high or
extra-high voltage) larger errors are expected. For higher voltages, the existing
voltage and current transformers give large errors in phase angle for
harmonics.
Another limitation, as we will see in Section 3.2.1, is that the direction of the
active power does not necessarily point to the source of the emission.
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•

Distorting and Non-Distorting Method: the installation is modelled as two
parallel loads and it is divided in two parts, (i) the one that affects the voltage
waveform and (ii) the one which does not cause changes in the waveform [7].
This method is not suitable for WPP, because it just separates the nonlinear
and linear parts of the current, and assumes that there is no secondary
emission.

•

Superposition Method: The main idea is to determine the harmonic emission
from each source and it is based on a harmonic Norton equivalent circuit,
considering both sources [8].
Considering WPP harmonic determination, this should be the most suitable
method. However, several assumptions have to be made to determine the
primary emission and the harmonic impedances. As the before-mentioned two
equations contain four unknowns, two more equations (i.e. assumptions) are
needed. Assuming the WPP harmonic impedance (Z1 in Fig. 1) is known, the
primary emission source (J1) can be calculated, but its contribution at the point
of connection cannot be determined, because the public grid harmonic
impedance (Z2) is not known. In the presence of resonances, the errors in
harmonic impedances are big and the results can lead to wrong conclusions.

•

Harmonic State Estimation: the same method applied at the fundamental
frequency can be applied for harmonic analysis. The network parameters and
topology are needed for each harmonic frequency, for calculating the bus
admittance matrix. Measurements for all the harmonic orders involved are also
necessary. The harmonic sources are classified as harmonic injector or
harmonic absorber [9].
For determining the harmonic emission from WPPs the impedances have to be
known, and several measurements are needed to ensure the system
observability.

•

IEC Voltage/Current Phasor Method: the harmonic emission is the magnitude
of the change in complex harmonic current/voltage at the point of evaluation
[10]. A Thevenin circuit is used to model the network on both sides of the
point of evaluation. It is considered that there is harmonic emission from the
installation if the magnitude of the pre-existing harmonic voltage is lower than
the after the connection.
In WPPs, this is a suitable method, as the grid impedance can be obtained
based on assumptions about its characteristics, but for harmonic frequencies
close to resonances in the system, the method can provide inaccurate results.

3.3 Useful or Harmful Installation
The concept of the IEC Voltage/Current Method determines that the WPP
contribution is based on the increase of harmonic voltage/current at the point of
connection. For this, a mathematical approach is presented to verify this concept.
Assuming a WPP draws a harmonic current ( I h ) from a source with harmonic source
voltage ( E h ) and impedance ( Z h ). The measured voltage at the terminals of the WPP
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is U h , which is assumed to be directed to the positive real axis. The applied method is
explained below with help of in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Thevenin equivalent: useful or harmful installation.
It has been assumed with without loss of generality, that the terminal voltage, Uh, is
along the positive real axis.
The harmonic current and impedance, and the source voltage are described in (3)
through (5).
I h = I x + jI y

(3)

Z h = Z x + jZ y

(4)

E h = U h − (I h × Z h )

= U h − (Z x + jZ y )× (I x + jI y )

(5)

Reformulating (5) gives,
E h = U h + Z y I y − Z x I x − j (Z x I y + Z y I x )

(6)

To determine if the WPP is considered “useful” or “harmful” for the grid, its removal
should be analysed to check if it would increase or decrease the voltage distortion at
its connection point with the public grid [11]. To verify this, we first calculate the
absolute value of the harmonic voltage before connection presented in (7).
E h 2 = [ℜ{E h }]2 + [ℑ{E h }]2
= (U h − Z x I x + Z y I y )2 − ( j (Z x I y + Z y I x ))2

(7)

The difference between the voltages square before and after connection of the
installation is presented in (8), using (7).

[(

)(

)]

E h 2 − U h 2 = Z x 2 + Z y 2 × I x 2 + I y 2 + 2U h (Z y I y − Z x I x )

(8)

From (8), if Eh 2 − U h 2 is positive, the harmonic voltage before the connection of the
WPP is higher than after its connection and the WPP has a positive contribution at
that point, reducing the harmonic voltage. Now, assuming a single-phase harmonic
(U h × I x ) , if (Z x I x ) is positive, the result for
active power
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[(Z

)(

)]

+ Z y 2 × I x 2 + I y 2 + 2U h (Z y I y − Z x I x ) is reduced, which results in a more
harmful harmonic emission.
2

x

The conclusion is basically that the direction of the harmonic active power is not a
sufficient criterion to decide if an installation is harmful or not. However, an increase
in harmonic active power, considering the other parameters constant, increase the
harmful impact.
Assuming, for example, the Harmonic Power Flow Method, widely used in the
industry [12][13], and the IEC Voltage/Current Method, one can observe that neither
a positive harmonic active power nor a bigger harmonic voltage magnitude can be
used to identify a “harmful” harmonic emission.

3.4 Assessment of Network Harmonic Impedance
When there is not much information regarding the network impedances, for example,
the public grid impedance, some methods can be used to estimate them. These
methods are based on invasive and non-invasive measurement methods [14] [15] [16].
Invasive methods are based on direct injection of harmonic currents. The use of
existing harmonic sources and the analysis of transient waveforms are the basis of
non-invasive methods [14].
Non-invasive measurement methods are based on the natural fluctuation of the
voltage and current at the point of measurement. The use of pre-existing harmonic
sources and the normal switching transients or natural variations in the system can be
used to determine the harmonic impedance of the network [14] [15]. The connection
of a load can be used together with a pre-existing non-linear sources present in the
network to calculate the voltage difference before and after the connection as
presented in (9) [15]. Without disconnecting the load, it is also possible to use the
method. For this, the operation point of this load can be changed, which will cause a
change at the measured harmonic currents and voltages. This variation can be
calculated as (10) [15]. The assumptions to be made for this are: the system in linear;
the grid is time-invariant. The normal operation of switching capacitor banks and
transformers, for example, can be used to determine the impedance in the harmonic
range around the oscillation frequency due to the switching.
Zh =

Zh =

(U

hafter

− U hbefore
Ih

U hafter − U hbefore
I hafter − I hbefore

)

(9)

(10)

Invasive measurement methods are based on switching of passive elements or on the
use of controlled current amplifiers to adjust the magnitude and the harmonic order of
the signal [16]. The harmonic impedances are obtained using the distorted voltage
obtained at the measured location due to the injection of current [15] [16] [17]. They
are calculated based on the ratio of difference of the voltage and current for each
harmonic frequency, as (10). According to [17], these methods provide reliable
results, but can be expensive and cause unwanted impacts on the grid operation.
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When these methods cannot be used, the use of a reference impedance is indicated.
The harmonic impedance is calculated based on the short-circuit impedance at the
point of connection and apply to the harmonic frequencies, as presented in (11).
According to [15, 18], when considering high voltage systems, the network should be
modelled at least up to two nodes from the studied location and the short-circuit
impedance should be used to represent the networks connected from this point. In
extra high voltage systems, it is recommended to model, at least, all the primary
transmission network and all the loads connected to the secondary transmission
network.
Z ref = R50 Hz + j 2πfL50 Hz

(11)
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4 Stochastic Hosting Capacity
4.1 The Hosting Capacity Approach
Quantifying the maximum number of distributed generation (DG) units that can be
connected in the power system without endangering the power quality or damaging
equipment is an important factor to be considered. For this, hosting capacity studies
can be performed to determine the acceptable number of these generators being
connected according to the studied phenomenon [1][2].
There are some cases in which the system performance will be improved with new
connections, but, there are others that can even result in a failure of the system. This
happens because for each phenomenon there is a different hosting capacity [1]. To
calculate the hosting capacity of a network the following should be considered:
1. A phenomenon and the performance index should be chosen;
2. The limit related to the phenomenon should be chosen or determined;
3. The performance index as a function of the amount of generation should be
calculated;
4. The hosting capacity can be obtained.
In [3], a study about hosting capacity considering PVIs in Swedish distribution
networks was presented. From that, it was concluded that overvoltage was the main
performance limit for hosting capacity calculations. The increase of hosting capacity
assuming active power curtailment, energy storage, and communication systems was
presented in [4]. In [5], the hosting capacity of electrical networks was considered and
it was mention that the DER output power is a challenge for the design and operation
of the systems. Considering harmonics, [6] presented an introduction of their impacts
on hosting capacity studies.

4.2 Uncertainty and Hosting Capacity
Due to the uncertainty in hosting capacity studies related to the unknown location of
DG units and its output power, for example, stochastic methods for hosting capacity
determination are suitable approaches. There some studies assuming these methods,
such as [7]-[10]. In [7] a stochastic multi-objective optimization model was proposed
to maximize the hosting capacity for wind power and minimize its costs. In [8] the
impact of the connection of PVIs to a specific feeder is studied through the use of a
stochastic approach assuming the uncertainty in the size and location of the PVIs.
This impact is used to determine the hosting capacity of the feeder. In [9], the impacts
of residential PVIs on distribution voltages are presented. A stochastic analysis is used
to simulate possible PV scenarios to determine the hosting capacity based on the bus
overvoltages, voltage deviations, and voltage unbalance. A state-of-the-art
considering hosting capacity developments is presented in [10]. Historical
developments and enhancement techniques are some of the discussed topics.
Furthermore, practical experiences considered by system operators and energy
markets are presented and discussed.
In the remaining sections of this chapter, the hosting capacity with respect to voltage
unbalance is addressed in a stochastic way. The uncertainties included are the location
of the customer with PV and the phase to which the PV installation is connected.
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From the probability distribution of the voltage unbalance, a stochastic performance
criterion is defined. This can be used to obtain the hosting capacity.

4.3 Negative-sequence Voltage Unbalance and Hosting
Capacity
Voltage unbalance corresponds to the presence of negative and zero-sequence
voltages in three-phase networks. This is due to non-transposed lines and unbalanced
equipment [11]–[13]. The voltage unbalance (VU) is one of the phenomena that limit
the hosting capacity of a network and it is defined as ratio of the negative sequence
voltage to the positive sequence voltage. The uneven distribution of single-phase
equipment, such as single-phase photovoltaic inverters (PVIs), is a major cause of the
VU. Their connection can also result in voltage rise [14], [15], [16]–[18] and
reduction in transformer lifetime [19]. In [20], a deterministic approach is presented
for the evaluation of individual VU contributions for a radial power system. In [21]–
[23], the propagation of VU from upstream or surrounding locations is studied and a
probabilistic estimation is used in [24] to determine the VU due to unbalanced loads.
In [25], the level and effects of VU in distribution networks are studied through
estimation techniques. A study related to the connection of single-phase PVIs and
plug-in electric vehicles (EVs) is presented in [26] and the probabilistic methodology
used estimates the unbalance based on actual power consumption and load
composition at different network buses.

4.3.1 Negative-Sequence Voltage Unbalance
The negative-sequence voltage was calculated using the transfer impedance (Z rs ) of
the network and the negative-sequence current (I s ) through (1)
U r = Z rs × I s

(1)

To obtain the transfer impedance the superposition method was used through the
software DigSilent PowerFactory 15.2. The following procedure was applied:
1. Connect PVI at the sending busbar s;
2. Calculate the negative-sequence current (amplitude and phase angle) at busbar
s;
3. Calculate the negative-sequence voltage (amplitude and phase angle) at the
receiving busbar r;
4. The ratio between the voltage at busbar r and the current at busbar s gives the
transfer impedance, which is element rs of the transfer impedance matrix;
5. Repeat step 3 and 4 for all busses;
6. Repeat step 1 through 5 for all busses.
Once the transfer impedance is known, the voltage unbalance can be obtained, for a
given injection of negative-sequence currents.
When there are multiple (N) inverters, the negative-sequence voltage at location r is
obtained from the superposition of the contributions from the individual units and the
background negative-sequence voltage (U background ) , as (2).
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N

U r = U background + ∑ Z rs × I s

(2)

s =1

The voltage unbalance was calculated for each busbar, through (3).

VU rneg [%] =
neg

where U r

neg

Ur
×100%
pos
Ur

(3)
pos

is the negative-sequence voltage and U r

the positive-sequence voltage.

Random connections of inverters at different locations and phases were considered in
the stochastic study. The probability distribution function of the unbalance due to PV
was obtained by means of a Monte-Carlo simulation. Using the transfer impedance
matrix, all possible combinations of inverters at the different busbars and in different
phases were considered, with the same total number of PVIs.
Using this approach two studies were performed: a typical Swedish country-side lowvoltage network with 6 customers connected through a 100 kVA transformer; and a
Swedish suburban grid with 28 customers connected to a 500 kVA transformer. The
single-line diagram for both networks is presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.
More information about the used data is presented in Paper B and C.

Fig. 1 - Single-line diagram: 6-Customer network.
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Fig. 2 - Single-line diagram: 28-customer network.
The results for the 6-customer network are presented in Fig. 3 through Fig. 6. For the
28-customer network, the results are presented in Fig. 7 through Fig. 8. Each colour
refers to different customers for random connection of single-phase PVIs, considering
phase and customer. For all the results, the worst situation, is when all PVIs inject 6
kW of power at the same time, is considered.
As presented in [1],[27],[28], the use of three-phase loads decreases the negativesequence VU and, with this, it is expected to increase the hosting capacity for singlephase PVIs. Initiated by this, a study was performed in the 6-customer network where
a 16 kW three-phase induction motor was added to each of the customers and all the
described procedure presented in Section 4.2.1 was repeated. The results regarding
this study are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the connection of three and six PVIs
for the lowest and highest VU (left and right value in the figures, respectively). For
comparison, these figures also include the results for the case without three-phase
induction motors.
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Fig. 3 - Probability distribution function of the VU for three PVIs at random busbars
and phases in a 6-customer network.
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Fig. 4 - Probability distribution function of the VU for five PVIs at random busbars
and phases in a 6-customer network. Note the difference in horizontal scale, compared
to the previous figure
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Fig. 5 - Comparison of the probability distribution function of the best case for three
(blue line) and six (pink line) 6-kW inverter at random busses and phases for a 6customer network before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines) adding three-phase
induction-motor load
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Fig. 6 - Comparison of the probability distribution function of the worst case for three
(blue line) and six (pink line) 6-kW inverter at random busses and phases for a 6customer network before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines) adding three-phase
induction-motor load
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Fig. 7 - Probability distribution function of the VU with four PVIs connected to
random busbars and phases in the 28-customer network; the different colours refer to
different customers
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Fig. 8 - Probability distribution function of the VU with 14 PVIs connected to random
busbars and phases in the 28-customer network; the different colours refer to different
busbars. Note the difference in horizontal scale compared to the previous figure.
In Fig. 3, the results for the three PVIs are presented. Assuming 1% and 2% as the
limit for the VU, one can see this will be less than 1% with 65% up to 90%
confidence and less than 2% with 100% confidence, depending on the customer. In
Fig. 4, the results are presented for the case of five inverters connected at random
phases and customers. The VU is less than 1% with 35% up to 65% confidence and
less than 2% with 90% up to 100% confidence.
From Fig. 5, one can see the probability distribution of the best simulated case for
three (blue line) and six (pink line) PVIs before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the
motor connection. For the worst simulated case, the results are presented in Fig. 6. In
Fig. 5, before connecting the three-phase induction motor (solid lines), the probability
that the VU will be less than 1% is about 90% when three PVIs are connected and
about 60% when six PVIs are connected in random phases and customers. For the
case of 2% limit, the probability that the VU will be less than this limit is 100% for
three PVIs connected and almost 100% for six PVIs. When the three-phase induction
motors are connected to all customers, the VU decreases. For the connection of three
PVIs, there is a probability of 100% that the VU will be less than 1% and 2% limits.
When six PVIs are connected there is a probability of about 95% that the VU will be
less than 1% and about 100% for the limit of 2%.
Considering the worst simulated cases, presented in Fig. 6, one can observe that
before connecting the induction motor, the probability that the VU will be less than
1% is about 60% for the three PVIs case and about 30% when six PVIs are connected.
For the limit of 2%, the probability that the VU will be less than this limit is 100% for
three PVIs connected and about 90% for six PVIs. The connection of the three-phase
induction motors also decreases the VU, which can be observed in Fig. 6. For the
connection of three PVIs, there is a probability of about 80% that the VU will be less
than 1% and 100% for the limit of 2%. When six PVIs are connected there is a
probability of about 50% that the VU will be less than 1% and about 100% for the
limit of 2%. From the results, it can be concluded, that for this network, the negativesequence voltage due to the connection of three-phase induction motors will be
between 15 and 34% less, depending where the inverter is connected.
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Considering the 28 customer network, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 present the results for the
study assuming 1% and 2% as limits for VU. In Fig. 7 the results when four PVIs are
connected is presented. One can observe that the VU is less than 1% with a
confidence level close to 100% and unlikely that the limit of 2% will be exceeded.
Assuming the connection of 14 PVIs the probability of exceeding 1% VU is zero for
about half of the customers, and up to 20% for some customers. For the limit of 2%,
the VU is below the limit with very close to 100% confidence.

4.3.2 Stochastic Hosting Capacity based on Negative-Sequence
Voltage Unbalance
To obtain the hosting capacity, a performance criterion is needed. For a stochastic
approach, a stochastic performance criterion is needed. In this study, the performance
indicator is a high percentile from the probability distribution function of the voltage
unbalance.
The hosting capacity was calculated based on the negative-sequence VU results
presented in the previous sections. The 90% (solid line) and 95% (dashed line) values
for the negative-sequence VU versus the number of PVIs for each customer are
presented in Fig. 9 through Fig. 11.

Fig. 9 - 90% (solid lines) and 95% (dashed lines) values for the expected unbalance
when connecting one to six 6-kW inverters at random busses and phases (6 customers
network)
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Fig. 10 - 90% (solid lines) and 95% (dashed lines) values for the expected unbalance
when connecting on to six 6-kW inverters at random busses and phases when adding
three-phase induction-motor load (6 customers network)

Fig. 11 - 90% (solid lines) and 95% (dashed lines) values for the expected unbalance
when connecting on to 28 6-kW inverters at random busses and phases (28 customers
network)
Fig. 9 presents the hosting capacity results for the 6-customer network for the 90%
and 95% values. From it, one can observe that, assuming 5% risk, the hosting capacity
for this network is four PVIs connected, considering a limit of 2% VU. It is also
possible to connect five or six PVIs, but the probability that the VU will exceed the
limit is high for one customer. For the case of 10% risk, it is possible to connect six
PVIs without exceeding the limit of 2% VU. From Fig. 10, it is possible to see that
when there are three-phase induction-motor loads connected to the customers, the
hosting capacity increases and more PVIs can be connected to the network without
reaching high values of VU. The hosting capacity increased from 4 to 6 for all
customers, with a low probability of reaching the limit of 2% of VU
In Fig. 11, the hosting capacity results are presented for the 28-customer networks for
the 90% and 95% values. It can be seen that the hosting capacity for this case is the
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connection of 28 PVIs. It can also be seen that even when all customers have PVIs
connected and assuming 5% and 10% risk, the VU does not reach the limit of 2%.

4.3.3 Background Voltage Unbalance
The background voltage unbalance is an important factor that should be considered
before the connection of PVIs. For this, measurements of VU considering a 6customer network are used and the phase angle of the negative-sequence voltage was
calculated from the rms values of the three phase-to-phase voltages, presented in Fig.
12. The (complex) negative-sequence voltage as injected by a single-phase 6 kW
inverter was added to this using (4.2). The calculated magnitude and phase angle of
the negative-sequence voltage are shown in Fig. 13 and it can be seen that the
variations in both magnitude and duration appear random, without any daily pattern.
The measurement period is too short to draw any general conclusions from this.
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Fig. 12 - Phase-to-phase voltages measured during a 42-hour period in a low-voltage
network
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Fig. 13 - Voltage unbalance versus time: absolute value (top) and phase angle
(bottom)
Considering the 6-customer network, connecting a 6 kW PVI at location CB1, without
considering the background unbalance, will result in 0.80% VU. The injected negative
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sequence current is 8.7A∠30˚, 8.7A∠150˚, or 8.7A∠-90˚, depending on the phase in
which the inverter is connected.
Fig. 14 presents probability distribution considering the connection of one PVI when
there is a background VU. It was observed that for each of the three phases, the
unbalance increases; but the increase depends on the phase to which the panel is
connected. The increase is largest for the panel being connected to the green phase;
the 95% value is 1.70% in that case and the maximum value 1.95%. For connection in
the blue phase, this value is 0.91 % and the maximum value 1.14 %.
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Fig. 14 - Probability distribution of the unbalance after connection 6-KW PVI in one
phase at location CB1. The black curve shows the unbalance before connection.
In Fig. 15 the results for the connection of a 6 kW PVI in one phase at location CB6
are presented. In this case, a connection to the red phase will result in a decrease in
unbalance and the connection to the green phase a substantial increase.
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Fig. 15. Probability distribution of the unbalance after connection 6-KW PVI in one
phase at location CB6. The black curve shows the unbalance before connection.
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Considering the other four customers, calculations have been repeated and the 95percentile and maximum value of the negative-sequence voltage are presented in
Table I.
Table I - 6 kW PVI connected in different phases at different locations when
background voltage unbalance is considered
CB1

CB2

CB3

CB4

CB5

CB6

A

95%

1.02 %

0.80 %

0.92 %

1.22 %

0.74 %

1.12 %

A

100%

1.27 %

1.05 %

1.16 %

1.47 %

0.98 %

1.37 %

B

95%

1.70 %

1.46 %

1.59 %

1.90 %

1.36 %

1.79 %

B

100%

1.95 %

1.71 %

1.84 %

2.14 %

1.61 %

2.04 %

C

95%

0.91 %

0.89 %

0.90 %

0.97 %

0.91 %

0.93 %

C

100%

1.14 %

1.14 %

1.12 %

1.17 %

1.16 %

1.14 %

From the results presented, it is possible to see the negative-sequence voltage is
strongly dependent on the phase to which the PVI is connected. More detailed data is
presented in [27].
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5 Harmonic Transfers in Wind Power Plants
5.1 Introduction
Several studies regard harmonic emission of WPPs, such as [1]-[3]. Also, the impact
of background distortion on the emission for individual turbines and for the WPP is
often mentioned [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, its impact is rarely quantified.
The terms “primary emission” and “secondary emission” were introduced in [9] and
first used in the context of wind power in [10]. In a WPP, the primary emission is the
harmonic emission originating from inside the WT or WPP, and the secondary
emission from sources outside the WT or WPP [11]. With a WPP, the separation
between primary and secondary emission becomes more complicated that for the
model in [9] because there are multiple sources of emission; a more specific
description of the phenomena is needed. Primary and secondary emission are part of
the more general spread of harmonics through a WPP. Transfer functions are suitable
tools for studying the spread of harmonics through a WPP because they are
independent of the emission from the individual harmonic sources [11]. The transfer
function method has been used in electric circuit theory, power electronics, control
theory and elsewhere. Regarding WPPs, [12] studies the transfer from the turbines to
the public grid through the collection grid. Primary and secondary emission for a
planned offshore park with 48 turbines are presented in [13], using the transferfunction approach proposed in [12]. The transfer and aggregation of the emission
from individual turbines to the public grid is presented in [14] for a hypothetical 10turbine park. Only primary emission is considered in that study. Primary and
secondary emission, at different locations in the park, are studied for an existing 9turbine park in [15].
As observed from the above-presented studies, not many studies regard the impact of
wind turbines on harmonic transfers (a mathetical way of describing the spread of
harmonics) within the collection grid. This is mainly due to lack of requirements on
voltage and current distortion within the collection grid. However, as the harmonic
emission of each wind turbine (WT) is needed for determining the contribution at the
public grid, it is important to estimate the harmonic contribution of one turbine to the
others.
Another topic that is commonly studied for WPP studies is harmonic modeling. It is
an important part of WPP studies when connecting the plant into the power system. In
resonance studies, accurate harmonic models are needed, but there is still a lack of
studies regarding more detailed models considering the grid impedance and the wind
turbine (WT) impedance. For both cases, normally, simplified models are used and
several assumptions are made.

5.2 Harmonic Transfer Functions
Without knowing the harmonic emission of a wind turbine (WT) converter, it is not
trivial to determine primary and secondary emission (harmonic contribution from the
other WT converters to a specific converter). However, with the use of transfer
functions, it is possible to estimate the impact of these emissions using only the
impedance values.
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The harmonic transfers in a WPP can be quantified through a number of transfer
functions: voltage transfer, current transfer, transfer admittance and transfer
impedance. In Table I of Paper D, a summary of the used transfer functions and
combinations is presented together with the termination for the other turbines.

Fig. 1. WPP as a multi-port; each transfer function considers the transfer from one
port to another, with a given termination of the other ports.
For the multi-part network shown in Fig.1, one sending port and one receiving port
are selected. The transfer functions can be calculated for a given termination at the
other ports. The sending turbine is defined as the one that is generating harmonics.
The receiving turbine is defined as the one receiving the harmonics contribution, i.e.
the studied transfer is between the sending turbine and the receiving turbine. The
“other turbines” in Fig. 1 affect the transfer through the turbine model used, i.e.
through the termination of these ports.

5.3 Individual Transfer Functions
5.3.1 Transfer Impedance

( )

The transfer impedance (expressed in Ω or V/A) for a specific frequency f Z rsf is
defined as the ratio of output voltage at the receiving terminals

( )

( ) and input current
U rf

I sf

at the sending terminals
, as (1). The transfer impedance links the voltage at a
certain location (r) with the current injected at another location (s). Considering Fig. 1
and the transfer between turbines, the transfer impedance depends among others on
the impedance of the receiving turbine and of the other turbines. When the turbines
are modelled as ideal voltage source, the transfer impedance has no meaning. The
receiving turbine would have to be modelled as a short circuit (voltage source with
zero voltage) and the transfer impedance would always be zero. The public grid is
modelled always as an impedance for the calculation of the transfer impedance. When
calculating the transfer impedance, the sending turbine is modelled as an ideal current
source. The calculated transfer is from the terminal current at the sending turbine to
the terminal voltage with the receiving turbine. The data for the WT impedance and
for the public grid impedance are described in Papers D through F. The transfer
impedance is obtained directly from the elements of the transfer impedance matrix.
Z rsf =
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U rf
I sf

(1)

5.3.2 Transfer Admittance

( ) is defined as the ratio of
current through a branch ( ) and input voltage from at the sending terminals (U ),
The transfer admittance for a specific frequency f Yrsf
f
I rm

f
s

as (2). Like with the transfer impedance, the receiving turbine and the other turbines
are modelled as an impedance, the branch through which the current is calculating is
the impedance of the receiving turbine. The exception is when the turbines are
modelled as ideal current source. For that case, the receiving turbine is an open circuit
and the transfer admittance is zero by definition. When calculating the transfer
admittance from a turbine, the sending turbine is modelled as an ideal voltage source.
The calculated transfer is from the terminal voltage at the sending turbine to the
terminal current with the receiving turbine. When calculating the transfer admittance
from the public grid, the public grid is modelled as a voltage source behing
impedance. The calculated transfer is from the source voltage (the “background
voltage”, the voltage before connection of the park) to the receiving turbine. The data
for the WT impedance and for the public grid impedance are described in Papers D
through F. The transfer admittance is obtained from the elements of the transfer
impedance matrix using the second part of (2). The receiving end of the harmonic
transfer is modelled as a branch between nodes r and m. The elements of the transfer
impedance matrix are next used to calculate the current through this branch.

Yrmf ,s =

f
f
I rm
Z rsf − Z ms
=
f branch
U sf Z rm
× Z ssf

(2)

f
are the transfer impedance (the elements of the transfer
, where Z rsf and Z ms
impedance matrix) from the sending turbine to each of the terminals of the receiving
f branch
turbine, Z rm
is the branch impedance of the receiving turbine and Z ssf is the selfimpedance of the sending turbine.

5.3.3 Current Transfer

( )
( ). The impedance matrix of a

f
The current transfer function for a specific frequency I rm
,s is defined as the ratio of

(

f branch
I rm

)

I sf

the output current
and the input current
system and the branch impedance matrix can be used to obtain the current transfer
function between two busbars, as (3). The sending turbine is modelled as an ideal
current source; the calculated transfer is between the terminal current of the sending
turbine and the terminal current of the receiving turbine. The data for the WT
impedance and for the public grid impedance are described in Papers D through F.
The current transfer function is calculated from the elements of the transfer
impedance matrix using (3), in a similar way as for the transfer admittance.
f
I rm
,s =

f branch
f
I rm
Z rsf − Z ms
=
f branch
I sf
Z rm

(3)
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5.3.4 Voltage Transfer

( )

The voltage transfer function for a specific frequency U rsf is defined as the ratio of

( )

( )

U sf

U rf

and the input voltage
, as (4). The data for the WT
output voltage
impedance and for the public grid impedance are described in Papers D through F.
The voltage transfer function is calculated from the elements of the transfer
impedance matrix using (4).

U rsf =

U rf Z rsf
=
U sf Z ssf

(4)

5.4 Overall Transfer Functions
The “overall harmonic transfer” is defined as the total transfer from a number of
sending ports (turbines) to one receiving port (turbine or public grid) [11], [16], [14].
Consider, as an illustration, the current transfer between turbines. As presented in
Section 5.2, the individual current transfer function is in that case the complex ratio
between the current at the receiving turbine terminals and the current at the sending
turbine terminals, under the assumption that the emission from all other turbines is
zero. The overall current transfer is defined as the ratio between the receiving turbine
current and the sending turbine current when the emission is the same for all turbines.
The “emission” can in this case be the absolute value of the complex current. The
overall transfer function is a real function of frequency whereas the individual transfer
function is a complex function of frequency.
Still assuming the current transfer between turbines, as an example, to calculate the
overall transfer from the individual transfer, an aggregation rule between individual
turbines has to be considered. Assuming the aggregation model in IEC 61000-3-6,
with an aggregation exponent α, the relation between the overall and individual
transfers reads as (5). Using (5), the same kind of relation can be obtained for the
transfer impedance, transfer admittance and voltage transfer and considering the
emission from turbines to the public grid.
N

( )

H ( O ) = α ∑ H kI
k =1

α

(5)

, where H ( O ) is the overall transfer function, H k( I ) is the individual harmonic transfer
function from turbine k to the receiving turbine and N the total number of turbines.
The overall transfer function is not a fixed property of the wind power plant, but
dependent on the aggregation rule used.
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5.5 Harmonic Primary and Secondary Emission in Wind
Power Plants
5.5.1 Simplified Model
To estimate the amount of secondary emission in relation to the primary emission,
detailed calculations can be done. Some examples of that will be given in the
forthcoming sections. In this section, a simplified model will be used to get a first
estimation of the secondary emission at the terminal of a wind turbines due to the
emission from other turbines in the same wind power plant. This model holds for loworder harmonics, at frequencies below the resonant frequency of the collection grid.
Considering N turbines connected to the MV collection grid; neglecting the
impedance between them. The current transfer function from turbine 1 to turbine 2 is
obtained from (6) (the current divider between (N-1) turbines and the public grid).

(N − 1)I T 2
IT1

=

Z PG
Z PG +

ZT
N −1

(6)

, where, I T 1 is the current injected by turbine 1, I T 2 is the current flowing through
turbine 2, Z T is the impedance of one turbine and Z PG is the source impedance at
the MV side of the grid transformer.
The impedance of the turbines is assumed to be equal to the impedance of the turbine
transformer in series with the impedance of the converter reactor, as presented in (7),

ZT =

U 2 
1

ε tt 
(N − 1)  S T 

(7)

, where, S T is the rating of the turbine transformer and ε tt is the per-unit impedance
of the turbine transformer and converter reactor.
The source impedance is assumed to be equal to the impedance of the grid
transformer, as presented in (8),
 U2
Z PG = ε tt 
 N ×S T






(8)

, where, N ×S T is the rating of the grid transformer, N is the number of turbines in the
WPP and ε tt is the per-unit impedance of the grid transformer.
With this, the current transfer function can be written as (9),
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Zg
IT 2
1

=
×
I T 1 (N − 1)  Z + Z T 
 PG (N − 1) 


IT 2
IT1



εGT


εGT
1
N

=
=
×
(N − 1)  εGT + εTT  (N − 1)εGT + NεTT

(N − 1) 
 N

(9)

Assuming εGT ≈ εTT , the amount of harmonic emission transferred to neighbouring
turbines (secondary emission) is estimated through (10),
IT 2
1
=
I T 1 (2 N − 1)

(10)

The total secondary emission received by a turbine is the sum of the contributions
from all other turbines. The secondary emission received by turbine 1 is obtained by
(11),
T1
I sec
=

N

1

1

N

∑ (2 N − 1) × I Tprim = (2 N − 1) × ∑ I Tprim

T =2

(11)

T =2

When all harmonic currents are in phase (for aggregation exponent equal to 1), the
secondary emission received by turbine 1 is obtained by (12) which is approximated
by (13) for WPPs with a large number of turbines (N>>1),
T1
I sec
=

N −1

(2 N − 1)

I sec =

× I Tprim

1
I prim
2

(12)

(13)

For random phase angles, the amplitude of the sum increases with the square-root of
the number of terms in the sum, as presented in (14), and the approximated expression
for the secondary emission is obtained by (15).
N

∑ I Tprim

T =2

≈ N − 1 × I prim

I sec ≈

1
× I prim
2 N

(14)

(15)

From the equations it can be seen that the secondary emission decreases with the
increasing number of turbines, because of the aggregation between the contributions
(the random phase angle, aggregation exponent 2). From this, we can conclude that
secondary emission is an important issue to the discussed and not only the emission
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driven by the public grid, but also the harmonic emission transferred to neighboring
turbines. We also conclude, from this simplified model, that the aggregation exponent
(the aggregation model) will have a strong impact on the secondary emission,
especially in parks with a large number of turbines. It is also concluded here that the
secondary emission is expected to be a non-neglegible part of the emission, already at
lower frequencies, especially in WPPs with a smaller number of turbines and when
the aggregation exponent is close to one.

5.6 Transfer Functions for Harmonic
Secondary Emission Studies

Primary

and

As stated in Section 5.4, primary and secondary emission can be estimated using the
current transfer, without knowing the harmonic current emission. To properly
calculate the harmonic emission, the current generated by each WT is needed, but to
estimate the contribution at a specific location, using only transfer functions is
sufficient. Due to this, three studies about primary and secondary emission applying
transfer functions to estimate the WPP contribution were presented in this thesis.

5.6.1 WT and Public Grid Modelling for Harmonic Studies
Depending on the used harmonic transfer function and on the receiving and sending
nodes, the receiving and sending WTs can be modelled differently. Considering the
transfer admittance and the current transfer between turbines, the sending WT was
modelled as an ideal voltage and current source, respectively. On the other hand, the
receiving WTs and the public grid were modelled as Thevenin equivalents. See also
the description of the various transfer functions in Section 5.3.

5.6.2 Harmonic Secondary Emission in WPPs
In subsection 5.5.1 it was shown that secondary emission between turbines is an
important topic to be studied, because it can be considered as a significant part of the
primary emission measured/calculated at the WTs terminals. With this, it is difficult
to determine through measurements how big the actual harmonic contribution is for
each individual turbine.
For this, a study regarding the secondary emission between WTs was performed for
two WPPs, (i) one with five WTs and (ii) another one with 42 WTs connected to the
public grid. The studied WPPs are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. Their
impedance data are presented in Paper E.
Also, 10 different grid impedance scenarios are used to estimate their impact on the
secondary emission within the plant. The grid impedance as a function of frequency
for a node at 220 kV somewhere in Europe is considered for ten different operational
states of the grid, resulting in ten different values for impedance versus frequency. All
the impedances were obtained at the same location but for different states of the
network, for high load and for low load. The grid impedance was modeled assuming
its positive sequence impedance with several scenarios. Case 1A and 1F are the base
cases, with all components in operation, for high load and low load, respectively. For
the other data series, there is one large generator unit or major grid component out of
operation. Cases 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E are for high load and 2F, 3F, 4F, 5F, for low load.
The frequency-dependent impedances, for all the cases, are presented in Fig. 3,
referred to 33-kV voltage level.
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Fig. 2. WPP – Five WTs

Fig. 3. WPP – 42 WTs
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Fig. 4. Grid Impedance Scenarios

5.6.3 Individual Transfer Functions
Considering the case with five WTs, the current transfer and the transfer admittance
between turbine two (T2) and the other four turbines are considered and presented in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. For the 42 WTs case, the results are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
considering the transfers from turbine one (T1) to turbines 10, 13, 22, 34 and 42. The
grid impedance used for the two study cases was scenario 1A from Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Individual Current Transfer – Five WTs
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Fig. 6. Individual Transfer Admittance (A/V) – Five WTs

Fig. 7. Individual Current Transfer – 42 WTs
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Fig. 8. Individual Transfer Admittance (A/V) – 42 WTs
From Fig. 5 through Fig. 8, one can see the inductive behavior of the system for low
frequencies with both transfers. The current transfer for low frequencies is constant
with frequency; the transfer admittance decreases with frequency. At a frequency
around 500 Hz, the capacitance of the collection grid starts to impact the transfer
resulting in an increase with the maximum around the resonant frequency. For
frequencies above the resonant frequency all transfers decrease with frequency. Fig. 5
presents the current transfer from T2 to the other turbines. It shows only small
variations between the turbines. At 1 kHz, the transfer ranges between 0.6876 A/A, at
T5, and 0.7128 A/A, at T3. This means that secondary emission for each of the other
turbines is between 69% and 71% of the primary emission by T2. The assumption
made here, related to the definition of individual transfer functions, is that only T2 is
generating harmonics. When all five turbines generate harmonics, as is that case in
reality, the secondary emission for one of these turbines will consist of contributions
from the other four different turbines. The resulting secondary emission will depend
on the aggregation, which will be discussed under the overall transfer functions.
The transfer admittance, ranges between 0.0008877 A/V for T5, and 0.0008563 A/V,
for T3 at 1 kHz. The transfer admittance can be interpreted easier by expressing it in
per unit. Assuming the rated current and voltage of the WT transformer, 1 p.u. voltage
distortion at the terminals of T2 will result in around 0.16 p.u. secondary emission for
the other terminals.
For the 42 WTs case, the current transfer and the transfer admittance results are
presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. The emission from one turbine to another
is larger when the turbines are connected to the same transformer (T2 and T10). It is
also shown that the transfer from a turbine behind TR1 to any turbine behind TR2,
TR3 and TR4 is about the same. At 1 kHz, the transfer from T1 to T2 will be 0.14
A/A and 0.02 A/A to T42. From Fig. 7, the transfer from T1 at T2 will be 0.03
p.u/p.u. and 0.0054 p.u/p.u. for the transfer to T42.
Regarding the used transfer function, assuming current emission from the sending
WT, the secondary emission at the receiving WT can vary from 2% up to 14% of the
primary emission of another turbine, depending on the location of the WTs compared
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to each other. Assuming a voltage source at the sending turbine, the secondary
emission will vary from 0.48% up to 3.32%. Therefore, depending on the used
combination of models, the secondary emission contribution from one turbine to the
others is different. Another important conclusion is the fact that the farther the
receiving WT is located from the sending WT, the more important is the grid
impedance.
Note also that the individual transfer is smaller for the larger WPP than for the smaller
WPP, as was also found from the simplified model.

5.6.4 Grid Impedance Impact
The impact of the grid impedance on the transfer admittance and the current transfer
are presented in Fig. 9 through Fig. 12, for the 42 WTs WPP. The same study was
performed for the five WTs case and can be found in Paper E.

Fig. 10. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Current Transfer (T1-T2) – 42 WTs

Fig. 11. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Transfer Admittance (A/V) (T1-T2) –
42 WTs
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Fig. 12. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Current Transfer (T1-T42) – 42 WTs

Fig. 13. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Transfer Admittance (A/V) (T1-T42) –
42 WTs
From Fig. 10 through Fig. 13, one can observe that the grid impedance for certain
frequencies and scenarios has a significant impact on the harmonic transfers, and on
the secondary emission. Significant impact is found especially for frequencies below
1 kHz, but not exclusively there. It can also be observed that the grid impedance has
less impact on the transfers from T1 to T2 than on the transfers from T1 to T42. This
is mainly due to the WPP configuration, as the plant is connected to the public grid
through four transformers and two feeders. For this case, the plant can be considered
as four small WPPs (“subplants”, so the grid impedance has more impact on the
transfers between turbines in two different subplants than on the transfer between
turbines in the same subplant. Depending on the considered transfer, high and low
values are reached at different frequencies. For both transfers, the difference is bigger
for turbines connected to CB2 (to TR3 or TR4). For the transfer admittance, the
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difference can be over 3000% (0.6 kHz) and over 6000% (0.45 kHz) for the current
transfer.

5.6.5 Harmonic Primary and Secondary Emission in WPPs
Determining the WPP contribution at the point of connection with the public grid is
still challenging. Several studies regarding this subject have been performed as
presented in Section 5.1, and as mentioned transfer functions are a suitable tool for
such studies, even when the harmonic emission is unknown.
For this, the primary emission from individual WTs to the public grid and the overall
transfer from the WPP as a whole to the public grid were studied. The overall
secondary emission from all other turbines to one turbine was also studied. For both
cases, the same WPPs presented in Section 5.6.2 were used. For this case, the public
grid impedance was modelled assuming case 1A, where all grid components are in
operation for high load.
For this study, the overall transfer admittance and the overall current transfer
functions were used to estimate the harmonic primary and secondary emission. They
were obtained using (5). The harmonic transfers between turbines and to the public
grid were obtained and some of the results are presented in the following subsections.
Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The overall transfer admittance has been calculated for both WPPs. The results are
presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the 5-turbine and 42-turbine plants, respectively.

Fig. 14. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from Turbine to public grid: WPP – Five
WTs
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Fig. 15. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from Turbine to public grid: WPP – 42
WTs
To obtain the overall transfer admittance, the contribution of all individual transfers
has been included. For the five WTs case, considering frequencies 100 Hz and 1 kHz,
the admittances are 0.1513 A/V and 0.01327 A/V, respectively, as presented in
Fig.14. As mentioned before, to enable easier interpretation, per-unit values have been
used. Using the rating of the public grid transformer (30 MVA) as a base, 1 p.u.
voltage distortion with the turbine, gives 5.49 p.u. (at 0.1 kHz) and 0.48 p.u. (at
1 kHz) harmonic current flowing into the public grid. For the 42 WTs case, presented
in Fig. 15, for the same frequencies, the admittances are 1.747 A/V and 0.01107 A/V,
giving 17.29 p.u. (at 100 Hz) and 0.11 p.u. (at 1 kHz) of current distortion for 1 p.u. of
voltage distortion, using a power base equal to the public grid transformer rating (110
MVA).
Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
Considering the transfer from turbine to turbine, the overall transfer admittance
(voltage to current) and the overall current transfer (current to current) were
calculated for both WPPs, but only the results related to the 42 WTs case are
presented in this subsection. More detail and information is presented in Paper D. The
results are presented in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.
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Fig. 16. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) between Turbines: WPP – 42 WTs

Fig. 17. Overall Current Transfer between Turbines: WPP – 42 WTs
Considering 0.1 kHz and 1 kHz, from Fig. 16, one can see that the overall transfer
admittance is 0.0118 A/V and 0.0007672 A/V, respectively. Assuming, 1 p.u. voltage
distortion for both frequencies, at 0.1 kHz, the current distortion would be 1.98 p.u.
and 0.13 p.u. at 1 kHz. For the overall current transfer, presented in Fig. 17, the values
are 0.3 A/A and 0.28 A/A, for 0.1 kHz and 1 kHz, respectively. These results mean
that the total secondary emission driven by all the other turbines together, is 30% and
28% of the primary emission of one turbine. This cannot be neglected and any
measurement of the current at the turbine terminals will include both primary and
secondary emission.
Transfer from Grid to Turbine
Considering the transfer from the public grid towards the turbines, the individual
transfer admittance was calculated for both cases and the results are presented in Fig.
18 and Fig. 19.
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Fig. 18. Transfer Admittance (A/V) from public grid to Turbines: WPP – Five WTs

Fig. 19. Individual Transfer Admittance (A/V) from public grid to Turbines: WPP –
42 WTs
In Fig. 18 for the case of five WTs, the admittance for 0.1 kHz and 1 kHz are
0.007006 A/V and 0.005247 A/V, respectively. Assuming the rated current of the WT
transformer, 1 p.u. voltage distortion (primary emission) will give 1.27 p.u. and 0.95
p.u. current distortion (secondary emission) for each of the turbines. For the 42 WTs
case, the admittance at the 0.1 kHz and 1 kHz, the transfers are 0.006954 V/A and
0.006147 V/A. Considering 1 p.u. voltage distortion, this corresponds to 1.16 p.u. and
0.1 p.u. current distortion for each of the turbines.The current transfer from turbine to
turbine shows that the overall secondary emission, due to neighboring turbines, is a
substantial part of the primary emission. As an example, assuming harmonic 2 and 13,
every percent primary emission gives between 0.33 and 1.07 percent secondary
emission. The overall conclusion from the study is that primary emission, secondary
emission from other turbines, and secondary emission from the public grid, are of the
same order of magnitude at the turbine terminals. It will thus be very difficult to
determine the magnitude of the primary emission from measurements only. More
detailed data is presented in Paper D.
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Impact of Aggregation Model
The primary harmonic emission of the WPP is the summation of all contributions
from the individual wind turbines. As harmonic currents and voltages can be
represented by vectors, the magnitudes and the phase-angles of the individual vectors
are needed. The summation law in IEC 61000-3-6 could be used to determine the total
harmonic contribution of a WPP. Depending on the harmonic order, different
aggregation behaviours are noticed [14], so that different aggregation exponents
should be considered. Also, as shown in [11], the aggregation exponent is also
different for different wind turbines. To study the impact of this, four aggregation
exponent profiles are considered. The resulting overall current transfer and transfer
admittance are compared in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21. The used values for the aggregation
exponent, referred to as “Ramp 1”, “Ramp 2”, and “Ramp 3” are presented in Table II
(Paper D). For all three “ramp models”, the aggregation exponent increase linearly
from 1 at 50 Hz to 2 (at 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz for ramp 1, 2 and 3,
respectively) and remains constant after that. For the ramp-3 model, the aggregation
exponent is lower and the resulting transfer is bigger. The results show that the
aggregation model has a big impact on the transfer functions.

Fig. 20. Impact of Aggregation Exponent on Overall Current Transfer to the public
grid: WPP – 42 WTs

Fig. 21. Impact of Aggregation Exponent on Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) to
the public grid: WPP – 42 WTs
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From Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 one can see that for both cases the aggregation exponent
plays an important role on the overall transfer. In Table I, a comparison of the
obtained results for the transfer current and transfer admittance is presented
considering harmonic 3 and 17.
Table I – Comparison Harmonic Transfers assuming Different Aggregation
Exponents
Overall transfer admittance from turbine to grid
Harmonic Order

Ramp 1

Ramp 2

Ramp 3

Harmonic 3

0.49 V/A

0.68 V/A

0.81 V/A

Harmonic 17

0.08 V/A

0.09 V/A

0.17 V/A

Overall current transfer from turbine to grid
Harmonic Order

Ramp 1

Ramp 2

Ramp 3

Harmonic 3

18 A/A

25 A/A

30 A/A

Harmonic 17

23 A/A

26 A/A

49 A/A

From Table I one can see the difference in results depending on the harmonic order
and the used exponent. For harmonic 3, the difference between the lowest (Ramp 1)
and the highest (Ramp 3) overall transfer admittance is about 39% and 40% for the
overall current transfer. For harmonic 17, the difference is about 53% for both
transfers.
Based on this, one can conclude that the used aggregation exponent has an important
impact on the results and if not properly applied can lead to errors. Considering the
connection of WPPs into the power systems, an incorrect aggregation model may
result in the WPP not being allowed to be connected, whereas such a measurewould
not be necessary. The other way around, an incorrect aggregation model could also
result in the connection of a part being allowed and resulting in unacceptable voltage
distortion after connection. Both situation should be avoided whereever possible.

5.6.6 Sensitivity Analysis in WPPs
In resonance and harmonic studies, accurate harmonic models are needed, but there is
still a lack of studies regarding more detailed models considering the grid impedance
and the wind turbine (WT) impedance. For both cases, normally, simplified models
are used and certain assumptions are made. Considering the grid impedance, as
presented in [17], there are some limitations when modeling the grid impedance for
harmonic studies, such as how much detail is needed to properly model the network
and how to obtain accurate and suitable models for the network components and
especially for the load (including the networks at lower voltage levels). Modelling the
WTs harmonic impedance has also shown to be a challenging subject and is still
under study. There are some recommended models for harmonic analysis, as
presented in [17], but there is still lack of knowledge regarding this topic.
Due to the importance of such topics, a sensitivity analysis study is performed to
compare the importance of accurate data regarding the WT impedance and the grid
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impedance for harmonic studies. For this, the same WPPs presented in the previous
subsections are used for this study. More detail is presented in Paper F.
5.6.6.1 Wind Turbine Harmonic Impedance
The used WT impedance is presented in Fig. 22 and contains two different harmonic
impedances obtained from [18]. These values include the WT converter impedance
and the filters. The difference between these two types is the bandwidth of the grid
voltage low-pass filter (α fv ) that was considered using (16). For Type 1 it was
considered α fv ,r = 1 and for Type 2 it was considered α fv ,r = 10 . For more details
check Table 2 in [18] for more details. For this study, the impedances were calculated
assuming a voltage level of 33 kV.
α fv ,r =

α fv
ω1

(16)

, where ω1 is the fundamental angular frequency.
The transfer admittance function is used to estimate the impact of the WT impedance
on the harmonic transfer between turbines (secondary emission) and to the public grid
(primary emission). The results related to the case considering 42 WTs are presented
in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24. The same study was performed considering five WTs and the
results are presented in Paper F.

Fig. 22 WT Impedance versus frequency (real and imaginary part), as obtained from
[18] for the two impedance types used in the sensitivy analysis
Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
The secondary emission assuming different WT harmonic impedances between
turbines is presented for in Fig. 23.
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Fig. 23 WT impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from turbine to
turbine (42 WTs case)
In Fig. 23 one can see a significant difference when different harmonic impedances
are assumed for the WT. As Type 2 has higher impedance, the secondary emission is
lower, especially for low-order harmonics. On the other hand, for high-order
harmonics, both impedances have similar behaviour, especially from 1.4 kHz.
Considering Type 1, assuming 0.1 kHz, the transfer is 0.0118 A/V and for 1 kHz is
from 0.0008 A/V. Assuming Type 2, the transfer is 0.0017 A/V, for 0.1 kHz and
0.00006 A/V for 1 kHz.
The difference, in percent, between the results obtained for the WT impedance Type 1
and Type 2 considering the transfer admittance between turbines, are obtained by (17)
and presented in Fig. 24.
 YType1 − YType 2 
 × 100%
∆Y = 


YType1



(17)

, where, ∆Y is the difference, in percent, between the transfer admittance related to
type 1 (YType1 ) and type 2 (YType 2 ).

Fig. 24 Difference [%] – WT impedance: transfer admittance (A/V) from all turbines
to T1
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From Fig. 24 one can observe how important is to use the proper turbine model for
calculating the secondary emission. For low-order harmonics the impact is higher
compared to high-order harmonics. The lowest is around 5% and the highest 86%, for
0.1 kHz and 2 kHz, respectively. That the impact becomes less for higher frequencies
is because the two impedance types are more similar for higher frequencies; the
impact of the control system on the impedance is less for higher frequencies.
Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The primary emission assuming different WT harmonic impedances from turbines to
the public grid is presented for both turbine-impedance models in Fig. 25.

Fig. 25 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from turbine to
public grid (42 WTs case)
Considering primary emission of the WPP into the public grid (the overall transfer
admittance from turbine to public grid), the WT impedance has a lower impact on the
transfer from the WTs to the public grid for high-order harmonics. For low-order
harmonics the impact is higher, but not as big as for the transfer between turbines. For
Type 1, assuming 0.1 kHz, the transfer is 1.747 A/V and for 1 kHz it is 0.0110 A/V.
Assuming Type 2, the transfer is 1.632 A/V, for 0.1 kHz and 0.0098 A/V for 1 kHz.
The difference, in percent, between the results obtained for the WT impedance Type 1
and Type 2 considering the transfer admittance from turbines to the public grid, is
obtained by (17) and presented in Fig. 26.
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Fig. 26 Difference [%] – WT impedance: transfer admittance (A/V) from all turbines
to the public grid
Considering the primary emission from the turbines to the public grid, from Fig. 26,
one can observe, comparing to the results related to the secondary emission, presented
in Fig. 24, that the impact is less for this transfer, but the impact can still far from
being neglected. For this case, the lowest difference is 0.85% and the highest 64%, for
0.8 kHz and 0.15 kHz, respectively.
5.6.6.2 Grid Impedance
A study considering the grid impedance influence on the harmonic transfers was
performed for five and 42 WTs. In this subsection only the results for the 42 WTs
case is presented. The results for the five WTs case are presented in Paper F. The used
grid impedances are the same presented in subsection 5.6.4.
Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
The secondary emission assuming different grid scenarios between turbines is
presented for both cases in Fig. 27.

Fig. 27 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from turbine to
turbine (42 WTs case)
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From Fig. 27 one can observe that the for low-order harmonics, up to 0.65 kHz, the
grid impedance scenario has a bigger impact on the transfer, when compared to higher
frequencies, mainly around frequencies with high grid impedance values, associated
with resonances of the public grid. For higher frequencies, the different scenarios do
not differ much, as shown in Fig. 13. The deviating values in Fig. 27 correspond to
low frequencies where the different scenarios show large differences in impedance.
Large differences in impedance above about 0.5 kHz do not appear to have much
impact on the overall transfer admittance between turbines.
The difference in percentage for 0.1 kHz is 24% comparing the presents values; for 1
kHz it is 12.5%. For this transfer and this specific WPP the highest difference is
related to harmonic 2 and it decreases with the increase of frequency. Considering the
different grid impedance scenarios, a comparison is performed using (18) and
presented in Fig. 28.

Y −Y 
∆Y =  max min  × 100%
 Ymax


(18)

, where, ∆Y is the difference, in percent, between the minimum ( Ymin ) and the
maximum values ( Ymax ) for the transfer admittance.

Fig. 28 Difference [%] – Grid impedance: transfer admittance (A/V) from all turbines
to T1
From Fig. 28 one can observe that is important to use the proper model for the grid
impedance even when considering the secondary emission between turbines. High
differences occur for low frequencies, especially where the grid impedance shows big
differences between scenarios. The highest difference is 54%, at 0.3 kHz. For
frequencies above about 0.7 kHz the difference becomes small.
Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The primary emission assuming different WT harmonic impedances from the turbines
to the public grid is presented for the 42 WTs case in Fig. 29. The results for the five
WTs case can be found in Paper F.
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Fig. 29 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from turbine to
public grid (42 WTs case)
From Fig. 29 one can observe that the transfer for low-order harmonics has a bigger
impact, where the differences between the scenarios are bigger, this is where the
resonances of the grid can be found. The same comparison as before of the different
scenarios is performed using (3) and presented in Fig. 30.

Fig. 30 Difference [%] – Grid impedance: transfer admittance (A/V) from all turbines
to public grid
Considering the primary emission from the turbines to the public grid, from Fig. 30,
one can observe, comparing to the results related to the secondary emission, that the
impact is higher for the transfer to the public grid than for the transfer between
turbines. High difference occur up to about 1.4 kHz, much higher than for the transfer
between turbines. From the results, it is concluded that the grid impedance has a big
impact on the transfer from the turbines to the public grid. For this case, the highest
differences are between 0.3 kHz up to 1.25 kHz, with the highest difference, 99%, at
0.65 kHz
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6 Active Damping in Wind Power Plants
6.1 Introduction
One of the challenges related to the connection of wind power plants (WPP) into the
electric power grid is the occurrence of resonances that can result in high levels of
voltage distortion even with low harmonic emission from the WPP [1][2]. There are
several studies related to resonances and WPPs reporting this issue, as for example
[3]-[9]. As the WPPs consist of elements with inductive and capacitive characteristics,
resonances are always present. These resonances and the impacts on different
harmonic transfers were presented in Chapter 5. For offshore WPPs, due to the long
submarine cable systems, the issue is even more challenging, resulting into several
series and parallel resonance points. However, the number of mitigate methods for
this is increasing and new techniques are being formulated and classical ones being
reformulated or improved. To start the mitigation of harmonics one needs to know
what their amplitude will mainly depend on. In general, a stronger grid gives higher
amplitudes of the current harmonics, but lower amplitudes of the voltage harmonics
[10].
Interference due to high harmonic voltage or current levels can be reduced by
decreasing the equipment harmonic emission, by increasing the harmonic immunity
and by reducing the transfer. For example, when planning an installation with
nonlinear (harmonic emitting) components, a choice has to be made between low
emission from the nonlinear devices, or installing harmonic compensation equipment
at the terminals or somewhere else in the installation. The latter is achieved, for
example, by using phase-shifting transformers, controlling converter bridges, active
harmonic filters and using passive or hybrid filters.
For WPPs, several are the studies dedicated to mitigation methods for resonance
damping, as [11]-[15]. These “classical solutions” are related to the use of passive and
hybrid filters. There are however disadvantages with these methods. Virtualimpedance-based controls can be used as an alternative [15][16][17] and do not have
those disadvantages. The main idea behind such controls is to assume a virtual resistor
at the resonance frequency to damp the resonance. The concept is applied to the
resonance of the MV collection grid in a WPP, with the converter in the wind turbine
being used to create a virtual impedance. As the wind turbine is not connected directly
to the MV collection grid, a conversion is needed from the desired impedance at MV
level to the terminals of the turbine converter.

6.2 Harmonic Mitigation
In this subsection, some basics about harmonic mitigation are presented. More
information regarding harmonic mitigation methods can be found in Paper G.

6.2.1 Avoiding Interference
The final aim of harmonic mitigation and of all work on power quality is to avoid so
called “electromagnetic interference”, i.e. to make sure that all equipment functions as
intended. Interference can be avoided in three distinctively different ways:
• Reducing the emission from devices;
• Increasing the immunity of devices against disturbances;
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•

Reducing the transfer of disturbances from emitting devices to susceptible
devices.
The first two mitigation methods concern changes in devices or installations. The
third one typically concerns the grid, but the virtual-resistance method proposed in
Paper H uses changes in devices to influence the transfer.

6.2.2 Voltage or Current
Mitigation methods can further be separated in two groups: those that reduce
harmonic voltage distortion: those that reduce harmonic current distortion. The
application of them is related to the overall principle, with power-quality
standardization and such, to avoid interference. General limits are in place for
harmonic voltage distortion. It is the role of the network operator to avoid that these
limits are exceeded. The network operator in turn can place limits on the harmonic
current emission from installations or from large equipment. Emission limits for small
equipment are set in standards.

6.3 Virtual Resistor Method
The idea of the virtual resistor method is to determine the impedance that should be
simulated by the converter to emulate a resistance that damps the resonance affecting
the WPP. To emulate the effect of a resistor on MV side of the WT transformer, the
contribution of all impedances connected at that busbar should be included. Fig. 1
presents the circuit used to calculate the inverter impedance needed to create the effect
of a resistor on MV side ofthe WT transformer.

Fig. 1 Circuit for Virtual Impedance Calculation
, where ZT is the WT transformer, R is the characteristic impedance, Zf is the turbine
filter, Zr is the inverter reactance impedance and Zinv is the virtual impedance at the
terminals of the wind-turbine inverter.
To obtain the virtual impedance (1)-(5) should be used. Assuming a WPP with two
WTs, as presented in Fig. 2, the application of the VRM is presented in Fig. 3.
Z inv =

Z T (Z F + Z R ) + Z F Z R − N × R (Z F + Z R )
(N × R ) − Z T − Z F
Z T = RT + iZ LT
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(1)

(2)

 Z R × Z L filter
Z F = Z C filter +  filter
 ZR + ZL
filter
 filter






Z R = Z RR + iZ LR

R=

L
C

(3)

(4)
(5)

, where N is the number of wind turbines.
The resistance R is the impedance as intended at the MV side of the turbine
transformer. The resonance that is intended to be damped by the virtual impedance is
the resonance of the MV collection grid. The total resistance contributed by all the
turbines is chosen equal to the characteristic impedance of this resonant circuit. The
virtual impedance to be emulated by the inverter should be equal to Zinv as in (1) to
achieve this. The impedance ZF is the impedance of the series branch of the filter,
between the turbine transformer (impedance ZT) and the turbine reactor (impedance
ZR).
Where RT and Z LT are the resistance and the reactance of the WT transformer, Z C filter ,
Z L filter and Z R filter

are the capacitor, inductor and resistor of the WT filter; Z RR and

Z LR are the inverter; L is the grid transformer inductance and C is the capacitance of
all cables in the MV collection grid plus the capacitance of the filters.

Fig. 2 – Part of WPP without virtual resistance method implemented
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Fig. 3 – Same part of WPP as in Fig. 2 with the virtual resistor method implemented

6.4 Virtual Resistor for Active Damping in Wind Power
Plants
To illustrate the used approaches, the harmonic transfers in a WPP with five WTs are
studied. The topology of the WPP is shown in Fig. 4. The data are presented in Paper
H.

Fig. 4 WPP with five WTs
The inductance of the grid transformer is equal to 0.0162 H and the capacitance of all
cables in the collection grid is equal to 2.6468 µF resulting in a characteristic
resistance of 78.23 Ω or 391.2 Ω per turbine.
The primary current transfer and the secondary transfer admittance [18] are used to
quantify the effect of the use of virtual resistors in the WTs converter. The results are
presented in Fig. 5 through Fig. 13.
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Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
The results for the transfer between turbines (overall current transfer and overall
transfer admittance) are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from all the other Turbines to Turbine 1 –
Five WTs WPP

Fig. 6 Overall Current Transfer from all the other Turbines to Turbine 1 – Five WTs
WPP
The peak in transfer is reduced by 55% considering the transfer admittance and by
79% for the current transfer. For low order harmonics (up to 0.55 kHz) the reduction
is in a range from 18% up to 78%, for the transfer admittance and from 31% up 74%
for the current transfer. From this, it is concluded that the secondary emission between
turbines will be mitigated assuming both transfers. The impact is bigger for the
current transfer than for the transfer admittance. In other words: for the transfer
between turbines the impact of the virtual impedance is bigger when the turbines
behave like an ideal current source than when it behaves like an ideal voltage source.
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The use of a virtual impedance not only reduces the secondary emission due to other
turbines connected to the same collection grid, it also reduces the risk of instability
due to harmonic control interaction between turbines.

Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The results for the transfer from turbines to the public grid (overall current transfer
and overall transfer admittance) are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, with and without
virtual impedance in the wind turbines.

Fig. 7 Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from all the Turbines to Public Grid – Five
WTs WPP

Fig. 8 Overall Current Transfer from all the other Turbines to Public Grid – Five WTs
WPP
The use of the virtual impedance results in a reduction by 69% for the current transfer
around the resonant frequency. The transfer admittance is reduced by 30%. This
implies that the use of a virtual impedance is more effective when the turbine behaves
close to a current source than when it behaves close to a voltage source.
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Transfer from Public Grid to Turbine
The results for the individual transfer from the public grid to the turbines are
presented in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Individual Transfer Admittance from Public Grid to all Turbines– Five WTs
WPP
The figure shows that the use of virtual resistance results in a reduction of the
secondary emission due to the background voltage, over the whole harmonic
frequency range. The peak transfer around the resonant frequency is reduced by 65%.
For low order harmonics (up to 0.55 kHz) the reduction is between 18% and 78%, for
the transfer admittance and between 9% and 71% for the current transfer.

6.5 Impact on Primary and Secondary Emission
Primary and secondary emission, through current transfers and transfer admittances,
were used to quantify the reduction of the resonance peak by using the proposed
method in WPPs. For this study, it has been assumed in the simulations that the virtual
resistance, as seen at the MV side of the turbine transformer, is constant with
frequency. In a practical application, the use of the virtual resistance is likely to be
limited to the frequency band around the resonant frequency. This will further depend
on the emission spectrum of the turbines and on the spectrum of the background
voltage in the public grid.
The simulation results show that the transfer to other turbines decreased for low-order
harmonics, whereas the transfer to the public grid increases. This is not related to any
resonance, but due to a change in transfer when the turbine impedance is changed.
The value of the virtual impedance was chosen such that the resulting resistance
equals the characteristic resistance. The value at lower-order harmonics can be chosen
otherwise so as to obtain an appropriate trade-off between primary emission to the
public grid and secondary emission between turbines.
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For the studied case, the primary emission from the turbines to the public grid, at the
resonant frequency, decreased by 30% (transfer admittance) and 69% (current
transfer). For the secondary emission, the damping at the resonant frequency was
higher than the primary emission. The transfer has decreased, by using the virtual
resistance method, by 55% (transfer admittance) and 79% (current transfer). An
increase for low order harmonics was observed when considering primary emission
from turbines to the public grid. As in this study a fixed virtual resistance (frequency
independent) is considered, the used impedance vale may not be the correct one to
reduce all transfers at all harmonic frequencies. This could be avoided by using a
frequency dependent virtual resistance.
For the secondary emission from the public grid to the turbines, the peak transfer
around the resonant frequency is reduced by 65%. This type of secondary emission
cannot be reduced by any other measure at the turbine site. This secondary emission is
driven by the background harmonic voltage in the transmission grid, which cannot be
impacted in the wind park.
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7 Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Harmonic Emission Determination [Paper A]
7.1.1 Discussion
3. The thesis presents a problem formulation for harmonic emission
determination in WPPs. It shows that, without any additional assumptions, the
mathematical problem for distinguishing between primary and secondary
emission is under defined and cannot be solved. Several methods have been
proposed to address this challenge. Each method has its own suitability and is
defined for a specific type of study or case. Assumptions made for a proposed
method to be suitable or give reasonable results are not always explicitly
formulated. Further work is needed towards identifying the required
assumptions and assessing the validity of those assumptions. A comparison is
needed to evaluate the differences between the different methods for different
applications.
4. Several of the proposed methods assume grid impedance and background
voltage to be constant during the evaluation period, for example before and
after a switching action. Data is needed on variations in grid impedance and
background voltage with high time resolution.

7.1.2 Findings
1. The mathematical problem of distinction between primary and secondary
emission from measurements only, is mathematically under defined and
cannot be solved.
2. None of the proposed method works without having to make certain
assumptions. Those assumptions are however not always clearly defined in the
papers.
3. The “direction of harmonic power flow” does not necessarily give information
on the dominant source of harmonics. The main advantage of this method is
that it does not require any assumptions; the decision can be made based on
measurements only. Further studies are needed to identify possible errors
made when using this method for identifying if primary or secondary emission
is dominating.
4. A more appropriate approach, instead of direction of harmonic power flow
would be to distinguish between “Useful and harmful installation connection”.
This method however, again, requires certain additional information and/or
assumptions. Further development of this method is needed, including the
impact of uncertainties in the assumptions that have to be made.

7.1.3 Recommendations
1. A comparison of the different methods for a number of realistic study cases.
The definition of suitable case studies is a major challenge. The source of
emission should be known, but also adjustable. Further should the case be
sufficiently realistic but also sufficiently flexible.
2. Studies are needed of the actual variations in grid impedance and background
voltage with high time resolution. Field measurements appear the most
suitable approach here, but the challenge remains that certain assumptions
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have to be made for an accurate estimation of grid impedance and background
voltage.
3. To enable further use of emission determination, more studies should be done
after accuracy and constantness of impedance, constantness of background
voltage, etc. Each method should include an estimation of the uncertainty in
the results.
4. A detailed and systematic evaluation of “direction of harmonic power flow” is
needed. Such a study should determine how often this method gives the
correct result. Such a study should consist initially of detailed simulations and
controlled experiments.
5. Further development is needed of the method of useful and harmful emission
connection. This includes a critical evaluation of the impact of uncertainties in
the assumptions that have to be made for the method to be valid.

7.2 Transfer Functions for Power Quality Studies [Papers
B, C, D, E, F and H]
7.2.1 Discussions
1. The use of transfer functions assumes a linear system. In reality, there is
always some non-linearity involved, in the network, but especially in the
equipment connected to the network. For studies of voltage unbalance, the
main non-linearity that is not considered is that the source (the PV inverter)
injects constant power instead of constant current. In our study, a constant
voltage magnitude equal to the nominal voltage (230 V) has been assumed.
With increasing amount of PV, the voltage rises and the current drops. The
unbalance is a slight overestimation and the hosting capacity a slight
underestimation. The maximum operation voltage permitted in most lowvoltage grids is 110% of the nominal voltage. At that voltage, our linear model
would underestimate the hosting capacity by 10%. This is considered an
acceptable error considering all the other uncertainties and approximations
made.
2. For the studies of harmonics and WPPs presented in this thesis, linear models
are considered and non-linearity is excluded from the study. This is a direct
consequence of the use of transfer functions. Even the turbine model used in
the studies is a linear model (it being an impedance) and additional studies are
needed in two directions. First, an estimation should be made of the error
made by assuming linear models. Second, assuming the error is deemed
unacceptable, models are needed to include non-linearities in harmonic
transfer studies.
3. The harmonic transfers in the WPP were calculated by modelling the sendingend WT as either an ideal voltage source or as an ideal current source.
Thevenin equivalents were used for the receiving turbines. These models were
compared using the transfer functions (transfer admittance and current
transfer), but no conclusion was drawn related to the model that should be
used for harmonic studies. For this, further studies should be performed. It
should be noted here that the transfer functions do not make any assumption
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on the model for the sending-end turbine. By assuming an ideal voltage source
on the sending end, the transfer is calculated from the terminal voltage of the
sending turbine to the voltage or current somewhere else in the grid. Any
impact of the sending end current on the terminal voltage at the sending end is
not considered in such a calculation. When this impact is big, the calculated
transfer function may have limited usefulness, but it is not incorrect.
4. The conclusions concerning transfer of harmonics are based on a limited
number of cases. Studies by other authors [1] [2] do give similar results but
did not perform the systematic approach used here. More study cases for
different existing or realistic WPPs are needed to be able to draw general
conclusions for all types and sizes of WPPs.

7.2.2 Findings
1. Transfer functions form a useful tool for power quality and hosting-capacity
studies. These methods do not model the system in all detail, but the models
are acceptable for stochastic studies. Calculations based on the transfer
impedance are fast and allow large number of cases (100 000, 1 000 000) to be
included in a stochastic hosting capacity study. The method has actually been
used already by several other authors for stochastic hosting-capacity studies
[3]-[8].
2. The transfer-function method is a useful approach to study the impact of the
collection grid and the transmission grid on the transfer of harmonic emission
from the wind turbines. By using the transfer function, harmonic studies can
be performed with limited knowledge on the emission from the individual
turbines.
3. The impedance of the turbine at harmonic frequencies can play in important
role in the transfer and this impedance therefore needs to be considered in
harmonic studies to obtain an accurate result.
4. In case the turbine impedance is not available, it is recommended to consider
some extreme values, e.g. zero and infinite impedance (voltage and current
source, respectively).
5. The secondary emission plays an important role in the transfer between
turbines in WPP and it should be considered in harmonic studies.
6. It is shown that the harmonic impedance of the transmission grid to which a
WPP is connected can have a significant impact on the transfer of emission
from the turbines to the transmission grid, between turbines and from the
transmission grid to individual turbines. This is especially the case for
frequencies close to a resonant frequency in either the collection grid or the
transmission grid.
7. The resonant frequency of the collection grid is not strongly impacted by the
number of turbines in the WPP. (to be removed possibly).

7.2.3 Recommendations
1. The harmonic transfer studies have to be repeated for other WPP
configurations and sized. Comparisons have to be made between on-shore and
offshore plants. Specific studies are also needed after resonances introduced
by the transmission cables connecting the WPP with the rest of the
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transmission network. Another specific line of investigation is to find if there
are certain combinations (for example similar resonant frequencies for
transmission and collection grid) that result in very high values for the transfer
functions.
2. Studies are needed after appropriate models of WTs in harmonic transfer
studies. The impact of non-linearity in the WTs at harmonic frequencies
should be addressed. Studies are needed in two directions. First, an estimation
should be made of the error made by assuming linear models. Second,
assuming the error is deemed unacceptable, models are needed to include nonlinearities in harmonic transfer studies.

7.3 Resonances Mitigation in WPPs [Paper H]
7.3.1 Discussions
1. Practical implementation of the proposed method in the control system of the
converter was not part of the study presented in this thesis. Now that the
feasibility of the virtual resistance method has been shown, the next step is to
develop the details of the control system to emulate the required resistance.
2. The virtual resistance method is expected to reduce the secondary emission
due to other turbines connected to the same collection grid. This is also
expected to reduce the risk of instability due to harmonic control interaction
between turbines. Case studies are needed to evaluate the ability of the virtual
resistance method to reduce the risk of instability.
3. Damping of the resonance peaks in other transfer functions than the current
transfer and the transfer admittance were not considered in this study. The use
of voltage transfers and transfer impedance consider different inputs and
output elements, which can have an impact on the results. The difference in
transfer functions is related to the modelling of the sending turbine in the
transfer studies.
4. The virtual resistance method has been illustrated using a five-turbine WPP.
Further studies are needed for different scenarios and study cases, like large
installations, to assess if the method can be applied to a range of WPPs.

7.3.2 Findings
1. The proposed virtual resistance method is able to reduce the resonance peak of
the harmonic transfers in WPPs. The r method is suitable for reduction of the
resonance peak with both primary and secondary emission.
2. The virtual resistance method had more impact on the secondary emission than
on the primary emission, considering both transfer functions.
3. Specific studies are needed to evaluate the ability of the virtual resistance
method to avoid instabilities due to harmonic control interaction.
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7.3.3 Recommendations
1. The application of this method for other WPP configurations is needed to
extend the findings to other situations and verify the applicability in other
WPPs.
2. Implementation of the virtual resistance method in a controller is needed to
verify the applicability of the method in real case situations and assess the
impacts of its use.

7.4 Harmonic Limits for Connection of WPPs [Paper I]
7.4.1 Discussions
1. Different methods for setting emission limits and for verifying those limits
have advantages and disadvantages for different stakeholders. No single
method is perfect for any stakeholder. However, the advantages and
disadvantages of the different methods should be considered more
transparently in the creating of new connection rules but also, and even more
importantly, in the application of those rules. The rules are just a step in the
requirement for the network operator to stay within planning levels and
regulatory limits. This in turns is just one of the tools for ensuring a high
probability of electromagnetic compatibility.

7.4.2 Findings
1. There are different methods for setting and enforcing limits for connection of
WPPs to the public grid. Every method involves a balance of risks between
different stakeholders. There risks and the need for balancing them are not
always obvious to those setting and enforcing the limits.

7.4.3 Recommendations
1. The advantages and disadvantages of the different methods should be
considered more transparently in the creating of new connection rules but also,
and even more importantly, in the application of those rules.
2. Reassessment is needed of the voltage distortion limits. This holds especially
the limits (planning levels) for high-order even harmonics at transmission
level.
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Abstract— The connection of new installations, as wind power
plants, into the public grid requires that some conditions are
fulfilled. Their aim is among others to ensure a proper power
quality in the grid and to ensure a high probability of
electromagnetic compatibility.
The harmonic emission of
individual sources is one of the power quality concerns, because
they can damage and increase heating in devices. However, as
there are other power electronics loads are connected, the
correct assessment of the harmonic emission from one specific
source is not straightforward. In this paper, a review of the most
used methods for harmonic emission determination is presented
and some considerations are discussed regarding their use in
wind power plants harmonic contribution. Depending on the
application, one method is more suitable than the other.
However, assumptions are necessary with any method,
especially for the harmonic impedances. For wind power plants
not all the presented methods are suitable. Also, further
investigations are needed to determine the harmonic impedance
of the wind power plant and public grid, especially around
resonant frequencies.

Index Terms—power quality; wind power plants, power-system
harmonics,

I.

INTRODUCTION

Before connecting a wind power plant (WPP), several
studies are required by the network operator to ensure that the
power plant will not deteriorate the network power quality.
One of these studies is the harmonic distortion evaluation, and
an important issue is the WPP harmonic contribution
determination, referred to as primary emission [1], [2]. The
reason for performing such studies is to avoid interference
between the grid and equipment connected to it. When the
emission from the wind turbines is known, it is possible to
calculate their contribution at the analysis point. However,
through measurements this is not possible, in most cases,
because of the secondary emission.
The assessment of harmonic emission from a source is
important to keep the overall and individual harmonic voltage
distortion within the limits and to establishing suitable

methods and standards for correct allocation of harmonic
emission responsibilities [2]. However, methods that properly
determine the harmonic contribution of each source (i.e. that
distinguish between primary and secondary emission) remain
a challenge [2]. In the literature, several methods have been
proposed to address this challenge, but most of them need
accurate data and knowledge of the whole system and such
accurate data is not always available. However, in WPPs the
park operator has reasonable knowledge of the impedance.
Based on this, some of the existing methods can be applied to
determine the WPP harmonic contribution to the power
system.
The problem formulation regarding WPPs harmonic
contribution is presented in Section II; the most used methods
for harmonic emission determination are presented in Section
III. Discussions about the methods suitability for WPPs and an
analysis if an installation connection improves or deteriorates
the harmonic voltage at the point of connection are presented
in Section IV. The conclusions are presented in Section V.
II.

WIND POWER PLANTS HARMONIC CONTRIBUTIONPROBLEM FORMULATION

With the use of frequency converters for the connection of
WPPs, the harmonic distortion at the point of connection may
increase. Because of this, it is important to determine the WPP
harmonic emission. However, before the connection of the
WPP into the power system, there is a pre-existing harmonic
distortion (the background harmonic distortion). After the
WPP connection, the measured distortion at that location will
be the superposition of a current driven by the power
electronics in the turbine (the primary emission) and a current
driven by sources outside of the park (the secondary
emission). Due to this, WPPs may be unfairly blamed and
penalized for distortion that originates outside of the park.
Acknowledging the problem, Fig. 1 presents a singlephase circuit of the WPP connection to the public grid
considering primary and secondary emission. Assuming
linearity, one can represent the WPP and the public grid
through either a Norton or a Thevenin equivalent.
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Considering that voltage (
) and current (
) at the
measurement location (PCC) are known, (1) and (2) can be
obtained.
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Figure 1. WPP Harmonic Emission Determination – Problem
Formulation

and
are the voltage and current measured
Where
at the WPP point of connection (PCC);
and
form the
Norton equivalent of the installation;
and
form the
Thevenin equivalent of the grid.
From (1) and (2), one has two equations with four
unknowns: an underdetermined system of equations that
cannot be solved. Performing multiple measurements, the
result is two time series for voltage and currents, thus 2 ⋅
equations. However, as the WPPs and the public harmonic
impedances also may vary with time, the number of unknowns
becomes 4 ⋅ , still resulting in an underdetermined system of
equations.
To solve this, in the literature, there are methods to
determine the harmonic contribution of an installation.
However, they all consider some assumptions, for example
known impedances.
III.

Where, Ph is the harmonic active power of order h,
VPCC − h is the harmonic voltage of order h at the PCC, I h is
the harmonic current of order h at the PCC.
For both balanced and unbalanced circuits, the following
determination can be done:



Ph > 0 , dominant harmonic source downstream of
the measurement location;
Ph < 0 , dominant harmonic source upstream of the
measurement location.

Figure 2. Harmonic Power Flow Method – Circuit

B. Distorting and Non- Distorting Current Method
Defined by [12], the distorting and non-distorting current
method divides the installation in two parts, (i) the one that
affects the voltage waveform (distorting part) and (ii) the one
which does not cause changes in the waveform (non-distorting
part). In this method, any installation is modeled as two
parallel loads, as shown in Fig. 3 [12]. The non-distorting
current (I nd ) is the current drawn by the non-distorting part
of the load, the distorting current I d h is drawn by the

( )

distorting part. The non-distorting load has the same
impedance for all the frequencies, (i.e. the same as for the
fundamental frequency) the respective currents are obtained
by (4) through (6). With this, the contribution of that specific
load is calculated.

HARMONIC DETERMINATION METHODS

In this section, the most used harmonic determination
methods are described and some advantages and
disadvantages are presented.
A. Harmonic Power Flow Method
According to [9], this is the most common method for
harmonic source determination and it has been used in
industry [10], [11]. The method indicates the direction of
harmonic power flow. The side that generates harmonic power
is considered to contain the dominant harmonic source. Fig. 2
illustrates the methodology: voltage and current are measured
at the PCC and the harmonic power flow is calculated using
(3).

(

Ph = ℜ VPCC − h ⋅ I PCC − h*

)

(3)

Figure 3. Non-Distorting and Distorting Current Method

I = I nd − h + I d − h
I (1)
I nd −h =
⋅ Vh
V(1)
I d −h = I h −

I (1)
V(1)

⋅ Vh

(4)
(5)
(6)

Where, I h and Vh are the harmonic currents and voltages; I (1)
and V(1) are the fundamental current and voltage.
C. Superposition Method
The superposition method is based on a harmonic Norton
equivalent circuit, presented in Fig. 4 [13]. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6
illustrate the applied method; I1 and I 2 are the harmonic
currents caused by the two different sources, Z1 and Z 2 are
the harmonic impedances, I pcc and U pcc are the harmonic

currents and voltages measured at the point of common
coupling. Using the terms primary and secondary emission,
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are obtained. The main idea of this method is
to determine the harmonic emission from each source.
For this method, both harmonic impedances have to be
known, after which the harmonic sources are determined as
(7) and (8).

J1 =

V pcc

J2 =

Z1
V pcc
Z2

+ I pcc

(7)

− I pcc

(8)

Figure 6. Superposition Method applied to Harmonic Contribution
Determination – Secondary Emission

The concern with this method, as was already indicated
generally in Section II, is that the source impedance is not
known. However, for low-order harmonics the harmonic
impedance can be estimated as an extrapolation of the
impedance at power-system frequency (which is typically
known with reasonable accuracy), as (11). In Fig. 7,
mentioned approach is presented.
Z1 / 2 − ref = R50 Hz + j 2 πf ⋅ L50 Hz

After J1 and J 2 are determined, it is possible to calculate
both contributions at the PCC using (9) and (10).

I1 PCC =

Z1
⋅ J1
Z1 + Z 2

(9)

I 2 PCC =

Z2
⋅ J2
Z1 + Z 2

(10)

(11)

An estimated harmonic source is obtained from the
estimated harmonic source impedance, using (7) and (8). The
estimation does not consider the increase of resistance with
frequency, nor any resonances.

Figure 4. Norton Equivalent Circuit

Figure 5. Superposition Method applied to Harmonic Contribution
Determination – Primary Emission

Figure 7. Superposition Method applied to Harmonic Contribution
Determination when the Impedances Vary

D. Harmonic State Estimation
The harmonic state estimation method can be used to
determine the harmonic contribution of installations [14]. The
network parameters and topology are needed for this method.
With this, the bus admittance matrix for the studied
harmonics can be calculated. Measurements at several busses
in the system are also necessary. The state variables to be
estimated are the harmonic phasor voltages. The voltages and
currents injected from the harmonic sources are provided by
the estimator. With this, the harmonic sources are classified
as harmonic injector or harmonic absorber. The determined
harmonic source is modelled as a Norton equivalent for all
the harmonic orders involved, using (12) through (14).
^

(12)

I i ( n )− I i ( n ) = Vi ( n ) ⋅ Yi ( n )

Yi ( n ) =
^

I( n ) =

G − jBi
n

(13)

δ i ( n ,n 0 )

(14)

^

I i ( n0 )

Where n is the harmonic order; Vi ( n ) and I i ( n ) are the
harmonic node voltage and the equivalent current injected to
^

the studied system, respectively; I i ( n ) and Yi ( n ) are the
unknown Norton harmonic current injection and admittance
for the harmonic source connected in bus i, respectively; G
and B, are the unknown parameters for node i; n0 is a chosen
^

reference harmonic and δi ( n ,n0 ) is a chosen ratio of I i ( n )
^

to I i ( n0 ) [14].

E. IEC Voltage/Current Phasor Method
The harmonic emission is defined in this method as the
magnitude of the change in complex harmonic current/voltage
at the point of evaluation [15]. Assuming the method for
voltage, the harmonic emission level can be defined as the
vector U h considering the distortion before U pre − h and after

(U pos −h )

(

)

the installation connection. Fig. 8 presents the

approach.
This method uses a Thevenin equivalent circuit, presented
in Fig.9. The harmonic emission U h is defined using (15) and
(16).

Figure 8. Emission vector Uhi and its contribution to the measured harmonic
vector at the point of evaluation

Figure 9. Thevenin Circuit - IEC Voltage Phasor Method

U h pre = U h pos − ( I h pos ⋅ Z h grid )

(15)

U hi = U h pos − U h pre

(16)

In this approach the pre-connection assessment of the
harmonic emission level can be determined using basic
assumptions about the characteristics of the system and its
installations [15]. According to [15], the harmonic emission
exists if the magnitude of U hpre is bigger than U h pos .
IV.

DISCUSSIONS

A. Suitability for WPP Harmonic Contribution
Determination
1) Harmonic Power Flow Method
The method is easy to implement and several monitor
manufacturers have implemented the harmonic active-power
flow in their monitors or software. There is however no
mathematical basis for the method, merely a physical
reasoning based vaguely on the causality principle. Where this
principle may hold for travelling waves (transients) it does not
necessarily hold for standing waves (harmonics).
The method uses the harmonic active power, which
requires knowledge on the angular difference between
harmonic voltage and current. Angular errors in voltage and
current transducers will give an error in active power with
possibly erroneous direction as a result. This error increases
with increasing nominal voltage and increasing frequency. For
low-voltage measurements, at the wind-turbine terminals, the
method is expected to be rather accurate. However, for
measurements at the terminals of the wind power plants (at
high or extra-high voltage) larger errors are expected.
The method is however worth further investigating, where
a combination of detailed simulations and experiments are
needed to evaluate the appropriateness of the method for
wind-power installations. Issues that especially require
attention are the usefulness of the method for interharmonics
and the behavior of the method around resonant frequencies.
Furthermore, this method only indicates which is the highest
harmonic contribution. The method cannot quantify the size
of the contribution.

2) Distorting and Non- Distorting Current Method
The method provides a nice way of indicating which part
of the current affects the voltage waveform in time domain,
but it doesn’t determine of the waveform is “useful” or
“harmful” for the grid.
This method is not suitable for WPP harmonic
contribution determination, because it just separates the non-

linear and linear parts of the current, and assumes that there is
no secondary emission.

3) Superposition Method
Under the problem formation of this paper, this should be
the most suitable method for WPPs harmonic determination.
However, several assumptions have to be made to properly
determine the primary emission. As presented in Section II,
the harmonic impedances have to be known and accurate
measurements have to be available to determine the harmonic
contribution. Fig. 1 shows there are four unknown variables
and only two equations, so the problem cannot be solved
without assumptions. Considering that the park operator has
reasonable knowledge of the WPP harmonic impedance, the
primary emission can be calculated, but not evaluated at the
point of connection, because the public grid harmonic
impedance is not known. With referece to Fig. 1, knowledge
allows estimation of but not of . Especially in the
of
presence of resonances, the errors in harmonic impedances
are big and the results can lead to wrong conclusions.
4) Harmonic State Estimation
The state estimation method is widely used in power
system studies and provides reliable and suitable results. As
the same methodology can be used for harmonic analysis
[13], a harmonic state estimation can be applied for harmonic
contribution determination. For studies regarding WPP, the
park and the public grid impedances and topology have to be
known, which is not trivial. Another possible barrier is the
minimum number of measurements that are needed to ensure
the system observability.
5) IEC Voltage/Current Phasor Method
The IEC Voltage/Current Phasor method is widely used to
determine the harmonic contribution from installations [15].
The method is based on measurements and on the public grid
harmonic impedance. As the latter can be determined using
basic assumptions about the characteristics, this could be a
suitable method for WPP harmonic emission determination.
However, when there are resonances in the system, the
method has provided inaccurate results.
B. Useful or Harmful Installation Connection
Considering the IEC Voltage/Current Phasor Method, a
mathematical way to determinate if the connection of an
installation will increase or decrease the harmonic voltage at
the point of connection, can be derived, as follows.
Assume that an installation draws a harmonic current
from a source with harmonic source voltage
and
impedance . The measured voltage at the terminals of the
installation is . Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
the latter is directed along the positive real axis.
The source voltage is obtained from the measured voltage
and current, together with the source impedance, as in (19).
Which can easily be rewritten as (20).
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(20)
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Note that the harmonic active power equals
⋅
(assuming a single-phase representation). The resistive part of
the source impedance ( ) can be assumed positive. The sign
of the third term thus corresponds to the direction of the
harmonic active-power flow.
A criterion for determining if an installation is “useful” or
“harmful” for the grid would be to determine if its removal
would increase or decrease the voltage distortion [8]. This is
obtained from the change in absolute value of the harmonic
voltage (21). The difference between the voltages square
before and after connection of the installation is obtained
through (22).
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When (20) is positive, the harmonic voltage before
connection ( ) is higher than the harmonic voltage after
connection ( ), and the installation has a positive (i.e.
reducing) impact on the harmonic voltage at that point.
Note the role of the harmonic active power in (22).
Harmonic active power production, i.e. a positive value of
, reduces the value of the right-hand side expression and
in that way it makes the harmonic emission more harmful. A
positive value is however neither a sufficient nor a necessary
condition for a harmful contribution of the installation.

C. Harmonic Impedances
From the methods it can be noted that accurate knowledge
of the harmonic impedances is necessary for an accurate
estimation of the harmonic contributions. There are several
challenges to this, as is for example clear from the on-going
work in CIGRE group C4.38.
For some methods it is possible to use estimated
“reference impedances” to estimate the harmonic
contributions. However, errors in the impedance result in
errors in the source current, which in turn propagate to errors
in primary and secondary emission estimation. In WPPs, one
of the additional issues is to model the harmonic impedance
of the turbine converter. The converter impedances cannot be
assumed linear. To consider linear elements (as in Fig. 1 and
in fact as in all of the proposed methods) is not appropriate
for a study close to the turbines.
From the reasoning at various places in the paper, arises
the need for further studies about harmonic impedances,
especially considering devices with non-linear characteristics.
Furthermore, studies regarding resonances are very
important: not only are the highest voltage and currents found
typically around resonances; this is also where the uncertainty
in harmonic impedance is biggest.

Recent developments, related to WPPs, make the problem
even more complicated. Emission shifts to higher
frequencies, where impedance models are less developed. At
the same time, resonances shift to lower frequencies, so that
even for lower frequencies impedance estimates become less
accurate.
V.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a review of the most used methods for
harmonic emission determination was described and their
suitability for WPP harmonic emission determination.
The methods presented in this paper have their own
advantages and disadvantages. Common to all the methods is
that assumptions are necessary; no general solution exists that
solves all possible cases.
The Harmonic Power Flow Method is based on
measurements and no impedance information is required,
however, it gives only the harmonic emission direction, being
a possible tool for qualitative studies, but not for quantitative
ones. Apart from that, the method is not mathematically
correct and it may give the wrong result. The easiness of
applying the method, and the fact that it is commonly used in
practice, makes that it warrants further studies.
The Distorting and Non- Distorting Current Method uses a
quantitative approach, but it is not suitable for WPPs harmonic
emission determination.
The Superposition and the Harmonic State Estimation
Methods combine measurements and impedances (installation
and grid) data, which can also be an issue due to some lack of
information. The harmonic state estimation method requires
detailed impedance data and measurements at several
locations. It is not suitable as a general method. The
superposition method is suitable in those cases were
sufficiently accurate impedance data is available. Further
studies are needed after the estimation error, after the error in
impedance value and harmonic measurement, and experiments
where the harmonic source is accurately known.
The Voltage Phasor Method does not require the
installation impedance, but the grid impedance is necessary.
Also this method may be suitable and the same kind of studies
are needed for this method as for the superposition method.
An important final conclusion from this paper is that
WPP’s emission determination is not a trivial and
straightforward methodology to be obtained, quantified and
qualified. Some of the methods have potential, but further
studies are needed.
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Abstract—A stochastic method is presented in this paper to estimate the future voltage unbalance in a low-voltage distribution network with high-penetration of single-phase photovoltaic inverters
(PVIs). The location and phase allocation of the PVIs are considered as input parameters for the stochastic simulation. The method
has been applied to three different low-voltage networks: two in
Sweden and one in Germany. In the Swedish networks, for 6-kW
single-phase PVIs, it is likely that the contribution from singlephase photovoltaic inverters to the voltage unbalance exceeds 1%.
The 2% value is unlikely to be exceeded. In the German network,
for 4.6-kW single-phase PVIs, the voltage unbalance is between
1.35% and 2.62%. The risk of high-voltage unbalance can be reduced by a combination of controlled distribution over the phases
and a reduction of the maximum size for a single-phase PVI.
Index Terms—Power distribution, power quality, solar power
generation, voltage unbalance.

I. INTRODUCTION
OLTAGE unbalance (VU), the presence of negative and
zero-sequence voltages in three-phase networks, is due
to unbalances in the transmission network, like non-transposed
lines, and due to unbalanced loads [1]–[3]. Connection of singlephase photovoltaic inverters (PVIs) introduces an additional
source of voltage unbalance [4]–[12]. In addition to an increase
in VU, single-phase PVIs can also result in a considerable voltage rise [7], [8], [13]–[15] and possible reduction in transformer
lifetime [16]. In some countries, limits or recommended limits
exist for the size of single-phase PVIs. For example, in Germany
the maximum size is 4.6 kW [14].
In [6], a deterministic approach is presented for the evaluation of individual VU contributions for a radial power system.
The purpose is to quantify the individual contributions made
by upstream source unbalance, load unbalance, and line asymmetry for different load configurations. References [17]–[19]
investigate the propagation of unbalance from upstream or surrounding locations. A probabilistic estimation is used in [20] to
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Fig. 1.

Single-line diagram—6-Customer network.

evaluate the VU due to unbalanced loads. Estimation techniques
are presented in [21] to evaluate the level, location and effects
of VU in distribution networks.
A new source of VU is formed by plug-in electric vehicles
(EVs) [22]–[28]. Reference [22] studies the connection of PVIs
and EVs; the probabilistic methodology developed facilitates
the estimation of unbalance in the network based on general information about real power consumption and load composition
at different network buses.
In this paper, the impact of single-phase PVIs on the negativesequence voltage is treated in a stochastic way. Such an approach
is necessary as both locations of PVIs and phases to which they
are connected remain unknown in a planning stage, even when
the fraction of customers with PV can be reasonably estimated.
Connection of PVIs with random customers and in random
phases is modeled for three low-voltage networks: two existing
networks in Sweden; one typical network based on data obtained
from German distribution system operators (DSOs).
For the Swedish networks, simulations were performed employing 6 kW inverters. This was considered (after discussions
with network operators) as the biggest size of single-phase rooftop solar power that could be expected for a domestic customer
and would therefore constitute a de-facto limit. In the German
case, the impact of different limits, 3.0 kW, 3.7 kW and the existing limit of 4.6 kW, on VU is studied for different penetration
ratios of solar power.

0885-8977 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Single-line diagram—28-Customer network.

TABLE I
TRANSFORMER DATA—6-CUSTOMER NETWORK
Power
Voltage
Connection
Positive sequence impedance
Frequency

TABLE III
CABLE AND LINE DATA—6 CUSTOMER NETWORK
100 kVA
10/0.4 kV
Dyn11
4%
50 Hz

TABLE II
CABLE AND LINE IMPEDANCES

EKKJ-10
N1XE-10
ALUS-25
ALUS-50
N1XV-50
N1XE-150
AKKJ-150
AKKJ-240
FKKJ-35
N1XV-10

R (Ω/km)

X (Ω/km)

B (μS/km)

1.83
1.83
1.2
0.641
0.641
0.206
0.206
0.125
0.524
1.83

0.091
0.0817
0.0785
0.0754
0.0754
0.0723
0.0628
0.0565
0.0723
0.0817

100.53
–
1288.04
157.8
157.8
40.8395
——–
——–
——–
25.132

Section II of the paper presents the three networks. Section III
shows the theoretical background and introduces the transfer
impedance matrix; the stochastic approach and its results are
treated in Sections IV, V and VI for the different networks. A
number of other impact factors are discussed in Section VII;
conclusions are given in Section VIII.
II. EXAMPLE NETWORKS
A. 6-Customer Network—Sweden
This type of network is typical for the Swedish country side
where a few houses, shown in Fig. 1 spread over a few hundred
meters, are connected to a single transformer. Detailed data is
given in Tables I through III, where CB stands for “customer
bus”. In this study, phase and neutral conductors were modeled
using the same parameters. The size of the neutral conductors
does not impact the (negative-sequence) VU.

Line
B2-B3
B3-B4
B4-B5
B5-B8
B8-CB1
B5-B9
B9-B10
B10-CB2

Length (m)

Type

Line

Length (m)

Type

14
108
26.9
41.2
41.5
0.1
0.1
17

N1XV-50
ALUS-50
ALUS-50
ALUS-50
EKKJ-10
ALUS-50
ALUS-25
EKKJ-10

B4-B6
B6-CB3
B4-B7
B7-B11
B11-CB4
B7-CB5
B7-CB6

46
31
1.9
54.4
41.3
8.9
79.5

ALUS-50
EKKJ-10
ALUS-25
N1XE-10
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
N1XE-10

TABLE IV
TRANSFORMER DATA—28 CUSTOMER NETWORK
Power
Voltage
Connection
Positive sequence impedance
Frequency

500 kVA
10/0.4 kV
Dyn11
4.9%
50 Hz

B. 28-Customer Network—Sweden
This is a suburban grid with 28 customers connected to a
500 kVA transformer, as shown in Fig. 2. This type of network
is typical for a suburban region where some tens of houses are
connected to the same distribution transformer. The data related
to this network is presented in Tables IV and V.
C. 40-Customer Network—Germany
A residential area with 40 single family houses has been
modeled. Such networks can be commonly found in suburban
or rural areas, where the highest penetration of solar power and
electric vehicles are expected. In order to identify a realistic
network, several DSOs in Germany have been consulted and
the finally selected parameters are given in Table VI.
The earthing system for the 40-customer network is TN-C-S.
It means that a PEN conductor is used which is separated only
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TABLE V
CABLE AND LINE DATA—28-CUSTOMER NETWORK
Line
B1-B2
B2-B3
B3-CB1
B3-CB2
B4-CB3
B3-CB4
B4-B5
B5-CB5
B5-B6
B6-CB6
B8-CB7
B1-B9
B9-CB12
B9-CB13
B9-CB14
B9-B10
B10-CB10
B10-CB11
B10-B11
B11-CB8
B11-CB9

from theindividual units
 and the background negative-sequence
voltage U background :

Length (m)

Type

Line

Length (m)

Type

15
77.9
68.7
24.9
22.4
48.9
64.1
28.2
67.4
23-1
34.2
270.1
29.8
46.1
23.4
86
47.2
27.7
96.1
29.9
37.8

N1XE-150
AKKJ-150
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
AKKJ-150
EKKJ-10
AKKJ-150
EKKJ-10
N1XE-150
AKKJ-240
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
AKKJ-150
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
FKKJ-35
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10

B1-B12
B12-CB21
B12-CB22
B12-CB23
B12-B13
B13-CB15
B13-CB16
B12-B15
B15-CB20
B15-B14
B14-CB17
B14-CB18
B14-CB19
B1-B16
B16-B17
B17-CB28
B17-CB27
B17-B18
B18-CB24
B18-CB25
B18-CB26

196.9
33.8
65.7
17
89.5
42.7
27.7
71
21.2
58.6
28.9
21.7
33
157
50.6
22.9
41.8
93.4
76.2
37.4
28.5

AKKJ-150
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
FKKJ-35
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
FKKJ-35
EKKJ-10
FKKJ-35
N1XV-10
N1XV-10
N1XV-10
AKKJ-150
AKKJ-150
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
FKKJ-35
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10
EKKJ-10

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS OF 40-CUSTOMER NETWORK
Medium Voltage grid

Transformer

Number of Feeders
Customers per Feeder
Cables

Short circuit power
Nominal voltage
Voltage
Connection
Rated power
Positive sequence impedance
4
10
Type
Total length per Feeder

N


Z sr · I s

(2)

s=1

The elements of the transfer impedance matrix need to be calculated for each network. Using DigSilent PowerFactory 15.2,
the following procedure was applied:
1) Connect PVI/EV at busbar s
2) Calculate the negative-sequence current (amplitude and
phase angle) at busbar s
3) Calculate the negative-sequence voltage (amplitude and
phase angle) at busbar r
4) The ratio between the voltage at busbar r and the current
at busbar s gives the transfer impedance, which is element
rs of the transfer impedance matrix.
5) Repeat step 3 and 4 for all busses
6) Repeat step 1 through 5 for all busses
Once the transfer impedances are known, the VU can be
calculated for all possible combinations using Matlab.
B. Deterministic Approach

S k = 100 M VA
U n = 20 kV
20/0.4kV
Dyn5
S r = 250 kVA
u k = 4%

NAYY 4 × 120 mm2
l tot = 800 m

in house installations into N and PE. Additional the PEN, PE
and N conductors are being earthed at the point of separation
in each house installation. To simulate multiple earthed PEN
conductors an impedance of 2/3 of the impedance of the phase
conductors has been used, according to IEC TR 60725.
III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Transfer Impedance
The transfer impedance links the voltage at a certain location
(r) with the current injected at another location (s):
U r = Z sr · I s

U r = U background +

(1)

A relation such as (1) holds for any type of disturbance (voltage rise, harmonics, flicker, voltage dips, etc.) but in this paper it
has been applied to the negative-sequence voltage. The injected
current in this case is the negative-sequence current supplied by
the single-phase inverter. Its absolute value is one third of the
phase current; the phase angle depends on the phase to which
the inverter is connected.
With multiple (N ) inverters, the negative-sequence voltage at
location r is obtained from the superposition of the contributions

For the deterministic approach two cases were considered: a
case with all PVIs connected to the same phase; and a case with
the PVIs connected to different phases. Equation (2) was used
to calculate the VU for all combinations with a given number
of PV units connected to the low-voltage network either all in
one phase or in different phases. Distinction was made thereby
between customers with PV and customers without PV.
C. Stochastic Approach
Stochastic approaches were used for all three networks to
calculate the probability distribution of the negative-sequence
voltage, with and without considering background unbalance
and remaining load.
1) PV Contribution Only: For the 6 and 28-customer networks, the random connection of inverters at different locations and phases has been studied. The probability distribution
function of the unbalance due to PV was obtained by means
of a Monte-Carlo simulation generating random locations and
phases for the PVIs. Using the transfer impedance matrix, all
possible combinations of inverters at the different busbars and
in different phases were considered, with the same total number
of PVIs.
2) Including Background and Single-Phase Loads: For the
40-customer network, PVIs were modeled in this study as negative single-phase loads (constant power model). In each step
at first a customer is randomly selected, to which the PVI is
connected. For the allocation of the PVI to an individual phase,
two scenarios are distinguished. In the first scenario the phase
to which the inverter is connected is randomly chosen with the
same probability (1/3) per phase. This is a “best-case assumption” as in many LV networks the distribution of PVIs to the
phases has shown to be significantly unbalanced [29]. In the
second scenario the PVI is always connected to the phase with
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TABLE VII
VU (IN %) AT THE SIX CUSTOMER NODES FOR CUSTOMERS WITH SOLAR
PANELS; ALL INVERTERS IN THE SAME PHASE

Fig. 3.

Cumulative distribution function of VU contribution from MV.

the lowest phase to neutral voltage, which is determined by a
prior power flow calculation. This emulates the current practice of several DSOs, where the phase-to-neutral voltages are
measured before the installation of the PVI. The placement is
repeated until the defined penetration level is reached.
For each scenario the impact of the following parameters on
the VU is analyzed:
1) Penetration level of PV:
10% to 100% of rated transformer power
2) Installed power of single-phase inverters:
3.0 kW; 3.7 kW; 4.6 kW
For obtaining the contribution of the upstream MV network,
measurements at the LV busbar of the distribution transformer
of 135 German LV grids have been analyzed. Based on the complex currents and the transformer impedance, the contribution
to the VU by the MV network is calculated. Fig. 3 shows the
cumulative distribution of the maximum of the 10 minute rms
values of the MV contribution for all grids.
In order to be not too conservative, the 80th percentile of the
MV VU (ku2M V = 0.25%) is used for all further simulations.
Therefore the individual phase voltages at the MV side are
adjusted in such a way that one phase-to-neutral voltage at the
LV side of the transformer is higher than the other two, as this
characteristic was commonly observed in the measurements.
The phases with lower voltages have similar magnitudes.
To consider the impact of the existing customer loads, an
unbalanced probabilistic load model (constant power load) is
used, which has been developed based on measurements of
33 individual customers. The model allows the simulation of
phase-selective probabilistic daily load profiles for an individual
customer. For simplification, a fixed, but not too conservative
configuration of unbalanced loads, representing a time instant at
noon, has been selected for this study. For comparison of results,
the configuration has been kept equal for all simulations.

IV. RESULTS FOR 6-CUSTOMER NETWORK
For the 6-customer network, the deterministic and stochastic
approaches were used. Calculations have been performed for all
possible combinations of PVIs at the different busbars and in
different phases.

#

CB1

CB2

CB3

CB4

CB5

CB6

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.80
1.21
1.61
2.00
2.40
2.83

0.56
0.98
1.39
1.78
2.18
2.61

0.69
1.08
1.47
1.87
2.27
2.67

1.00
1.37
1.77
2.16
2.56
2.96

0.46
0.86
1.27
1.67
2.07
2.48

0.90
1.27
1.67
2.07
2.47
2.87

TABLE VIII
VU (IN %) AT THE SIX CUSTOMER NODES FOR CUSTOMERS WITHOUT SOLAR
PANELS; ALL INVERTERS IN THE SAME PHASE
#

CB1

CB2

CB3

CB4

CB5

CB6

1
2
3
4
5

0.43
0.83
1.23
1.30
2.06

0.43
0.82
1.23
1.63
2.06

0.40
0.80
1.20
1.60
2.01

0.40
0.81
1.21
1.62
2.03

0.40
0.81
1.21
1.62
2.02

0.40
0.81
1.21
1.62
2.03

TABLE IX
VU (IN %) AT THE SIX CUSTOMER NODES FOR CUSTOMERS WITH SOLAR
PANELS; ALL INVERTERS IN A DIFFERENT PHASE
#

CB1

CB2

CB3

CB4

CB5

CB6

1
2
3

0.80
0.52
0.42

0.56
0.38-0.53
0.17

0.69
0.45-1.17
0.30

1.00
0.67-0.98
0.62

0.46
0.41
0.06

0.90
0.88
0.51

TABLE X
VU (IN %) AT THE SIX CUSTOMER NODES FOR CUSTOMERS WITHOUT SOLAR
PANELS; ALL INVERTERS IN A DIFFERENT PHASE
#

CB1

CB2

CB3

CB4

CB5

CB6

1
2
3

0.40-0.45
0.37-0.52
0-0.06

0.40-0.45
0.37
0-0.06

0.40
0.37
0.00

0.40
0.38
0.01

0.40
0.38
0.01

0.40
0.38
0.01

A. Results—Deterministic Approach
Some of the results are shown in Tables VII to X.
Tables VII and VIII present the VU (in %) at the six customer
nodes due to different numbers of PVIs connected to the same
phase: Table VII for customers with solar panels at their own
location and Table VIII for customers without solar panels. The
first column in the tables indicates the total number of PVIs connected to the low-voltage grid. Tables IX and X give the results
when the inverters are spread over the phases. In that case, the
connection of the first single-phase inverter gives the highest
VU. These results are related to the 6-customer network, but the
same behavior has been observed in other networks.
The worst case (six PVIs in the same phase) gives up to almost
3% VU. The worst case for a customer without PV gives a VU
slightly over 2%. When single-phase PVIs are spread over the
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution function of the VU for three PVIs at random
busbars and phases in a 6-customer network; the different colors refer to different
customers.

Fig. 5. Probability distribution function of the VU for five PVIs at random
busbars and phases in a 6-customer network; the different colors refer to different
customers.

phases, the first one to be connected gives the largest VU, up to
about 1% in this case.
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Fig. 6.

VU versus the number of PVIs in the 6-customer network.

For each of the customers, expected value, 90th and 95th percentile are calculated from the probability distributions functions as in Figs. 4 and 5. For example, for five PVIs (Fig. 5) the
90th percentiles are: 1.47%; 1.50%; 1.54%; 1.72%; 1.78% and
1.85% for the six customers. The mean and maximum value
is calculated over all customers for the expected values, 90th
percentiles and 95th percentiles per customer. For the 90th percentile of the five-PVI example above, the average value is
1.64% and the maximum value 1.85%. The latter two values
are referred to as U2 90 mean and U2 90 max, respectively.
The calculations were performed for one through six PVIs. The
results are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the number of PVIs,
where U2 exp mean is the mean over all customers of the expected value of the VU, etc. The worst-case VU (Table VII) was
shown to be almost 3%, but expected values (for 6 PVIs) are
only around 1%. High-percentiles (90th and 95th ) of the VU
are between 1.5% and 2%. The non-uniform increase for some
of the curves is due to the small number of PVIs: the 90th and
95th percentile for small number of inverters include some of
the worst cases with all inverters in one phase; with increasing
number of inverters the worst case becomes less likely and hence
the 90th or 95th percentiles are seen to sometimes decrease.

B. Stochastic Approach—PV Contribution Only
Fig. 4 shows that, for three PVIs, the VU will be less than 1%
with 65% to 90% confidence and less than 2% with 100% confidence. Note that the VU calculated here is the worst situation,
i.e., all PVIs injecting 6 kW of power at the same time.
To obtain Fig. 5, the analysis has been repeated for five inverters. Here, the VU is less than 1% with around 50% probability
(35 to 65% depending on the connection point) and less than
2% with 90 to 100% probability.
The hosting capacity (or, the PV penetration where investments are needed) depends on the risk that the network operator
is willing to take. When only 1% allocation is available for
single-phase PVIs, already three units will be too much. But
when a small probability of exceeding 2% VU is acceptable,
even five single-phase PVIs become acceptable. The information contained in figures such as this (for specific networks or
for typical networks) can assist the network operator in making
decisions about the need for measures against excessive VU
levels.

V. RESULTS FOR 28-CUSTOMER NETWORK
For this case, only the stochastic approach is presented, without considering background unbalance and remaining load. As
in the previous case, calculations have been performed for all
possible combinations of inverters at the different busbars and
in different phases.
In Figs. 7 and 8 the curves represent the probability distribution for 28 different busbars when four and 14 PVIs (again
with 6 kW of injected power) are connected to random busbars
and phases. In Fig. 7 (for the case of four PVIs) the unbalance
is less than 1% with a confidence level close to 100%. Fig. 8
shows that, even for the case of 14 PVIs (50% of the customers),
the probability of exceeding 1% VU is zero for about half of
the customers, and up to 20% for some customers. The VU is
below 2% with very close to 100% confidence. Fig. 9 shows the
results for the VU versus the number of PVIs connected to the
network. The indicators are calculated in the same way as for
the 6-customer network (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 7. Probability distribution function of the VU with four PVIs connected
to random busbars and phases in the 28-customer network; the different colors
refer to different customers.
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Fig. 10. Cumulative distribution function of maximum VU with different
penetration levels of PVIs and PVI size of 4.6 kW.

For every penetration level and installation size, 1000 simulation runs have been performed with different distributions of
PVIs over the customers and the phases. For each individual simulation, VU and voltage magnitude for each customer as well as
the loading of cables and the transformer have been calculated.
For further evaluation the maximum VU, the maximum voltage
and the maximum voltage difference in the network are stored
for each simulation step. Finally, the cumulative distribution
function is determined from the 1000 simulations.
A. Background Voltage Unbalance

Fig. 8. Probability distribution function of the VU with 14 PVIs connected
to random busbars and phases in the 28-customer network; the different colors
refer to different busbars.

As reference, a scenario without PVIs and EVs has been
studied. As the background unbalance is specified to be constant
(ku2M V = 0.25% see SubSection III-C-2) and only a single
configuration of customer loads is used, this initial scenario
requires only one simulation run. The VU in the network for this
reference case varies between 0.34% and 0.67%. A comparison
with a measurement campaign of a regional DSO confirmed
the results to be realistic. For the selected configuration, the
maximum voltage drop in the network amounts to 3%. In order
to increase the headroom for PV, the voltage magnitude at the
LV busbar is set to 97% of the nominal voltage (i.e., 223.1 V).
B. Stochastic Approach With Random Connection of PVIs

Fig. 9.

VU (%) versus the number of PVIs in the 28-customer network.

For 14, randomly-located PVIs, the expected value of the VU
is around 0.5%; high percentiles are around 1.2%. For the 28
inverter case (100% penetration) these values are 0.6% to 0.8%
and around 1.5%, respectively.
VI. RESULTS FOR 40-CUSTOMER NETWORK
For the 40-customer network, only a stochastic approach with
consideration of background and remaining load is presented.
Different penetration and power levels of PVIs were analyzed.

Fig. 10 presents the results for an inverter size of 4.6 kW and
five different penetration levels. In general, the VU increases
with increasing PV penetration. For penetration levels higher
than 50%, the maximum VU in the grid can exceed the compatibility level of 2% with a probability of 10 to 30%. On the
other hand in some cases the VU with PV is lower than without PV (0.67%), as (depending on the load unbalance) certain
distributions of PVIs across the phases have a balancing effect.
For none of the simulations, an overloading of cables or transformer has been observed. According to Table XI, for penetration levels higher than 50% there is a small probability that the
overvoltage limit (110% of nominal, i.e., 253 V) is exceeded.
C. Impact of Inverter Size
As a next step, the impact of a reduction of the size of the
PVIs is analyzed. Fig. 11 shows the VU for penetration levels of
10% and 100% only, but for different PVI sizes (3.0 kW, 3.7 kW
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TABLE XI
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE AND MAXIMUM VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE FOR DIFFERENT
POWER AND PENETRATION LEVELS AND RANDOM PHASE-DISTRIBUTION
PVI size/penetration
4.6 kW / 10%
4.6 kW / 25%
4.6 kW / 50%
4.6 kW / 75%
4.6 kW / 100%
3.7 kW / 100%
3.0 kW / 100%

U max
240.8 V
248.7 V
254.8 V (99.9% <
255.7 V (99.7% <
259.6 V (97.0% <
256.0 V (99.8% <
250.3 V

Δ U max

253V )
253V )
253V )
253V )

9.6%
13.2%
16.2%
18.7 %
18.8%
16.3%
13.9%

Fig. 12. Cumulative distribution function of maximum VU for different
penetration levels with an installed power of 4.6 kW per PVI and coordinated
placement, black dash-dot line: 75?% PV penetration with random connection.

Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution function of maximum VU for different sizes
of PVI and penetration levels of 10% (continuous lines) and 100% (broken
lines).

and 4.6 kW). While at low penetration the impact is marginal,
it becomes significant for high penetration.
Table XI shows that compared to 4.6 kW units three to four
times more PV with 3.0 kW inverters or about two times more
PV with 3.7 kW inverters can be installed to obtain similar
impact on voltage maximum and voltage difference.
D. Coordinated Phase-Distribution of PV Inverters
For most DSOs the tracing of individual phases throughout a LV network is not possible. Therefore, the coordinated
distribution to the phases assumes that each new PVI is connected to the phase conductor with the lowest voltage magnitude
(as discussed in Section III.C.2). In this way, a better balancing of the generated power between the phases is expected.
Comparing Figs. 10 and 12, a significant reduction of VU can
be observed, which justifies the effort needed for coordinated
phase-distribution. In the case of the 95th percentile the VU at
a penetration level of 75% could be halved (Fig. 12).
However, it should be noted that variations in the background
VU and changes in the unbalance of consumption are not considered in this simplified simulation and might affect the results.
Another interesting aspect is the slight decrease of VU while
increasing the penetration level from 75% to 100% (Fig. 12),
which is mainly caused by the larger number of PVIs that have
a better balancing potential. Fig. 13 shows that the reduction of
PVI size has less impact on the resulting VU than in case of
purely random phase-distribution. However for 75% PV penetration the impact of PVI size on VU is still considerable.

Fig. 13. Probability distribution function of maximum VU for different
penetration levels, different PVI size and coordinated placement.

VII. FURTHER IMPACT FACTORS
A. Influence of Background Voltage
Measurements were performed of the VU with a customer
in the 6-customer network. The phase angle of the negativesequence voltage was calculated from the rms values of the three
phase-to-phase voltages. The (complex) negative-sequence voltage as injected by a 6 kW inverter was added to this, as in (2).
Fig. 14 shows that the phase to which the inverter is connected
makes a significant difference. Without the background level
the resulting VU at maximum production (6 kW) would be
0.63%. The black curve shows the VU distribution over the day
at customer connection point. The impact of the 6-kWPVI at
maximum production on the unbalance, when connected to the
different phases, is represented by the three other curves. No
daily pattern was found in the measurements, hence time of day
was not considered in the study. A more detailed analysis is
presented in [30].
B. Connection of PV Panels With Different Tilt Angles
The power injected by a PVI shows a daily variation which
will depend on the tilt angle and the tilt direction of the panel
or panels feeding the PVI. Three identical single-phase PVIs
spread over the three phases will therefore still give an unbalanced power injection and thus a VU.
A study has been performed where different tilt angles were
considered. Three identical inverters and panels, in three phases
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Fig. 14. Probability distribution function of the unbalance before (black) and
after (red, green, blue) connection of 6 kW solar inverter; the three colors refer
to connections in the three phases.
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Fig. 16. Probability distribution functions of maximum VU for a 75%
penetration of PVIs with different PVI sizes and different distributions to the
phases and with/without a 10% penetration of EVs.

negative-sequence transfer impedance matrix were reduced by
15 to 29%: the off-diagonal elements by 30 to 34%. In other
words: the negative-sequence voltage due to the connection of
a single-phase PVI will be 15 to 29% less with the customer
where the inverter is connected. At other locations the reduction
will be between 30 and 34%.
D. Diversity

Fig. 15. Negative sequence voltage as a function of the spread in tilt direction;
the red curve holds for one single-phase PVI.

at the three worst locations in the 6-customer network, were
assumed. Corresponding to a typical roof all panels were tilted
45◦ but in different directions: one towards south (180◦ ); the
other two a certain angle west and east of south (180◦ ±α). The
resulting maximum VU is shown in Fig. 15 as a function of
the spread α in tilt direction. Connecting three identical singlephase PVIs to the three phases never deterioratesthe situation
compared to just one single-phase PVI of the same size as one
of the three.
When the spread in tilt angle is small (up to about 40◦ ) the
resulting negative sequence voltage is reduced from around 1%
to about 0.7%. The red line at the top in Fig. 15 is the value for
one panel connected to the single worst location.
C. Connection of Three-Phase Induction Motors
When three-phase loads are added in a system, this reduces
negative-sequence transfer impedances and the VU becomes
less. This has been studied for the 6-customer network with
results shown in [30]. In this study, a 16 kW three-phase induction motor was assumed with each of the six customers.
Such motors are common for heat pumps in this part of
Sweden, but they are only in operation a small part of the time
during summer. It was shown that the diagonal elements of the

The results presented in Sections IV to VI are based on the
assumption that all PVIs inject their maximum amount of power
all at the same time. Most of the time, the PVIs will not inject
their maximum amount of power, even not on a sunny day
around noon. When one or some PVIs inject their maximum
amount, others may not. There will be diversity in both tilt
angle and tilt direction. It was shown in the previous section
that diversity in tilt direction can cause unbalance when the
PVIs are spread over the phases. In the same way, when the
PVIs are all in one phase, the worst case will be less than
the sum of the maximum individual contributions. The values
presented before are thus unlikely to occur in reality. However,
the diversity between individual inverters is hard to estimate
without specific knowledge of the individual buildings. Further
studies are needed to quantify this.
E. Additional Impact of Electric Vehicle Charging
Another new source of VU is formed by plug-in electric vehicles (EV) [22]–[28]. The VU contributions from EVs and
PVIs may add even during periods when their total power is
balanced. All electric vehicle chargers (EVCs) are assumed
to be single-phase connected with a rated power of 3.7 kW
(16 A in 0.4 kV networks). In a study at the 40-customer network all EVCs are assumed to draw the maximum charging
current (charge in constant current mode), a simplified constant
power load model is used. A more comprehensive model can
be found e.g., in [31]. Based on different studies [32] and own
simulations, it is concluded that the coincidence of PV production and EVC consumption is low. In particular, at noon only
about 10% of the EVs are expected to be at home and charging.
Therefore, a distribution of four EVCs was incorporated in the
simulations. A purely random phase-distribution is used, as the
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TABLE XII
95% VALUE OF VOLTAGE UNBALANCE FOR DIFFERENT PHASE-DISTRIBUTION APPROACHES AND PVI SIZES FOR 40-COSTUMER NETWORK

distribution over the phases does only depend on the usage behavior of the car owners, not on the distribution of the charging
points to the individual phases [23]. In general the results in
Section VI.C for 3.7 kW PVI can be used to estimate the VU
for 100% EVC penetration, but without PV.
Fig. 16 shows that the impact on VU caused by randomly
distributed EVCs is smaller in case of randomly distributed PVIs
than if the PVIs are distributed according to the coordinated
approach. One possible way to reduce the impact of EVCs on
VU is the reduction of the charging current [24], which however
would increase the charging time. For one customer it is more
efficient to connect the EVC to the same phase as the PV inverter.
For all simulated scenarios and cases the highest VU value
is stored and Table XII presents the 95th percentile of these
values. In case of randomly distributed PVIs a reduction of size
can considerably reduce the impact on VU. Hosting capacity
is expected to double/triple when the maximum size of PVI is
reduced to 3.7 kW/3.0 kW.

VIII. CONCLUSION
A stochastic method has been presented to estimate the contribution of single-phase photovoltaic inverters (PVIs) to VU in LV
networks. The uncertainty in location and phase is included in a
number of stochastic indicators. The method can be extended to
include the impact of three-phase induction motors, differences
in tilt angle and direction, electric vehicle charging (EVC) and
other single-phase loads, and the background unbalance from
the MV network.
For the two networks studied, the introduction of 6 kW PVIs
will likely give a contribution from the inverters exceeding 1%
when they are connected randomly; exceeding 2% is shown to
be unlikely but not impossible. The approach presented here
allows the network operator to quantify the risk of high VU due
to single-phase PVIs.
Based on the results of the study a combination of reduction
of maximum single-phase size and controlled connection of
PVIs is recommended when the risk of high VU is deemed
unacceptably high.
Especially at higher penetration levels a significant reduction
can be expected by controlled connection. However the method
is not as robust as the reduction of the PVI size or promoting
a true three-phase device. The method is particularly sensitive
to changes in the network configuration and to variations in
unbalance of the customer consumption.
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Abstract—In this paper the hosting capacity considering voltage
unbalance is estimated for single-phase photovoltaic inverters
(PVIs) in low-voltage distribution networks in Sweden. A
stochastic approach is used to calculate the negative-sequence
voltage unbalance for each of the possible locations in the
network. The method has been applied to 6 and 28-customer
networks for the connection of 6-kW single-phase PVIs. The
impact of three-phase motors on the unbalance was also studied.
From the results, it was observed that the contribution from
single-phase photovoltaic inverters to the voltage unbalance
likely exceeds 1%, but unlikely that it will reach 2% of voltage
unbalance.
Index Terms--hosting capacity; power quality; solar power
generation; voltage unbalance

I.

INTRODUCTION

The connection of distributed renewable energy (DE) units
in the power system is increasing and in many countries, like
Sweden and Germany, there are studies about the risks of
connecting photovoltaic generators in the low-voltage
distribution grids, including studies of the hosting capacity
determination [1]-[9]. The hosting capacity is used to quantify
the impact of the increasing connection of DE to the power
system; it is the maximum DE penetration possible without
unacceptable deteriorating the reliability of voltage quality for
other customers [4][5]. The hosting capacity is not a fixed
value or limit; it all depends on the studied phenomenon,
which can be harmonics, flicker, voltage unbalance and
others. For each of these phenomena, there is a different
hosting capacity. In [4], the authors show the relation of the
hosting capacity with the investment through Fig.1. The figure
shows a performance index calculated as a function of the DE
penetration level.
The voltage unbalance (VUN) is one of the phenomena
that limit the hosting capacity of a network. VUN is defined as
ratio of the negative sequence voltage component to the
positive sequence voltage component. The uneven distribution
of single-phase loads is a major cause of the VUN; the
connection of single-phase photovoltaic inverters (PVIs)
could introduce an additional source of VUN in the network,
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decreasing the system power quality.

Figure. 1 Performance index versus DE Penetration Level

Studies have been performed for different cases and
situations with several different conclusions, depending on the
network configuration [9], [11]-[17]. Due to this, in this paper,
a hosting capacity study based on the negative-sequence
voltage unbalance was performed for a 6 and 28-customer
rural network in Sweden. For this, the transfer impedance
matrix and a stochastic approach are used. The results are
presented through figures and a discussion of the results.
Sections II and III of the paper describes the used networks
and its data. In Section IV, the transfer impedance approach
and the negative-sequence voltage calculation are presented.
The results and discussion are presented in Sections V and VI.
In Section VII the conclusions are presented.
II.

RURAL NETWORK (6 CUSTOMERS)

To illustrate the method, a rural low-voltage network
about 10 km outside of a town in Northern Sweden was
chosen. The 100 kVA distribution transformer supplies six
domestic customers with distances up to a few hundred meters
from the transformer. The source impedance at 10-kV side of
the transformer equals 0.4174 + j 0.7977 Ω. Transformer data
is given in Table I; impedance data for the cable types used is
given in Table II. Susceptance data (cable capacitance) is
given in the last column of Table II for completeness; the
cable capacitance is however not considered in the
calculations, as its impact on the 50-Hz transfer can be
neglected. Table III gives the types and lengths of the cables

used in the low-voltage network under study. The network
configuration is shown graphically in Fig. 2, where the six
customers are labeled as CB1 through CB6. (CB stands for
“customer bus”).
Zero-sequence data was included in the PowerFactory
model, but this does not impact the unbalance calculations as
only the negative-sequence voltages were considered. For
example, the impedance of the neutral conductor was taken
equal to the impedance of the phase conductors, and zerosequence and positive-sequence impedance of the transformer
were taken as equal. None of this impacts the negativesequence voltage, but it should be considered when for
example the impact of single-phase inverters on the phase
voltage is considered.
TABLE I. TRANSFORMER DATA – 6-CUSTOMER NETWORK
100 kVA
Power
10/0.4 kV
Voltage
Dyn11
Connection
4%
Positive sequence impedance
50 Hz
Frequency

Type
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TABLE II. CABLE AND LINE IMPEDANCES
Code
R (Ω/km)
X (Ω /km)
B (µS/km)
EKKJ-10
1.83
0.091
100.53
N1XE-10
1.83
0.0817
-ALUS-25
1.2
0.0785
128.04
ALUS-50
0.641
0.0754
157.8
N1XV-50
0.641
0.0754
157.8
N1XE-150
0.206
0.0723
40.8395
AKKJ-150
0.206
0.0628
-------AKKJ-240
0.125
0.0565
-------FKKJ-35
0.524
0.0723
-------N1XV-10
1.83
0.0817
25.132

TABLE III. CABLE AND LINE DATA - 6 CUSTOMER NETWORK
Line
Length (m) Type
Line
Length (m) Type
B2-B3
14
5
B4-B6
46
4
B3-B4
108
4
B6-CB3
31
1
B4-B5
26.9
4
B4-B7
1.9
3
B5-B8
41.2
4
B7-B11
54.4
2
B8-CB1
41.5
1
B11-CB4
41.3
1
B5-B9
0.1
4
B7-CB5
8.9
1
B9-B10
0.1
3
B7-CB6
79.5
2
B10-CB2
17
1

III.

TABLE V. CABLE AND LINE DATA – 28-CUSTOMER NETWORK
Line
Length (m) Type
Line
Length (m) Type
B1-B2
15
6
B11-CB9
37.8
1
B2-B3
77.9
7
B1-B12
196.9
7
B3-CB1
68.7
1
B12-CB21
33.8
1
B3-CB2
24.9
1
B12-CB22
65.7
1
B4-CB3
22.4
1
B12-CB23
17
1
B3-CB4
48.9
1
B12-B13
89.5
9
B3-B4
56
7
B13-CB15
42.7
1
B4-B5
64.1
7
B13-CB16
27.7
1
B5-CB5
28.2
1
B12-B15
71
9
B5-B6
67.4
7
B15-CB20
21.2
1
B6-CB6
23.1
1
B15-B14
58.6
9
B6-B7
52.3
7
B14-CB17
28.9
10
B7-B8
1.2
6
B14-CB18
21.7
10
B8-CB7
34.2
6
B14-CB19
33
10
B1-B9
270.1
8
B1-B16
157
7
B9-CB12
29.8
1
B16-B17
50.6
7
B9-CB13
46.1
1
B17-CB28
22.9
1
B9-CB14
23.4
1
B17-CB27
41.8
1
B9-B10
86
7
B17-B18
93.4
9
B10-CB10
47.2
1
B18-CB24
76.2
1
B10-CB11
27.7
1
B18-CB25
37.4
1
B10-B11
96.1
9
B18-CB26
28.5
1
B11-CB8
29.9
1

IV. THE TRANSFER IMPEDANCE MATRIX AND THE
NEGATIVE-SEQUENCE VOLTAGE CALCULATION
To obtain the voltage unbalance for each busbar, the
negative sequence voltage was calculated using the
superposition method. Repeating for each busbar the transfer
impedance matrix for that network is obtained. Using
DigSilent PowerFactory 15.2, the following procedure was
applied:
1) Connect PVI at busbar s
2) Calculate the negative-sequence current (amplitude and
phase angle) at busbar s
3) Calculate the negative-sequence voltage (amplitude and
phase angle) at busbar r
4) The ratio between the voltage at busbar r and the current
at busbar s gives the transfer impedance, which is
element rs of the transfer impedance matrix.
5) Repeat step 3 and 4 for all busses
6) Repeat step 1 through 5 for all busses

URBAN NETWORK (28 CUSTOMERS)

Another network was also considered for this study. In
this case, a suburban grid was modeled where some tens of
single family houses are connected to the same distribution
transformer. In this configuration, there are 28 customers
connected to a 500 kVA transformer. In Table IV and Table
V the data is presented and the single-line diagram is shown
in Fig. 3.
TABLE IV. TRANSFORMER DATA - 28 CUSTOMER NETWORK
500 kVA
Power
10/0.4 kV
Voltage
Dyn11
Connection
4.9%
Positive sequence impedance
50 Hz
Frequency

Figure. 2 Single-line diagram – 6-Customer network

The transfer impedance links the voltage at a certain
location (r) with the current injected at another location (s).
With this, the use of the transfer impedance matrix for this
type of studies can be considered efficient and reliable [8][9].
The elements of the matrix are obtained using (1).

Z sr =

U sr

(1)

Is

From this, the negative-sequence voltage for busbar r is
obtained by (2).

U r = Z sr ⋅ I s

Probability distribution (%)

Figure. 3. Single-line diagram – 28-Customer network

(2)

With multiple (N) inverters, the negative-sequence voltage
at location r is obtained from the superposition of the
contributions from the individual units and the background

Figure. 4 Probability distribution function of the lowest unbalance for three
(solid line) and six (dashed line) 6-kW inverters at random busses and phases
for a 6-customer network

2

N

U r = U background +  Z sr ⋅I s
s =1

(3)

The voltage unbalance (VUN) is then obtained using (4).
To calculate all the possible cases (busbars and phases) the
Monte-Carlo method can be used.

VUN r2 [%] =
V.

U 2r
0,4

Probability distribution (%)

negative-sequence voltage ( U background ):

(4)

⋅ 100%

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Voltage Unbalance Results: 6-customer Network
1) Connecting PVIs
Simulations have been performed for all the possible
combinations of the PVI connection, including random
busses (customers) and at random phases. The results are
shown for the connection of 3 and 6 PVIs for the lowest (best
case) and highest (worst case) VUN cases, respectively. The
results are presented in Fig.4 and Fig.5.

Figure. 5 Probability distribution function of the highest unbalance for three
(solid line) and six (dashed line) 6-kW inverters at random busses and phases
for a 6-customer network

Fig. 4 presents the results for the best case (lowest VUN)
simulated, in which the probability distribution is the lowest
when compared to the other customers. The results for the
worst case (highest VUN) simulated are presented in Fig. 5.
For the best case, regarding the connection of three PVIs
(solid lines), the probability of exceeding 1% is low and zero

Probability distribution (%)

Figure. 6 Comparison of the probability distribution function of the best
simulated case for three (blue line) and six (pink line) 6-kW inverter at
random busses and phases for a 6-customer network before (solid lines) and
after (dashed lines) adding three-phase induction-motor load.

Probability distribution (%)

Figure. 7 Comparison of the probability distribution function of the worst
simulated case for three (blue line) and six (pink line) 6-kW inverter at
random busses and phases for a 6-customer network before (solid lines) and
after (dashed lines) adding three-phase induction-motor load.

B. Voltage Unbalance Results: 28-customer Network
1) Connecting PVIs
The same approach was used for calculating the VUN
probability distribution for all the possible combinations of
the PVI connection. The results are shown for the connection
of 14 and 28 PVIs for the best (lowest VUN) and worst
(highest VUN) cases, respectively. The results are presented
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

Probability distribution (%)

2) Including Three-Phase Induction-Motor Load
The presence of three-phase loads decreases the
negative-sequence VUN [7]-[9]. The presence of three-phase
loads is thus expected to increase the hosting capacity. To
study this, a 16 kW three-phase induction motor was added to
each of the six customers. The 6 steps described in Section IV
were repeated for this case and the new transfer impedance
matrix was used to calculate the negative-sequence voltage.
With this, the VUN was calculated and the results for the
connection of 3 and 6 PVIs for the best and worst cases are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. For comparison,
these figures also include the results for the case without
three-phase induction motors. In Fig. 6 the probability
distribution of the best simulated case for three (blue line)
and six (pink line) PVIs before (solid line) and after (dashed
line) the motor connection is shown. The probability
distribution of the worst simulated case for three (pink line)
and six (blue line) PVIs before (solid line) and after (dashed
line) the connections connected is shown in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that for both cases, the VUN decreases with the
connection of three-phase induction motors.
Analyzing the cases in which the three-phase load was
connected (dashed lines), it can be observed that, for the three
PVIs case (dashed blue lines), the probability of reaching 1%
is zero for the best case and low for the worst case. For these
situations, the probability of reaching the limit of 2% is zero.
For six PVIs (dashed pink lines), the probability of exceeding
the limit of 1% is low for the best case and high for the worst
case. For the limit of 2% VUN, the probability of exceeding it
is low, for the best and worst cases. In short, the negativesequence voltage due to the connection of a single-phase PVI
will be between 15 and 34% less, depending where the
inverter is connected [8].

Figure. 8 Probability distribution function of the best simulated case for 14
(solid line) and 28 (dashed line) 6-kW inverter at random busses and phases
for a 28-customer network

Probability distribution (%)

for 2% VUN. When connecting six PVIs (dashed lines), the
probability that the VUN will exceed the limit of 1% is high,
but low for the limit of 2%. Considering the worst cases, for
the connection of three PVIs, there is a high probability of
exceeding 1% VUN and zero probability of exceeding 2%.
For the case of six PVIs, the probability of exceeding 1% is
very high, but low for 2% VUN.

Figure. 9 Probability distribution function of the worst simulated case for one
14 (dashed solid line) and 28 (dashed line) 6-kW inverter at random busses
and phases for a 28-customer network

Fig. 8 shows the results for the best cases with the
connection of 14 and 28 PVIs, and Fig. 9 for the worst cases.
For the best case, the probability of exceeding 1% and 2%
VUN is zero when 14 PVIs are connected. However, when
connecting 28, the probability of exceeding 1% is low, and
zero for the limit of 2%. In Fig. 9, for the case of connecting
14 PVIs, the probability of exceeding 1% is low, however, it
is high for the connection of 28 PVIs. For the case of 2%
VUN, for both situations, the probability is low.
VI.

HOSTING CAPACITY ESTIMATION

The hosting capacity (HC) is the maximum distributed
energy (DE) source penetration in the power system that
ensures a reliable system operation and keeps the power
quality indicators in limits [4][5][6][7]. To calculate the HC,
the following steps should be used: (1) choose a phenomenon
and the performance index; (2) determine the limit; (3)
calculate the performance index as a function of the amount
of generation and (4) obtain the hosting capacity [7]. From
this, the hosting capacity due to the voltage unbalance can be
obtained by setting a limit and keeping the DE units insertion
under this limit.
For this study, the hosting capacity was estimated for the
three studied cases. Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 present the
90% and 95% values for the negative-sequence voltage
unbalance versus the number of PVIs for each customer.
Each customer is represented by a solid and a dashed line
meaning the 90% and 95% values, respectively. With these
results it is possible to estimate the most suitable hosting
capacity, depending on what is aimed. For the 6-customer
network, it can be observed, in Fig. 10, that the 90% value
(solid lines) stays below 2%, even when all six customer
busses have 6-kW PVI connected. However, the 95% value
(dashed lines) is above the 2% limit for one of the busses
when five or six inverters are connected. From this, it is
possible to observe that the hosting capacity for this network
is between 4 and 5 PVIs. For some customers it is also
possible to connect 6 PVIs, but the probability that the VUN
will exceed the limit is high. However, when there are threephase induction-motor loads connected to the customers
busses, the hosting capacity increases and more PVIs can be
connected to the network without reaching high values of
voltage unbalance. The hosting capacity increased from 4 to 6
for all customers, with a low probability of reaching the limit
of 2% of VUN, as is shown in Fig. 11. For the case of 28customer network, it can be seen, from Fig. 12, that the
hosting capacity for this case is the connection of 28 PVIs. It
can also be seen that even with this amount connected the
VUN does not reach the limit of 2%.

Figure. 10 90% (solid lines) and 95% (dashed lines) values for the expected
unbalance when connecting on to six 6-kW inverters at random busses and
phases

Figure. 11 90% (solid lines) and 95% (dashed lines) values for the expected
unbalance when connecting on to six 6-kW inverters at random busses and
phases when adding three-phase induction-motor load

Figure. 12 90% (solid lines) and 95% (dashed lines) values for the expected
unbalance when connecting on to 28 6-kW inverters at random busses and
phases

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the hosting capacity was estimated for a
rural 6-customer network and a 28-customer network
considering negative-sequence voltage unbalance due to
single-phase PV inverters (PVIs). Three cases were studied,
in the first, for a 6-customer network, only the PVIs were
added to the existing customer load and the voltage unbalance
was calculated for different situations (busbars and phases);
in the second case, three-phase motors were connected with
each customer and the voltage unbalance was calculated
again, for the same 6-customer network. In the third case, a

28-customer network was considered and new simulations
were performed assuming that the PVIs were added to the
existing customer load and the voltage unbalance was
calculated for different situations. With these results,
comparisons were performed between the lowest and highest
VUN for all the cases and the hosting capacity for each of the
cases was also obtained. From this, it was observed that it is
likely that with the connection of PVIs the VUN will reach
1% when they are connected randomly, but the probability of
exceeding the limit of 2% is low. Furthermore, it was
observed that the connection of the three-phase load
decreases the VUN and increases the hosting capacity from
four to six PVIs.
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Abstract-- In this paper, primary and secondary emissions in
wind power plants are studied by using transfer admittance and
current transfer functions between turbines and the public grid.
The transfer functions have been calculated for one synthetic and
one existing offshore WPP and results
have been discussed. Primary emission, secondary emission
from other turbines and secondary emission from the public grid
are shown to be of the same order of magnitude. Furthermore,
the paper addresses the impact of turbine converter modelling
and of the change of aggregation exponent with frequency. Both
are shown to have a significant impact and both should be
considered.
Index Terms-- power quality; wind power generation; powersystem harmonics

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the increasing number of wind power plants
(WPPs), studies are regularly performed to determine
their impact on the power grid, including studies of their
harmonic emission when being connected to the public grid
[1]-[5]. Alternative control methods and harmonic filters to
reduce the harmonic emission from wind turbines are studied
in a number of publications as well [6]-[12]. Requirements set
by network operators have to be fulfilled, including those for
harmonic emission. The requirements commonly refer to the
approaches and limits in IEEE 519 and IEC 61000-3-6. Both
assume that the emission is only caused by the turbines in the
WPP and not by any external sources. The IEC standard for
assessing power quality from wind turbines, IEC 61400-21,
acknowledges in an informal annex, the potential impact of
so-called “background distortion” on the emission [13], [14].
The possible impact of background distortion for individual
turbines and for the WPP as a whole is mentioned in a range
of publications (for example, [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]).
The study presented in [31] shows that the emission from a
WPP can result in higher distortion levels elsewhere in the
transmission grid than at the terminals of the WPP, so-called
“amplification”. That study does not consider possible
amplification or transfer inside of the WPP.
The terms “primary emission” and “secondary emission”
were introduced in [20] and first used in the context of wind
power in [21]. The part of the current at the interface between

The work presented in this paper has been funded by Energiforsk, the
Swedish Energy Research Center, and the Swedish Energy Agency.
D. Schwanz, M.H.J. Bollen and A. Larsson are with Electric Power
Engineering, Luleå University of Technology, 931 87 Skellefteå, Sweden.

a device and the grid that is driven by sources inside of the
device is defined as primary emission. The secondary
emission is driven by sources outside of the device. For a
WPP, the primary emission is originating from inside the
WPP, and the secondary emission from sources outside the
WPP [22]. The fact that background voltage contributes to the
harmonic current at the terminals of an installation was
known, but the use of this specific terminology was new. With
a WPP, the separation between primary and secondary
emission becomes more complicated because there are
multiple sources of emission. In [23] some of the transfer
functions are studied in more detail in [23], but no complete
overview or systematic approach is given.
One of the consequences of high secondary emission is
that it becomes difficult to determine through measurements
what the actual contribution is from an individual turbine or
from a multi-turbine WPP to the harmonic distortion.
Distinguishing between primary and secondary emission has
been a study subject since long before the terminology was
introduced (see [24] for an overview). The general problem is
mathematically under-defined and can hence not be solved
without making specific assumptions or additional
information. One of the consequences of this is that
measurements alone cannot give the primary emission for an
individual turbine or for a multi-turbine WPP.
Secondary emission is also the communication channel
through which harmonic instability [25] between turbines
manifests itself. The smaller the secondary emission, the
smaller the risk of instability.
Transfer functions are suitable tools for studying the
spread of harmonics through a WPP because they are
independent of the emission from the individual harmonic
sources [22]. The transfer function method has been widely
used in electric circuit theory, power electronics, control
theory and elsewhere. In [26], an iterative method is
developed to synthesize one-port and multi-port equivalents
for analysis of power system transients. In [27], harmonic
transfer functions are used for modeling linear time periodic
systems in a diode converter locomotive. The method is
shown to give suitable results for estimating resonance risks
and harmonic interaction. In [28] and [29], harmonic transfer
functions are used for analysis of linear time periodic systems.
Reference [30] studies the transfer from the turbines to the
public grid through the collection grid. The terms “individual
transfer function” and “overall transfer function” were first
used, in the context of wind-power harmonics, in this paper. A
simplified model of the wind plant is used in [30] to illustrate
the concept, but only for primary emission. Primary and
secondary emission for a planned offshore plant with 48
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turbines are presented in [31], using the transfer-function
approach proposed in [30]. The collection grid, the offshore
part of the public grid, turbine transformers and filters are
modelled here, where manufacturer-provided models of the
filters were used. It is shown, among others, that the harmonic
current at the WPP terminals is dominated by the secondary
emission. It is also shown that series resonance can result in
amplification of the harmonic voltage distortion from the
public grid to the collection grid. The transfer and aggregation
of the emission from individual turbines to the public grid is
presented in [32] for a hypothetical 10-turbine plant. Only
primary emission is considered in that study. Primary and
secondary emission, at different locations in the plant, are
studied for an existing 9-turbine plant in [23].
In this paper, the concept of primary and secondary
emission will be extended further for a WPP by considering
the different harmonic transfers in a systematic way. A range
of different transfer functions is calculated for a 5-turbine
hypothetical plant and for a 42-turbine existing plant. It is
shown that secondary emission is a substantial part of the
emission, over the harmonic frequency range, both for
individual turbines and for the WPP as a whole. This paper
gives, for the first time, numerical values on the amount of
secondary emission with individual turbines due to the
emission from other turbines. Numerical values are also given
for the relation between primary emission and secondary
emission driven by sources outside of the plant.
Section II of this paper introduces the models and analysis
tools used. The case studies considering both WPPs are
presented in Section III. The results considering the transfer
admittance and current transfer for both WPPs is presented in
Section IV. Conclusions and discussions are presented in
Section V.
II. HARMONIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Without knowing the harmonic emission of a wind turbine
(WT) converter, it is not trivial to determine between primary
and secondary emission. However, with the use of transfer
functions, it is possible to estimate the impact of these
emissions using only impedances.
To quantify the harmonic contribution from different
harmonic sources within a WPP, different transfer functions
are available: voltage and current transfer functions as well as
transfer impedances and admittances.
A. Different Transfer Functions
The harmonic transfers in a WPP can be quantified through
a number of transfer functions: voltage transfer, current
transfer, transfer admittance and transfer impedance.. A multiport circuit representation can be used to illustrate how the
transfers were obtained, as presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. WPP as a multi-port; each transfer function considers the transfer from
one port to another, with a given termination of the other ports.

For the multi-part network shown Fig.1, one sending port
and one receiving port are selected. The transfer functions can
be calculated for given terminations at the other ports. The
sending turbine is defined as the one that is generating
harmonics. The receiving turbine is defined as the one
receiving the harmonics contribution. The “other turbines” in
Fig. 1 affect the transfer through the turbine model used, i.e.
through the termination of these ports.
B. Turbine Model
Two competing models are used and discussed in the
literature and beyond for the harmonic emission from a wind
turbine: the “voltage-source model” and the “current-source
model” [19], [33], [34]. Neither model gives a correct
representation of reality, but both models can be viewed as
extreme cases. Realistically modelling a voltage-source
converter for harmonic studies is complicated and a range of
papers have been dedicated to this, many being trigged by
[35]. Such detailed modelling is beyond the scope of this
work; instead, the emphasis is on the transfers between the
different converters and the grid, not on the detailed modelling
of the converters. A reason for not considering detailed
modelling of the converters is that such knowledge is often not
available when doing studies on harmonic emission in WPPs.
Reference [36] presents a simplified but accurate expression
for the apparent impedance of a wind turbine. For results
presented in Section IV of this paper, the WT impedance was
obtained assuming the positive sequence results of Fig. 4 of
[36]. These values include the WT converter impedance and
the filters. The difference between the two types in Fig. 2 is
the bandwidth of the grid voltage low-pass filter

 fv  that

was considered using (2). For Type 1 it was considered

 fv ,r  1 and for Type 2 it was considered  fv ,r  10 . For
more details, check Table 2 in [36]. For this study, the
impedances were calculated assuming a voltage level of 33
kV.

 fv ,r 
, where

 fv
1

1 is the fundamental angular frequency.

(2)
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Fig. 2 WT Impedance

For the calculation of the transfer function, the primary
emission is modelled as an ideal voltage or current source.
This does however not imply any assumption on which model
is more representative. When calculating, for example, the
transfer admittance, the primary emission for all turbines
except the sending one is considered equal to zero.
C. Individual and Overall Transfer Functions
An individual transfer function quantifies the transfer of
harmonic voltage or current from a sending port to a receiving
port, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each of these is a complex value
that is a function of frequency. The transfer impedance matrix
and the branch impedances have been used to obtain the
different transfer functions. In this paper, two transfer
functions have been used: the current transfer and the transfer
admittance.
The “overall harmonic transfer” is defined as the total
transfer from a number of sending ports (turbines) to one
receiving port (turbine or public grid) [22], [35], [32].
Consider, as an example, the current transfer from turbine
to public grid. The individual current transfer function is the
complex ratio between the current at the public grid terminals
and the current at the inverter terminals of a specific turbine,
under the assumption that the emission from all other turbines
is zero. The overall current transfer is defined as the ratio
between grid current and turbine current when the emission is
the same for all turbines. The “emission” can in this case be
the absolute value of the complex current; it can also be a
statistical index like the 95th percentile. Note that the overall
transfer function is a real function of frequency whereas the
individual transfer function is a complex function of
frequency.
To calculate the overall transfer from the individual transfer
functions, an aggregation rule between individual turbines has
to be considered. Assuming the commonly-used aggregation
model in IEC 61000-3-6, with aggregation exponent , the
relation between overall and individual transfers reads as (1).
(1)

, where
is the overall transfer function,
is the
individual transfer function from turbine k to the public grid
and N the total number of turbines. It is the aggregation rule as
defined in (1) that has been used in this paper.

D. Calculation method
To calculate the different individual transfer functions, the
collection grid, the turbines and the public grid have all been
modelled as series and shunt impedances. A single-phase
model has been used, representing only positive and negativesequence harmonic components. Both transmission and
turbine transformer are DY-connected, blocking any zerosequence harmonic component. There is no transfer of zerosequence components between the turbines or between
turbines and the public grid.
All impedances, voltages and currents have been
transformed to the 33-kV voltage level of the MV collection
grid. To avoid difficulties with interpretation of the results,
relevant values of the transfer functions are presented in %/%
on a base of rating of either the transmission or the turbine
transformer.
From the branch impedances, a node admittance matrix is
obtained as a function of frequency. By inversion of this
matrix, a node impedance matrix is obtained. This matrix is
next used to calculate the different transfer functions as a
function of frequency.
III. CASE STUDIES
To illustrate the transfer-function approach, the harmonic
emission of two WPPs, with five and 42 WTs, is studied. For
this study, the impedance as a function of frequency for a node
at 220 kV somewhere in Europe, as presented in Fig. 3, is
considered as representation of the public grid. The positivesequence grid impedance shown in the figure was obtained
from a detailed model of the transmission grid over a large
geographical area, including load models.

Fig. 3. Impedance of the public grid as a function of frequency

To consider the harmonic contribution of all WTs and
obtain overall transfer functions, different relations between
aggregation exponent, as in (1), and frequency are considered.
These are defined in Table I. The relation referred to as
“Ramp 2 model” as presented in Table I is the one used for
most of the results presented in this paper.
Fig. 4 shows a theoretical WPP with five WTs connected to
the public grid through a 30-MVA transformer. Each turbine
connection is modelled as an inductance representing the
turbine transformer; the series branch of the harmonic filter
connected on LV side of the harmonics filter; and an
impedance representing the turbine reactance plus the turbine
control system as presented in [36]. Harmonic filter data is
obtained from data for the existing plant used as 42-turbine
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model. Detailed data for the five-turbine WPP is given in
Table II through Table IV.

Fig. 6. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from Turbine to public grid: WPP
– Five WTs

Fig. 4. WPP – Five WTs

Fig. 5 shows an existing offshore WPP with 42 WTs
connected to the public grid through four 220/110 MVA
(155 kV/33 kV) transformers. Detailed data for this plant is
given in Table IV through Table VI.

Fig. 7. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from Turbine to public grid: WPP
– 42 WTs

When considering the individual transfer admittance, the
sending node (one turbine) is modeled as a voltage source and
the receiving node (public grid) through the impedance versus
frequency shown in Fig. 3. To obtain the overall transfer
admittance, the contribution of all these transfers has been
included, using (1) and Table I. As, for both cases, the
individual transfer functions are very similar independent of
the considered turbine, only the results for the overall transfer
function are presented. For the five WTs case, for the
frequencies 100 Hz and 1 kHz, the admittances are 0.1513
A/V and 0.01327 A/V, respectively, as presented in Fig. 6.
To enable easier interpretation, per-unit values have been
used. Using the rating of the public grid transformer
(30 MVA) as a base, 1 p.u. voltage distortion with the turbine,
gives 5.49 p.u. (at 0.1 100 Hz) and 0.48 p.u. (at 1 kHz)
harmonic current flowing into the public grid.
For the 42 WTs case, Fig. 7 presents the results. In this
case, for the same frequencies, the admittances are 1.747 A/V
and 0.01107 A/V, giving 17.29 p.u. (at 100 Hz) and 0.11 p.u.
(at 1 kHz) of current distortion for 1 p.u. of voltage distortion,
using a power base equal to the public grid transformer rating
(110 MVA).

Fig. 5. WPP – 42 WTs

IV. RESULTS
The harmonic transfer functions described in Section II
have been calculated for the two WPPs in Section III. The
harmonic transfers between turbines, into the collection grid
and the public grid were obtained and some of the results are
presented in the following subsections.
A. Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The overall transfer admittance has been calculated for both
WPPs. The results are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the 5turbine and 42-turbine plants, respectively.

B. Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
The overall transfer admittance (voltage to current) and the
overall current transfer (current to current) were calculated for
both WPPs. The results are presented in Fig. 8 through Fig.
11. Note the very small values along the vertical scale in Fig.
7.
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Fig. 8. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) between Turbines: WPP – Five
WTs

gives 1.98 p.u. (at 100 Hz) and 0.13 p.u. (at 1 kHz) for current
distortion, as presented in Fig. 9.
To calculate the individual current transfer, the sending
turbine is modelled as a current source, the public grid as an
impedance versus frequency, and the other turbines are
modelled through their representative impedance. The overall
transfer to a given turbine is calculated from the individual
transfers from the four other turbines to the given turbine. In
Fig. 10, the overall current transfer function for the case of
five WTs is presented. At 100 Hz and 1 kHz, the transfer is
0.26 A/A and 0.62 A/A. For the 42 WTs case, the values 0.3
A/A and 0.28 A/A, meaning that the total secondary emission
driven by all the other turbines together, is 30% and 28% of
the primary emission. This is a significant amount that cannot
be neglected.
C. Transfer from Grid to Turbine
Considering the transfer from the public grid towards the
turbines, the transfer admittance was calculated for both
WPPs. The results are presented in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

Fig. 9. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) between Turbines: WPP – 42 WTs

Fig. 12. Transfer Admittance (A/V) from public grid to turbines: WPP – Five
WTs

Fig. 10. Overall Current Transfer between Turbines: WPP – Five WTs

Fig. 13. Transfer Admittance (A/V) from public grid to turbines: WPP – 42
WTs
Fig. 11. Overall Current Transfer between Turbines: WPP – 42 WTs

To calculate the individual transfer functions, the sending
port (one turbine) is modeled as a voltage source, all other
turbines through their representative impedance (see Section
3.C) and the public grid through the impedance shown in Fig.
3. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 present the overall transfer admittance
results for both cases. In Fig. 8, for 100 Hz and 1 kHz, the
overall transfer is 0.0072 V/A and 0.00181 V/A for the five
WTs case. Considering the 42 WTs case, from Fig. 9, is the
values are 0.0118 V/A and 0.0007672 V/A, respectively.
Considering the five WTs case, assuming the rated power
of the WT transformer as power base, 1 p.u. voltage distortion
for each turbine gives 0.33 p.u. current distortion at the
receiving turbine. For the 42 WTs, 1 p.u. voltage distortion

Considering the individual transfer admittance, the sending
port (public grid) is modeled as a voltage source behind the
impedance defined in Fig. 3, and the receiving port (one of the
turbines) as well as all other turbines through their equivalent
impedance. In Fig. 12, for the case of five WTs, the
admittance for 100 Hz and 1 kHz are 0.007006 V/A and
0.005247 V/A, respectively. Assuming the rated current of the
WT transformer, 1 p.u. voltage distortion (primary emission)
will give 1.27 p.u. and 0.95 p.u. current distortion (secondary
emission) for each of the turbines. For the 42 WTs case, the
admittance at the 100 Hz and 1 kHz, the transfers are
0.006954 V/A and 0.006147 V/A. Considering 1 p.u. voltage
distortion, this corresponds to 1.16 p.u. and 0.1 p.u. current
distortion for each of the turbines.
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D. Impact of Aggregation Model
Due to variations in wind speed and due to variations in
emission even for the same wind speed, the harmonic
emission from a wind turbine is time-varying in magnitude
[30] and in phase angle [37]. The primary harmonic emission
of the WPP is the summation of all contributions from the
individual wind turbines. As harmonic currents and voltages
can be represented by vectors, the magnitudes and the phaseangles of the individual vectors are needed. The summation
law in IEC 61000-3-6 could be used to determine the total
harmonic contribution of a WPP. Depending on the harmonic
order, different aggregation behaviors are noticed [32], so that
different aggregation exponents should be considered.
An aggregation exponent is also included in the overall
transfer function calculation. However, as shown in [22], the
aggregation exponent is not only dependent on the harmonic
order, but is also different for different wind turbines. To
study the impact of this, four aggregation exponent profiles
are considered. The resulting overall current and voltage
transfers are compared, as presented in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
The used values for the aggregation exponent, referred to as
“Ramp 1”, “Ramp 2”, and “Ramp 3” are presented in Table II.

Fig. 14. Impact of Aggregation Exponent on Overall Current Transfer from
turbines to public grid: WPP – 42 WTs

Fig. 14. Impact of Aggregation Exponent on Overall Transfer Admittance
from turbines to public grid: WPP – 42 WTs

Considering the 42 wind turbines case, the overall harmonic
current transfer and transfer admittance are presented in Fig.
14 and Fig. 15, respectively. Both figures show that the used
aggregation exponent plays an important role on the overall
transfer. It is important to consider aggregation when
calculating the total contribution of the WPP. As an example,
in Table VII, a comparison of the obtained results for the
transfer current and transfer admittance is presented
considering harmonic 3 and 17.

TABLE VII. THE DIFFERENT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS, EXPRESSED IN PERCENT OF
RATED VOLTAGE AND CURRENT

Overall transfer admittance from turbine to grid
Harmonic Order
Ramp 1
Ramp 2
Harmonic 3
0.49 V/A
0.68 V/A
Harmonic 17
0.08 V/A
0.09 V/A
Overall current transfer from turbine to grid
Harmonic Order
Ramp 1
Ramp 2
Harmonic 3
18.06 A/A
25 A/A
Harmonic 17
23 A/A
26.5 A/A

Ramp 3
0.81 V/A
0.17 V/A
Ramp 3
30 A/A
49.33 A/A

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, primary and secondary emission of a WPP
were studied by using different transfer functions. It has been
shown that the transfer functions are a suitable tool for this.
Those transfer functions were calculated for two cases: (i) a
hypothetical WPP with five WTs, (ii) a real offshore WPP
with 42 WTs. The studies presented in this paper aim at
estimating the relative contribution of the secondary emission
without knowing details of the primary emission. This is
shown in the paper both for the terminals of the turbines and
for the WPP terminals.
The results from the different simulations are summarized,
for both WPPs, in Table VIII. The values in the table give an
indication of the relative magnitude of the different primary
and secondary emissions. The current transfer from turbine to
turbine shows that the overall secondary emission, due to
neighboring turbines, is a substantial part of the primary
emission; assuming harmonic 2 and 13. Every percent primary
emission gives between 0.33 and 1.07 percent secondary
emission.
TABLE VIII. THE DIFFERENT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
5-WT WPP
42-WT WPP
Overall transfer admittance from turbine to grid
Harmonic 2
5.49 %/%
17.29 %/%
Harmonic 13
0.49 %/%
1.89 %/%
Overall transfer admittance from turbine to turbine
Harmonic 2
1.31 %/%
1.98 %/%
Harmonic 13
0.28 %/%
0.18 %/%
Overall current transfer from turbine to turbine
Harmonic 2
0.26 %/%
0.30 %/%
Harmonic 13
0.47 %/%
0.21 %/%
Individual transfer admittance from grid to turbine
Harmonic 2
1.27 %/%
1.17 %/%
Harmonic 13
0.90 %/%
1.01 %/%

A direct comparison is not possible between secondary
emission coming from the grid and primary emission from a
turbine. Assume that voltage distortion in the grid is of the
order of 1% of nominal voltage (a typical value) and that the
primary emission of a turbine is of the order of 1% of rated
current (also a typical value). The table shows, in that case,
that both contributions (primary emission from the turbines
and secondary emission originating from the grid) are of the
same order of magnitude
The overall conclusion from the table is that primary
emission, secondary emission from other turbines, and
secondary emission from the public grid, are of the same order
of magnitude at the turbine terminals. It will thus be very
difficult to determine the magnitude of the primary emission
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from measurements only.
The used aggregation exponent has a strong impact on the
emission, when emission from multiple turbines is considered.
This is the case not only around the resonant frequency but
also for other frequencies. No proper aggregation model exists
for use in WPPs, so that further work is needed here.
Further work needed includes applying the method to other
WPPs to evaluate if the values of Table VIII are generally
representative or only hold for the two studied cases.
Additional studies are also needed after the role of the turbine
behavior in the transfers.
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TABLE I - AGGREGATION EXPONENT FOR HARMONIC STUDIES
Harmonic
α
Order
IEC 61000-3-6
h>5
1
5 ≤ h ≤10
1.4
10 > h
2
Harmonic
α
Order
Ramp 1
h ≤ 10
h ≥ 10
2
Harmonic
α
Order
Ramp 2
h ≤ 19
h ≥ 20
2
Harmonic
α
Order
Ramp 3
h ≤ 19
h ≥ 20
2
TABLE II
TRANSFORMER DATA – FIVE WTS WPP
Data
Grid Transformer WT Transformer
Power
30 MVA
6MVA
Voltage
155/33kV
33/0.9kV
Positive Sequence Reactance
14%
6%
Positive Sequence Resistance
0.4%
0.8%
TABLE III
CABLE PARAMETERS - FIVE WTS WPP
Cable
C/2 (F)
R ()
L ()
B2-B3
0.0493
0.000635
1.3659E-7
B3-B6
0.1111
0.000325
4.4050E-8
B6-B9
0.1375
0.000402
5.4504E-8
B2-B12
0.1993
0.000582
7.8981E-8
B12-B15
0.1169
0.000342
4.6351E-8
TABLE IV
WT FILTERS
Data
WT Filter
363
Resistance ()
Inductance () 68.5666e-3
Capacitance (F) 2.4099e-07
TABLE V
TRANSFORMER DATA – 42 WTS WPP
Data
Grid Transformer WT Transformer
Power
220/110 MVA
6.5 MVA
Voltage
155/33 kV
33/0.9kV
Positive Sequence Reactance
14%
6%
Positive Sequence Resistance
0.4%
0.8%
TABLE VI
CABLE PARAMETERS - 42 WTS WPP
Cable
L (H
C/2 (F)
R ()
B1-B2
0.868
0.00692
2.95E-06
B4-B6
0.0493
0.00063
2.73189E-07
B6-B7
0.1111
0.00032
8.8101E-08
B7-B8
0.1375
0.00040
1.09008E-07
B8-B9
0.1019
0.00029
8.07737E-08
B4-B10
0.0252
0.00032
1.39674E-07
B10-B11
0.0219
0.00028
1.21653E-07
B11-B12
0.0235
0.00030
1.30572E-07

Harmonic Response and Resonances,” IET Electric Power Applications,
vol. 11, pp. 157-168, 2017.
[37] K. Yang, M. Bollen, and M. Wahlberg. “Comparison of harmonic
emissions at two nodes in a windpark,” in Proc. 15th International
Conference on Harmonics and Quality of Power (ICHQP), Hong Kong,
June 2012, pp. 313-319.

B12-B13
B13-B14
B14-B15
B4-B16
B16-B17
B17-B18
B4-B19
B19-B20
B20-B21
B21-B22
B4-B23
B23-B24
B24-B25
B25-B26
B1-B3
B5-B27
B27-B28
B28-B29
B29-B30
B30-B31
B5-B32
B32-B33
B33-B34
B34-B35
B35-B36
B5-B37
B37-B38
B38-B39
B39-B40
B5-B41
B41-B42
B42-B43
B43-B44
B5-B45
B45-B46
B46-B47

0.1011
0.0911
0.1255
0.1993
0.1169
0.1195
0.0157
0.0936
0.0990
0.1256
0.0291
0.0895
0.0952
0.1207
0.868
0.0245
0.0228
0.1034
0.0985
0.0947
0.0317
0.0241
0.1014
0.1060
0.0971
0.0465
0.1658
0.0973
0.0959
0.0266
0.1092
0.0904
0.1005
0.2043
0.1059
0.1033

0.00029
0.00026
0.00036
0.00058
0.00034
0.00034
0.00020
0.00027
0.00028
0.00036
0.00037
0.00026
0.00027
0.00035
0.00692
0.00031
0.00029
0.00030
0.00028
0.00027
0.0004
0.00031
0.00029
0.00030
0.00028
0.00059
0.00048
0.00028
0.00028
0.00034
0.00031
0.00026
0.00029
0.00059
0.00030
0.00030

8.01089E-08
7.22355E-08
9.94467E-08
8.74309E-08
9.2703E-08
9.47624E-08
8.74309E-08
7.423E-08
7.85163E-08
9.95218E-08
1.61092E-07
7.09718E-08
7.54561E-08
9.5683E-08
2.95E-06
1.3594E-07
1.26359E-07
8.19907E-08
7.80718E-08
7.50867E-08
1.7588E-07
1.33525E-07
8.04164E-08
8.40532E-08
7.69806E-08
2.57839E-07
1.31402E-07
7.71096E-08
7.60093E-08
1.47517E-07
8.65917E-08
7.1662E-08
7.9642E-08
1.61947E-07
8.3973E-08
8.18719E-08
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Abstract—The harmonic emission of wind power plants into the
public grid is an important part of studies for connecting such
plants to the power system. However, the transfer of emission
between individual wind turbines within the collection grid is
normally not considered. Neither are different grid impedance
scenarios considered. This transfer is one of the types of
secondary emission that needs to be considered for a complete
picture of harmonics in wind power plants. In this paper, a
study after the importance of the secondary emission in wind
power plants is presented. The impact of the grid impedance on
this emission is also considered. For this, the current transfer
and the transfer admittance functions were used in two wind
power plants, with five and 42 wind turbines each. From the
results, it was possible to estimate the secondary emission
contribution from the wind turbines and estimate the impact of
the grid impedance . The grid impedance has shown to have an
important impact on the secondary emission for wind turbines.
The harmonic transfer between wind turbines is shown to be
considerable. It can vary from 15% to 70%, for the wind power
plant with five wind turbines. For the 42 wind turbines case, it
can vary from 2% to 14%, assuming current emission, and,
from 0.48% to 3.32%, assuming a voltage source for the
emission.
Index Terms-- power quality, power-system harmonics, wind
power generation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Before connecting wind power plants (WPPs) to the power
system, several studies have to be performed. This includes
the impact of the WPP on the quality of power. The harmonic
distortion determination is included in such studies.
Depending on the results of the study, either the park can be
connected or further studies are needed for mitigating
harmonics. There are several publications [1]-[3] related to
this subject, but not so many regarding the impact of wind
turbines on harmonic transfers within the collection grid. This
is mainly due to lack of requirements on voltage and current
distortion within the collection grid. However, as the harmonic
emission of each wind turbine (WT) is needed for determining
the contribution at the public grid, it is important to estimate
the harmonic contribution of one turbine to the others. This
“harmonic contribution” is quantified, in this paper, as
“secondary emission”, which was introduced in [4] and
formalized in [5][6]. For its use in the context of wind power
plants, the term was further developed in [7] and it is related to
the harmonic emission from sources outside of a WT or WPP

The work presented in this paper has been funded by Energiforsk, the
Swedish Energy Research Center, and the Swedish Energy Agency.

and the way in which this affects the harmonic current at the
terminals of a WT or WPP.
With high secondary emission, it is difficult to determine
through measurements how big the actual harmonic
contribution is for each individual turbine (primary emission).
Distinguishing between primary and secondary emission only
using measurements is mathematically under-defined [8].
Therefore, several assumptions are needed, which can lead to
wrong conclusions if those assumptions are not valid. Transfer
functions, on the other hand, are suitable tools for studying the
spread of harmonics, as they are independent of the emission
[9] as long as the system can be assumed linear and timeindependent. There are some studies showing that this
approach for determining the WPP primary emission [10]-[12]
is useful.
In this paper, the secondary emission within the WPP is
presented using transfer functions. Also, 10 different grid
impedance scenarios are presented to estimate their impact on
the secondary emission within the plant In Section II, the term
“secondary emission” is further explained and related to the
transfer between turbines. The study cases are presented in
Section III together with the grid impedance scenarios. In
Section IV, the obtained results for the two cases are presented
and the grid impedance scenarios are compared. Some
comments and conclusions of this study are presented in
Section V.
II.

HARMONIC SECONDARY EMISSION

The term “secondary emission” was first introduced to
describe the interaction between lamps in a low-voltage
installation [4]. The term can however be used much more
widely. Within a WPP, several “types of secondary emission”
can be distinguished that all need to be considered to get a
complete picture of the spread of harmonic distortion between
different turbines and to the public grid [13]. To be considered
are: secondary emission with individual turbines originating
from other turbines; secondary emission with individual
turbines originating from the public grid; secondary emission
at plant level originating from the public grid. The type of
secondary emission studied in this paper is the harmonic
contribution from other turbines in a WPP to the harmonic
currents at the terminals of an individual turbine. Using a
multi-port circuit representation, transfer functions, such as
transfer admittance, transfer impedance, current transfer and
voltage transfer can be used to quantify this contribution [9].

In this paper, the transfer admittance and the current
transfer functions have been used to quantify the transfer
between wind turbines resulting in secondary emission.
III.

STUDY CASES

In this paper, two WPPs with five and 42 WTs have been
studied, as presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Detailed data is
given in Table I through Table V. The grid impedance as a
function of frequency for a node at 220 kV somewhere in
Europe is considered for ten different operational states of the
grid, resulting in ten different values for impedance versus
frequency. All the impedances were obtained at the same
location but for different states of the network, for high load
and for low load. The grid impedance was modeled assuming
its positive sequence impedance with several scenarios. Case
1A and 1F are the base cases, with all components in
operation, for high load and low load, respectively. For the
other data series, there is one large generator unit or major
grid component out of operation. Cases 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E are for
high load and 2F, 3F, 4F, 5F, for low load. The frequencydependent impedances, for all the cases, are presented in Fig.
3, referred to 33-kV voltage level.

Fig. 2. WPP – 42 WTs

Fig. 3. Grid Impedance Scenarios

Fig. 1. WPP – Five WTs
TABLE I. TRANSFORMER DATA – FIVE WTS WPP
Data
Grid Transformer WT Transformer
Power
30 MVA
6MVA
Voltage
155/33kV
33/0.9kV
Positive Sequence Reactance
14%
6%
Positive Sequence
0.4%
0.8%
Resistance

TABLE II. CABLE PARAMETERS - FIVE WTS WPP
Cable
C/2 (F)
R ()
L ()
B2-B3
0.0493
0.000635
2.7318E-7
B3-B6
0.1111
0.000325
8.8101E-8
B6-B9
0.1375
0.000402
1.09E-7
B2-B12
0.1993
0.000582
1.5796E-7
B12-B15
0.1169
0.000342
9.2703E-8
TABLE III. WT FILTERS
WT Parallel
WT Series
Filter
Filter
363
0.0014
Resistance ()
59.0209e-3
Inductance () 68.5666e-3
Capacitance (F) 2.4099e-07
Data

TABLE IV. TRANSFORMER DATA – 42 WTS WPP
Data
Grid Transformer WT Transformer
Power
220/110 MVA
6.5 MVA
Voltage
155/33 kV
33/0.9kV
Positive Sequence Reactance
14%
6%
Positive Sequence
0.4%
0.8%
Resistance
TABLE V. CABLE PARAMETERS - 42 WTS WPP
Cable
R (Ω)
L (H)
C/2 (F)
B1-B2
0.0393
3.1366E-4
6.5081E-5
B1-B3
0.0393
3.1366E-4
6.5081E-5

B4-B8
B8-B9
B9-B10
B10-B11
B4-B12
B12-B13
B13-B14
B14-B15
B15-B16
B16-B17
B5-B18
B18-B19
B19-B20
B5-B21
B21-B22
B22-B23
B23-B24
B5-B25
B25-B26
B26-B27
B27-B28
B6-B29
B29-B30
B30-B31
B31-B32
B32-B33
B6-B34
B34-B35
B35-B36
B36-B37
B37-B38
B7-B39
B39-B40
B40-B41
B41-B42
B7-B43
B43-B44
B44-B45
B45-B46
B7-B47
B47-B48
B48-B49

0.04935028
0.111189519
0.137575557
0.10194198
0.02523136
0.02197608
0.0235872
0.101102925
0.091166208
0.125508537
0.199360749
0.116997573
0.119596722
0.01579396
0.093683373
0.099093036
0.125603331
0.0291004
0.089571363
0.095230821
0.120758589
0.02455684
0.02282616
0.103477899
0.098531958
0.094764537
0.03177188
0.0241206
0.101491068
0.106080891
0.097154883
0.04657744
0.16583826
0.09731757
0.095928966
0.02664816
0.109284672
0.090442443
0.100513665
0.204388674
0.105979692
0.103328022

IV.

0.000635
0.000325
0.000402
0.000298
0.000324
0.000283
0.000303
0.000295
0.000266
0.000366
0.000582
0.000342
0.000349
0.000203
0.000274
0.000289
0.000367
0.000374
0.000262
0.000278
0.000353
0.000316
0.000293
0.000302
0.000288
0.000277
0.000408
0.00031
0.000296
0.00031
0.000284
0.000599
0.000484
0.000284
0.00028
0.000343
0.000319
0.000264
0.000293
0.000597
0.000309
0.000302

0.04935028
0.111189519
0.137575557
0.10194198
0.02523136
0.02197608
0.0235872
0.101102925
0.091166208
0.125508537
0.199360749
0.116997573
0.119596722
0.01579396
0.093683373
0.099093036
0.125603331
0.0291004
0.089571363
0.095230821
0.120758589
0.02455684
0.02282616
0.103477899
0.098531958
0.094764537
0.03177188
0.0241206
0.101491068
0.106080891
0.097154883
0.04657744
0.16583826
0.09731757
0.095928966
0.02664816
0.109284672
0.090442443
0.100513665
0.204388674
0.105979692
0.103328022

Fig. 4. Individual Current Transfer – Five WTs

Fig. 5. Individual Transfer Admittance – Five WTs

RESULTS

The harmonic transfer admittance and current transfer
functions have been calculated for the WPPs in Section III.
The obtained results are presented in the following
subsections.

Fig. 6. Individual Current Transfer – 42 WTs

A) Individual Transfer Functions
For the WPP with five WTs, the transfers between turbine
two (T2) and the other four turbines are considered. The
individual current transfer and transfer admittance are
presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. For the 42 WTs
case, the results are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, considering
the transfers from turbine one (T1) to turbines 10, 13, 22, 34
and 42. The grid impedance used for the two study cases was
scenario 1A from Fig. 3.

Fig. 7. Individual Transfer Admittance – 42 WTs

From Fig. 4 through Fig. 7, one can see the inductive
behavior of the system for low frequencies with both transfers.
For the current transfer, the system response increases with
frequency; for the transfer admittance, the opposite is

observed. Fig. 4 presents the current transfer from T2 to the
other turbines. It shows only small variations between the
turbines. At 1 kHz, the transfer ranges between 0.6876 A/A, at
T5, and 0.7128 A/A, at T3. The transfer admittance ranges
between 0.0008877 A/V for T5, and 0.0008563 A/V, for T3,
again for 1 kHz. The transfer admittance can be interpreted
easier by expressing it in per unit. Assuming the rated current
and voltage of the WT transformer, 1 p.u. voltage distortion at
the terminals of T1 will result in around 0.16 pu secondary
emission for the other terminals.
For the 42 WTs case, the current transfer and the transfer
admittance results are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
respectively. The emission from one turbine to another is more
significant for the turbines connected to the same transformer
(T2 and T10). It is also shown that the transfer from a turbine
behind TR1 to any turbine behind TR2, TR3 and TR4 is about
the same. At 1 kHz, the transfer from T1 to T2 will be 0.14
A/A and 0.02 A/A to T42. From Fig. 7, the transfer from T1 at
T2 will be 0.03 p.u/p.u. and 0.0054 p.u/p.u. for the transfer to
T42.
B) Grid Impedance Impact
The impact of the grid impedance on the transfer admittance
and the current transfer are presented in Fig. 8 through Fig. 13.
For the five WTs WPP, the transfers from T2 to T3 are
presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. For the 42 WTs WPP, the
transfers from T1 to T2 and T42 are presented in Fig. 10
through Fig. 13.

Fig. 8. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Current Transfer (T2-T3) – Five
WTs

Fig. 9. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Transfer Admittance (T2-T3) –
Five WTs

Fig. 10. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Current Transfer (T1-T2) – 42
WTs

Fig. 11. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Transfer Admittance (T1-T2)
– 42 WTs

Fig. 12. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Current Transfer (T1-T42) –
42 WTs

Fig. 13. Grid Impedance Scenarios: Individual Transfer Admittance (T1-T42)
– 42 WTs

From Fig. 8 through Fig. 13, one can observe that the grid
impedance has sometimes a significant impact on the
harmonic transfers, and thus on the secondary emission.
Significant impact is found especially for frequencies below
1 kHz, but not exclusively there. When comparing Fig. 10
through Fig. 13, it can observed that the grid impedance has
less impact on the transfers from T1 to T2 than on the
transfers from T1 to T42. This is mainly due to the WPP
configuration. In the 42 WTs WPP, the plant is connected to
the public grid through four transformers and two feeders, as
presented in Fig. 2. For this case, the plant can be considered
as four small WPPs, so the grid impedance has more impact
on the harmonic transfers than the transfer to the other WTs.
The difference, in percent, between minimum and
maximum values has been obtained by (3) and (4) and is
presented in Table VI through Table IX.

Y
Y 
Y   max min   100%
Ymin



(3)

I

I
I   max min   100%
I min



(4)

Where, Y and I are the difference, in percent, between the
minimum ( Ymin , I min ) and the maximum values ( Ymax ,
I max ) for the transfer admittance and current transfer,
respectively;
TABLE VI. DIFFERENCE [%]: TRANSFER ADMITTANCE
Frequency
0.3000
0.6500
0.7000
0.8000
0.8500
0.9000
0.9500
1.0000
1.0500
1.2000

T2-T1
13.5
19.1
66.7
10.6
10.3
19.2
24.3
13.4
20.8
17.5

T2-T3
13.1
18.6
64.2
10.4
10.1
18.9
23.9
13.2
20.9
17.5

T2-T4
14.4
20.1
71.7
11
10.7
19.8
25.1
13.8
20.3
17.5

T2-T5
14.4
20.1
71.7
11.
10.7
19.8
25.1
13.8
20.3
17.5

TABLE VII. DIFFERENCE [%]: CURRENT TRANSFER
Frequency
0.3000
0.5000
0.6500
0.7000
0.7500
0.8000
0.8500
0.9000
0.9500
1.0500
1.2000

T2-T1
15.3
10.
24.3
85.3
10.8
14.3
14.2
23.3
30.1
39.2
11.6

T2-T3
14.9
9.8
23.8
5
10.6
14.1
14
22.9
29.5
39.1
11.5

T2-T4
16.2
10.60
25.3
90.8
11.2
14.8
14.6
23.8
30.7
37.9
11.5

T2-T5
16.2
10.6
25.3
90.8
11.2
14.8
14.6
23.8
30.7
37.9
11.5

TABLE VIII. DIFFERENCE [%]: TRANSFER ADMITTANCE
Frequency
0.1000
0.1500
0.2000

T1-T2
3.2
8.6
10.4

T1-T10
3.9
10.2
12.8

T1-T13
25.6
50.8
888.6

T1-T22,
34 and 42
37.4
65
998.7

0.2500
0.3000
0.3500
0.4000
0.4500
0.5000
0.5500
0.6000
0.6500
0.7000
0.7500
0.8000
0.8500
0.9000
0.9500
1.0000
1.0500
1.1000
1.1500
1.2000
1.2500
1.3000
1.3500
1.4000
1.4500
1.5000
1.5500
1.6000
1.6500
1.7000
1.7500
1.8000
1.8500
1.9000
1.9500
2.0000

6.2
46.9
6.2
14.3
49.5
42.5
12.6
19.7
40.6
7.4
1
9.4
11.9
12.1
14.9
4.9
2.6
1.7
6.6
3.2
8.5
6.4
3.3
4.2
1.8
2.6
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.09
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01

7.7
54
7.5
17.1
63.9
54.4
15.2
23.5
47.3
8.8
1.2
10.9
12.7
13.7
16.4
5.5
2.9
1.9
7.5
3.9
8.8
7.3
3
4.5
1.9
2.6
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.09
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

192.7
1424.1
401.6
446.2
2980.3
2206
169.3
1225.6
3799.5
331.3
39.4
346.2
792.5
224.6
94
21.8
5.8
2.5
10.1
10.5
71.3
45.2
42.6
26.8
10.6
7.4
5
11
1.7
1.2
1.1
1
1
0.8
0.7
0.7

106.6
992.6
410.5
829.9
6442
2637
696.1
3867.2
510.3
108.4
20.6
474.1
535.5
515.9
114.8
24.9
6.5
2.6
13.6
13.1
26.4
116.2
34.6
17
20.1
82
14.9
18.6
8.7
9.1
11.4
12.3
15.9
15.3
15.6
16

TABLE IX. DIFFERENCE [%] : CURRENT TRANSFER
Frequency
0.1000
0.1500
0.2000
0.2500
0.3000
0.3500
0.4000
0.4500
0.5000
0.5500
0.6000
0.6500
0.7000
0.7500
0.8000
0.8500
0.9000
0.9500
1.0000
1.0500
1.1000
1.1500
1.2000
1.2500
1.3000
1.3500
1.4000
1.4500

T1-T2
3.4
9
10.7
6.4
50.5
6.5
15
53.7
44.8
13.3
21
44.3
8
1
10.2
14.5
13.2
17.5
5.4

6.3
2.5
9
5.6
3.6
3.9
1.6

T1-T10
4
10.6
3.1
7.9
6
7.8
7.8
6.7
56.8
5.8
4.7
1
9.3
1.2
1.7
5.3
4.8
9
5.9

7.2
3.1
9.3
6.4
3.4
4.2
1.8

T1-T13
25.8
51.4
890.8
192.7
1395.5
402.7
449.6
2854.7
2177.8
170
1238.2
3739.6
329.8
39.5
349.2
779.6
227.5
90.7
22.3

10.2
10.1
69.8
46
42.1
26.8
10.9

T1-T42
37.6
65.6
999.8
106.6
971.9
409.2
835
6159
2595.5
691.6
3888.5
500.5
107.4
20.5
470
521.5
510
110.2
24.4
6.4
2.7
13.2
12.3
27
113.9
34.1
16.9
19.9

1.5000
1.5500
1.6000
1.6500
1.7000
1.7500
1.8000
1.8500
1.9000
1.9500
2.0000

0.3

0.4

11.1

82.1
14.9
18.6
8.7
9.1
11.4
12.3
15.9
15.3
15.6
16

For both WPPs, only the frequencies with a difference of
at least 10% are presented. Considering the case of five WTs,
for the transfer admittance, the difference can be up to 72%
(0.7 kHz). However, for other frequencies it can be very small.
For the current transfer, in Table VII, the range is up to 91%
(0.7 kHz). Also, it can be seen that depending on the
considered transfer, for the 42 WTs case, high and low values
are reached at different frequencies. Table VIII and Table IX
present the results for the 42 WTs case. For both transfers, the
difference is bigger for turbines connected to CB2. For the
transfer admittance, the difference can be over 3000% (0.6
kHz) and over 6000% (0.45 kHz) for the current transfer.

The emission from the public grid to individual turbines
and at the emission at plant level originating from the public
grid should also be considered for a complete study of the
secondary emission in WPPs. The overall harmonic transfers
considering the secondary emission should be considered
when assessing the impact of the whole WPP or from several
WTs at a specific location. The overall transfer is obtained as
the total transfer from a number of sending locations (in this
case individual turbines) to one receiving location (a turbine or
the public grid). Due to this, when studies about connecting
WPPs into the power system are needed, not only the primary
emission should be considered, but also the secondary
emission within the park. The emission measured at the
terminals of a WT is not only its own primary emission, but
also the contribution from other WTs in the form of secondary
emission.
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Abstract-- In this paper, a sensitivity study is performed
assuming the wind turbine impedance and different grid scenarios
as the variables, as these two topics are challenging when modeling
a wind power plant for harmonic and resonances studies. For this,
the transfer admittance was used to estimate the impact of such
factors on the transfer between wind turbines and from turbines
to the public grid. The transfer admittance has been calculated for
one synthetic and one existing offshore wind power plant and
results have been discussed. The wind turbine impedance and the
grid impedance have shown to be import factors to be considered
when modeling wind power plants for harmonic studies. Also,
resonances related to low-order harmonics can still be an issue,
due to the impact of the grid and the wind turbine impedances.
Index Terms-- power quality; wind power generation; powersystem harmonics

I. INTRODUCTION

H

ARMONIC modeling is an important part of the studies
when connection a wind power plant (WPP) into the
power system. In resonance studies, accurate harmonic models
are needed, but there is still a lack of studies regarding more
detailed models considering the grid impedance and the wind
turbine (WT) impedance. For both cases, normally, simplified
models are used and assumptions are made. The impact of
those simplifications or assumptions on the results are mot
always part of the study.
Considering the grid impedance, according to [1], there are
several remaining challenges when modeling the grid
impedance for harmonic studies. Examples of those challenges
are how much detail is needed to model the network properly
and how to obtain suitable models for the network components.
As mentioned in [1], sensitivity studies for the network model
are a possible approach, as illustrated in [2]. Also, it is
recommended that the network should be represented in detail
up to five buses and two transformations back from the point of
connection, as well as, buses with significant levels of
capacitance connected [3]. It is also important to consider all
network contingencies and assume a frequency dependent
equivalent model [1]. This type of study should be performed
considering the whole network, but sometimes this is not
possible, so a frequency dependent network equivalent can be
used, such as a Thevenin equivalent assuming a critical distance
The work presented in this paper has been funded by Energiforsk, the
Swedish Energy Research Center, and the Swedish Energy Agency.

from the point of connection that can be obtained using [2].
Sometimes, the only available information about the grid is the
short-circuit impedance at power-system frequency. It is in
those cases common to assume this impedance also valid for
harmonic studies. However, in transmission networks, the
harmonic impedance, often changes from inductive to
capacitive mode with resonances being the transitions points
between these two modes [1]. Due to this, a short-circuit
impedance model cannot be used to represent the harmonic grid
impedance over the whole frequency range. Such a model does
not consider the changes and different operational scenarios in
the system. In [4], a comparison is presented between a
simplified model based on short-circuit power, X/R ratio and
locus diagrams. From the results, deviations were observed
around the resonant frequencies when the simplified model was
compared with locus diagrams [1]. From this, it was concluded
that the short-circuit model can only be used up to the first
resonance of the system [1].
The most commonly used WTs technologies are Type 3
(DFIG) and Type 4 (Full power converter). For harmonic
studies, modeling the WT harmonic impedance has shown to be
a challenging research subject. The most used and known
model for representing the WT in harmonic studies is as an ideal
and constant harmonic current source. This has been the
classical model for harmonic emission for many years [5], [6],
[7]. However, according to [8], this method is not suitable for
modeling WTs of Type 3, as the voltage source converter may
have a very low harmonic impedance. The use of Norton or
Thevenin equivalents is more accurate, [8], [9]. According to
[1], some WT manufactures use a current source, based on
measurements, in parallel with a passive filter to represent the
harmonic model of Type 3 WTs. In summary, as presented in
[1], Type 3 and Type 4 WTs are recommended to be modeled
as Norton or Thevenin equivalents. Also, the converter
harmonic impedance and the filters should be considered for
modeling both types [1].
Due to the importance of such topics, in this paper, a
sensitivity analysis study is performed regarding the WT
impedance and the grid impedance for harmonic studies. Three
harmonic transfers, related to a WPP, are considered in this
paper: transfer between turbines; transfer from the turbines to
the public grid; transfer from the public grid to the turbine. In
Section II, the different harmonic transfer functions uses in this

D. Schwanz, M.H.J. Bollen and A. Larsson are with Electric Power
Engineering, Luleå University of Technology, 931 87 Skellefteå, Sweden. O.
Lennerhag is with Independent Insulation Group, 771 30, Ludvika, Sweden.
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study are presented. In Section III, the case studies are described
considering two WPPs configuration. Section IV presents the
obtained results considering different WT impedances and grid
impedance scenarios. The discussions and conclusions are
presented in Section V.

the overall harmonic transfer can be obtained as (1).
𝛼

𝑁

(𝑖)
𝐻 (𝑜) = √∑(𝐻𝑘 )

𝛼

(1)

𝑘=1
(𝑖)

II. HARMONIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
When the harmonic emission of a WT is not known, it is not
trivial to determine its contribution at the point of connection
with the public grid. For cases with lack of information on WT
emission, transfer functions can be suitable tools [10]. This
method has been used in other areas such as electric circuit
theory, power electronics, control theory and others [11], [12],
[13], [14]. Its use for harmonic studies in WPPs can be found,
among others, in [15] and [16].
Different transfer functions are available to quantify the
harmonic contribution from different harmonic sources within
a WPP, such as voltage transfer functions, current transfer
functions, transfer impedances and transfer admittances. In this
paper, current transfer functions and transfer admittances will
be used. Depending on the transfer function, a different
configuration is used to represent the WPP. To illustrate the use
of transfer functions, a multi-port circuit representation can be
used, as presented in Fig. 1.

, where 𝐻 (𝑜) is the overall transfer function, 𝐻𝑘 is the
individual harmonic transfer function from turbine k to the
public grid and N the total number of turbines.
III. CASE STUDY
In this paper, two WPPs with five and 42 WTs have been
studied, as presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Detailed data is given
in Table I through Table V.

Fig. 2. WPP – Five WTs
TABLE I. TRANSFORMER DATA – FIVE WTS WPP
Data
Grid Transformer WT Transformer
Power
30 MVA
6MVA
Voltage
155/33kV
33/0.9kV
Positive Sequence Reactance
14%
6%
Positive Sequence
0.4%
0.8%
Resistance
Fig. 1. WPP as a multi-port; each transfer function considers the transfer from
one port (the “sending port”) to another (the “receiving port”).

Using these transfer functions, the relative contribution of
individual WTs to the harmonic voltage or current at a certain
location can be estimated, as well as the contribution from the
park as a whole. For this, individual and overall transfer
functions should be calculated. An individual harmonic transfer
function quantifies the transfer of harmonic voltage or current
from a sending port to a receiving port. The overall harmonic
transfer is defined as the total transfer from a number of sending
ports (turbines) to one receiving port (turbine or public grid)
[10], [17], [18].
The transfer impedance is defined as the ratio of the output
voltage and the input current. The transfer admittance is the
ratio of output current and input voltage. The current transfer
function is the ratio of output current and the input current. The
voltage transfer function is defined as the ratio of output voltage
and input voltage. The overall transfer is calculated from the
individual transfer using an aggregation rule between individual
turbines. Assuming the aggregation model in IEC 61000-3-6,

Fig. 3. WPP – 42 WTs
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TABLE II. CABLE PARAMETERS - FIVE WTS WPP
Cable
C/2 (F)
R ()
L ()
B2-B3
0.0493
0.000635
2.7318E-7
B3-B6
0.1111
0.000325
8.8101E-8
B6-B9
0.1375
0.000402
1.09E-7
B2-B12
0.1993
0.000582
1.5796E-7
B12-B15
0.1169
0.000342
9.2703E-8
TABLE III. WT FILTER
Data
WT Parallel
Filter
363
Resistance ()
68.5666e-3
Inductance ()
Capacitance (F) 2.4099e-07
TABLE IV. TRANSFORMER DATA – 42 WTS WPP
Data
Grid Transformer WT Transformer
Power
220/110 MVA
6.5 MVA
Voltage
155/33 kV
33/0.9kV
Positive Sequence Reactance
14%
6%
Positive Sequence
0.4%
0.8%
Resistance
TABLE V. CABLE PARAMETERS - 42 WTS WPP
Cable
R (Ω)
L (H)
C/2 (F)
B1-B2
0.0393
3.1366E-4
6.5081E-5
B1-B3
0.0393
3.1366E-4
6.5081E-5
B4-B8
0.04935028
0.000635
0.04935028
B8-B9
0.111189519
0.000325
0.111189519
B9-B10
0.137575557
0.000402
0.137575557
B10-B11
0.10194198
0.000298
0.10194198
B4-B12
0.02523136
0.000324
0.02523136
B12-B13
0.02197608
0.000283
0.02197608
B13-B14
0.0235872
0.000303
0.0235872
B14-B15
0.101102925
0.000295
0.101102925
B15-B16
0.091166208
0.000266
0.091166208
B16-B17
0.125508537
0.000366
0.125508537
B5-B18
0.199360749
0.000582
0.199360749
B18-B19
0.116997573
0.000342
0.116997573
B19-B20
0.119596722
0.000349
0.119596722
B5-B21
0.01579396
0.000203
0.01579396
B21-B22
0.093683373
0.000274
0.093683373
B22-B23
0.099093036
0.000289
0.099093036
B23-B24
0.125603331
0.000367
0.125603331
B5-B25
0.0291004
0.000374
0.0291004
B25-B26
0.089571363
0.000262
0.089571363
B26-B27
0.095230821
0.000278
0.095230821
B27-B28
0.120758589
0.000353
0.120758589
B6-B29
0.02455684
0.000316
0.02455684
B29-B30
0.02282616
0.000293
0.02282616
B30-B31
0.103477899
0.000302
0.103477899
B31-B32
0.098531958
0.000288
0.098531958
B32-B33
0.094764537
0.000277
0.094764537
B6-B34
0.03177188
0.000408
0.03177188
B34-B35
0.0241206
0.00031
0.0241206
B35-B36
0.101491068
0.000296
0.101491068
B36-B37
0.106080891
0.00031
0.106080891
B37-B38
0.097154883
0.000284
0.097154883
B7-B39
0.04657744
0.000599
0.04657744
B39-B40
0.16583826
0.000484
0.16583826
B40-B41
0.09731757
0.000284
0.09731757
B41-B42
0.095928966
0.00028
0.095928966
B7-B43
0.02664816
0.000343
0.02664816
B43-B44
0.109284672
0.000319
0.109284672
B44-B45
0.090442443
0.000264
0.090442443
B45-B46
0.100513665
0.000293
0.100513665
B7-B47
0.204388674
0.000597
0.204388674
B47-B48
0.105979692
0.000309
0.105979692
B48-B49
0.103328022
0.000302
0.103328022

IV. RESULTS
A. Wind Turbine Harmonic Impedance
The used WT impedance is presented in Fig. 4 and contains
two different functions for the harmonic impedance versus
frequency; both are obtained from [16]. These impedance
values include the WT converter impedance and the impedance
of the series reantance part of the filter. The difference between
these two types is the bandwidth of the grid voltage low-pass
filter  fv that was considered using (2). For Type 1 it was

 

considered

 fv ,r  1 and for Type 2 it was considered

 fv ,r  10 . For more details, see Table 2 in [19]. For this
study, the impedances were calculated assuming a voltage level
of 33 kV and,

 fv ,r 

 fv
1

(2)

, where 1 is the fundamental angular frequency.
The transfer admittance is used to estimate the impact of the
WT impedance on the harmonic transfer between turbines
(secondary emission) and to the public grid (primary emission).
The results related to the case considering five WTs are
presented in Fig. 5 and Fig.7. For the 42 WTs case, the results
are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig.8.

Fig. 4 WT Impedance versus frequency for two types, according to [19]

1) Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
The secondary emission between turbines, for different WT
harmonic impedances, is presented for both WPPs in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 WT impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance from turbine to
turbine (five WTs case)
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Fig. 8 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from
turbine to public grid (42 WTs case)

Fig. 6 WT impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance from turbine to
turbine (42 WTs case)

In Fig. 5, one can see a significant difference when different
harmonic impedances are assumed for the WT. As Type 2 has
higher impedance, the secondary emission is lower, especially
for low-order harmonics. On the other hand, for high-order
harmonics, both impedances give a similar behavior for the
secondary emission. For frequency 0.1 kHz, considering Type
1 the transfer is about 0.0072 A/V; for frequency 1 kHz, the
transfer is about 0.0018 A/V. For Type 2, considering the same
frequencies, the transfer is about 0.0010 A/V for 0.1 kHz; for 1
kHz, the transfer is about 0.0013 A/V.
For the second case, assuming 42 WTs, presented in Fig. 6,
the same conclusion is found for low-order harmonics as in the
previous case. For high-order harmonics there is very small
difference between the overall transfer admittance the two
values of the WT impedance. This holds especially from 1.4
kHz. Considering Type 1, assuming 0.1 kHz, the transfer is
0.0118A/V and for 1 kHz it is0.0007672 A/V. Assuming Type
2, the transfer is 0.001681 A/V, for 0.1 kHz and 0.00006346
A/V for 1 kHz.
2) Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The primary emission, for different WT harmonic
impedances from turbines to the public grid, is presented for
both values of the WT impedance in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Considering primary emission, the WT impedance has a
lower impact on the transfer from the WTs to the public grid for
high-order harmonics than for low-order harmonics. For loworder harmonics, the impact is not as big as for the transfer
between turbines. From Fig. 7, assuming WT impedance Type
1, for frequency 0.1 kHz, the transfer is 0.1513 A/V and 0.0138
A/V for frequency 1 kHz. For Type 2, the transfer is 0.1413
A/V and 0.0098 A/V for 0.1 kHz and 1 kHz, respectively.
For the 42 WTs case, presented in Fig. 8, for low-order
harmonics the same conclusion is found as for the five WTs
case. Considering Type 1, assuming 0.1 kHz, the transfer is
1.747 A/V and for 1 kHz it is 0.01107 A/V. Assuming Type 2,
the transfer is 1.632 A/V, for 0.1 kHz and 0.009785 A/V for 1
kHz.
B. Grid Impedance
The grid impedance as a function of frequency for a node at
220 kV somewhere in Europe is considered for ten different
operational states of the grid, resulting in ten different values
for impedance versus frequency. All the impedances were
obtained at the same location but for different states of the
network, for high load and for low load. The grid impedance
was modeled assuming its positive-sequence impedance, for
harmonic frequencies 0.1 kHz to 2 kHz. Case 1A and 1F are the
base cases, with all components in operation, for high load and
low load, respectively. For each of the other data series, there is
one large generator unit or major grid component out of
operation. Cases 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E are for high load and 2F, 3F,
4F, 5F, for low load. The frequency-dependent impedances, for
all the cases, are presented in Fig. 9, referred to 33-kV voltage
level.

Fig. 9. Grid Impedance Scenarios – grid impedance versus frequency
Fig. 7 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from
turbine to public grid (five WTs case)

1) Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
The secondary emission between turbines, for different grid
scenarios, is presented for both WPPs in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
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Fig. 10 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from
turbine to turbine (five WTs case)

Fig. 11 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from
turbine to turbine (42 WTs case)

From Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, one can observe that the grid
impedance impacts the transfer between turbines only for
lower-order harmonics: up to 1.2 kHz and 0.65 kHz, for the five
WTs and 42 WTs case. For those lower-orde harmonics the
transfer is affected mainly around frequencies with high grid
impedance values, associated with resonances of the public
grid. For higher frequencies, the different scenarios have little
impact on the transfer between the turbines.
2) Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The primary emission from the turbines to the public grid, for
different WT harmonic impedances, is presented for both plants
in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

1.746 A/V, respectively. For 1 kHz, these values are 0.0379
A/V and 0.008926 A/V.
C. Impact on Primary and Secondary Emission in WPPs
Transfer functions can be used to estimate the harmonic
contribution within a WPP, towards the public grid or any other
location. Based on this, in this paper a sensitivity analysis was
performed to estimate the impact of the WT impedance and the
grid impedance on the harmonic transfers between WTs and
towards the public grid. A comparison of the presented results
in the previous section is used to quantify the impact on the
primary and secondary emission.
To quantify the impact of the WT impedance (Type 1 or Type
2) on the transfer admittance, the relative difference according
to (2) has been presented in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
∆𝑌 = (

𝑌𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1 − 𝑌𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒2
) × 100%
𝑌𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1

(2)

Where, Y is the difference, in percent, between the
minimum ( Ymin ) and the maximum values ( Ymax ) for the
transfer admittance.
Considering the different grid impedance scenarios, the same
comparison is made using (3) and presented in Fig. 16 and Fig.
17.
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛
∆𝑌 = (
) × 100%
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥

(3)

Fig. 12 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from
turbine to public grid (five WTs case)
Fig. 14 Difference [%] – WT impedance: transfer admittance (A/V) from all
turbines to T1 (Five and 42 WTs cases)

Fig. 13 Grid impedance comparison: overall transfer admittance (A/V) from
turbine to public grid (42 WTs case)

From Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, one can observe the big difference
in response for the two WPPs. For the five WTs plant, the
impact is much smaller than for the 42 WTs case.
Considering five WTs plant, presented in Fig. 12, for
frequency 0.1 kHz, the highest transfer is 0.1514 A/V and the
lowest 0.1506 A/V. For frequency 1 kHz, the highest is 0.01362
A/V and the lowest 0.01321 A/V. Assuming 42 WTs, from Fig.
13, the highest and lowest values for 0.1 kHz are 1.93 A/V and

Fig. 15 Difference [%] – WT impedance: transfer admittance (A/V) from all
turbines to public grid (Five and 42 WTs cases)

From Fig. 14, one can observe how important is to use the
proper model of the WT impedance for the secondary emission.
The differences are very similar for the two WPPs, with high
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difference occurring for low-order harmonics (over 80% at 0.1
kHz) and around the resonance frequency (20-30%).
For the primary emission from the turbines to the public grid,
from Fig. 15, the impact is less than for the transfer between
turbines at low-order harmonics (30-60%). Around the
resonance frequency, the impact is similar (30-40%). Also here,
the impact is similar for the two WPPs, with the exception of a
big difference for the 42 WTs case at 0.15 kHz.

Fig. 16 Difference [%] – Grid impedance: transfer admittance (A/V) from all
turbines to T1 (Five and 42 WTs cases)

TABLE VI – SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENCE ACCORDING TO (2) AND (3).
WT impedance
Grid impedance
Turbine (Fig.14) Up to 80% for low- (Fig.16) Up to 50% at
to
order harmonics; 20-30% individual
harmonics;
turbine
around the resonance. Same different harmonics for the
for the two plants.
two plants.
Turbine (Fig. 15) Up to 60% at low- (Fig. 17) 80-100% over a wide
to grid
order harmonics; 20-30% frequency range for 42 WTs
around the resonance. Similar plant. Only small impact for
for the two plants.
five WTs plant.

A general observation is that the difference due to grid
impedance, in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, can vary a lot between
neighboring harmonics. The difference for frequency values in
between (i.e. for interharmonics) may be much bigger than for
the harmonics. Further studies are needed to verify this. Also
small shifts in resonant frequency in the transmission grid,
which could result in large changes for grid impedance at
certain harmonics, could have a big impact on the transfers.
A general conclusion is that for studies about connecting
WPPs into the power system, proper models and data should be
used. The WT impedance and the grid impedance have shown
to be important elements when modeling a WPP for harmonic
or resonance studies, so more studies and research are needed
on these topics.
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the decision will depend on the equipment power and voltage
and the effect on the rest of the plant.

Abstract — With the increasing of non-linear equipments
connected in the network, mitigation solutions are needed to
avoid and solve harmonic and resonance problems that may
damage equipments and avoid their connection into the grid.
Several are the solutions given to this problem; however, not all
them are suitable for all situations. For it, in this paper a review
of the most used harmonic solutions and some new technologies
are presented. The advantages and disadvantages are described
and the most used passive, active and hybrid solutions are
described.

II.

Avoiding Interference
The final aim of harmonic mitigation and of all work on
power quality is to avoid so-called “electromagnetic
interference”, i.e. to make sure that all equipment functions as
intended. Interference can be avoided in three distinctively
different ways:
• Reducing the emission from devices;

Index Terms — Active Filters, Harmonic Mitigation, Hybrid
Filters, Passive Filters, Power Quality.

I.

BASICS OF HARMONIC MITIGATION

A.

INTRODUCTION

In the past years, the amount of non-linear equipment
connected to the grid increased, together with the harmonic
emission, risking increased harmonic voltage and current
levels. However, the number of solutions that can mitigate this
is increasing and new techniques are being formulated and
classical ones being reformulated or improved. To start
mitigation harmonics one needs to know that their amplitude
will depend on a number of factors, but, in general, a stronger
grid gives higher amplitudes on the current harmonics, but
lower amplitudes on the voltage harmonics [1]. Furthermore,
for some nonlinear loads, the magnitude of harmonic currents
depends on the total effective reactance, comprised of the
source reactance plus any added line reactance (6-pulse diode
rectifier feeding a DC bus capacitor and operating with
discontinuous DC current); other nonlinear loads (6-pulse
diode rectifier feeding an inductive DC load and operating
with continuous DC current) the voltage distortion at the PCC
is dependent on the total supply impedance [2].

•

Increasing the
disturbances;

•

Reducing the transfer of disturbances from emitting
devices to susceptible devices.

immunity

of

devices

against

The first two mitigation methods concern changes in
installation or in the grid. The solutions discussed in this paper
mainly concern reducing the transfer.
B.

Voltage or Current
The mitigation methods can further be separated in two
groups: those that reduce harmonic voltage distortion: those
that reduce harmonic current distortion. The application of
them is related to the overall principle, in the form of
standardization and such, to avoid interference. General limits
are in place on harmonic voltage distortion. It is the role of the
network operator to avoid that these limits are exceeded. The
network operator in turn can place limits on the harmonic
current emission from installations or from large equipment.
Emission limits for small equipment are set in standards.
C. Different Mitigation Methods
In this paper, a review of harmonic mitigation solutions is
presented and classical and new solutions are described
together with their advantages and disadvantages. The most
typical and efficient harmonic mitigation solutions and
techniques are [1][2][3][4]:

Problems with harmonics can be solved decreasing the
equipment harmonic emission, increasing the harmonic
immunity and using harmonic mitigation techniques. For
example, when planning the installation of nonlinear plant
components the decision has to be made between designing
the nonlinear devices for low levels of waveform distortion or
installing harmonic compensation equipment at the terminals.
This is obtained, for example, by using phase-shifting
transformers, controlling converter bridges, using switching
devices with turn-off capability and using filters. However,
The work presented in this paper has been funded by Energiforsk and the
Swedish Energy Agency under the VindForsk program.
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•

Line reactors;

•

K-Factor transformers;

•

Tuned harmonic filters;

•

Low pass harmonic filters;

•

Pulse rectifier solutions;

•

Phase shifting transformers;

•

Transformer Connections;

•

Active harmonic filters;

•

Hybrid harmonic filters.

III.

B. Phase-shifting Transformers
They separate the electrical supply into different outputs,
each one is phase shifted with respect to each other with an
appropriate angle to eliminate the desired harmonic pairs. For
this, a 180° phase shift is needed to cancel the harmonic
currents [5]. As described in [5], to mitigate harmonics the
following displacement are needed:

CLASSICAL HARMONIC MITIGATION TECHNIQUES

Classical harmonic mitigation techniques are being used to
avoid high harmonic loads. The most common ones are
described below:
A.

Line Reactors
They are the simplest and lowest cost means of
attenuating harmonics [4]. It is a 3-phase series choke placed
in front of the rectifier on the line side of a drive. The low
cost, the significant reduction of current distortion, and the
addition of protection to the rectifier are some of the
advantages of using line reactors. However, they are
impractical in large drives, they cause voltages drop, increase
system losses and normal impedance values do not achieve
current distortion levels much below 35% THD-I [4]. The
line reactor causes a voltage drop; due to being inductive, the
series impedance and hence voltage drop is larger the higher
the frequency [1]. The magnitude of harmonic distortion and
the actual spectrum of harmonics depend on the effective
impedance (voltage drop across the total input circuit
impedance caused by the load current, compared to system
voltage) that the reactor represents in relation to the load.
This impedance reduces proportionately with the reduction in
actual load current, for example, for a load that draws 50% of
the rated current, a line reactor rated at 5% impedance
appears as an impedance of 2.5%. Transformer impedance is
usually very small compared to the connected loads, so line
reactors are applied to each individual non-linear load to
increase the effective impedance. Typical inductance values
are between 2 and 5%. Table I shows the total harmonic
current distortion for a 6-pulse rectified voltage source drive,
as a function of the total input circuit impedance, in percent
of the rectifier rating [4]. From this table we can observe that
increasing the impedance the harmonic current distortion
decreases.
TABLE I.

D.

1

1.5

2

3

4

5

IHD-I - 5th

78

60

51

46

39

35

32

%THD - I

100

72

60

55

44

39

35

•

5th and 7th harmonic currents: 30° between two
phases in a three-phase system;

•

11th and 13th harmonic currents: 15° between two
phases in a three-phase system.

K-factor Transformers
There are designed to accommodate the temperature rise
caused by current harmonics in the transformer windings, in
addition to the fundamental frequency losses. The K-factor is
a constant that specifies the ability of the transformer to
handle harmonic heating, as a multiple of the normal eddy
current losses developed by a sinusoidal current in the
transformer windings and it can be computed using the
information contained in a waveform harmonic spectrum.
Table II presents typical K-factors versus effective

% Impedance
0.5

Triplen harmonic currents: 60° between two phases
in a three-phase system;

C. Transformer Connections
Transformer connections impact the flow of triplen
harmonic currents. The used connections for this purpose are
wye-delta, wye-wye and delta-zigzag. In the wye-delta
transformer, since the triplen harmonic currents are in phase,
they add in the neutral. The delta winding provides ampereturn balance allowing them to flow; however, they remain in
the delta winding and do not show up in the line currents on
the delta side. This connection is the most common used in
utility distribution substations with the delta winding
connected to the highest voltage level [6]. The grounded wyewye connection allows triplen harmonics to flow from the
low-voltage system to the high-voltage system unrestricted.
The triplen harmonics will be present on both sides [6].
Triplen harmonics do not flow in ungrounded wye-wye
transformers. The nonlinear relationship between excitation
and flux results in inducing a third-harmonic flux and a
corresponding third harmonic electromotive force in each
phase. If the system is grounded, triplen harmonic voltages
will disappear because the triplen harmonic currents for the
sinusodial excitation are furnished through the connected
neutral. They will flow on line conductors and return to the
neutral system [7]. In a delta-zigzag transformer, the
electromagnetic effect of the zigzag connection cancels triplen
harmonic currents. When two transformers with a delta-zigzag
connection are used for phase-shifting, the triplen harmonic
currents are cancelled due to the secondary windings with a
zigzag connection, and the 5th and 7th harmonic currents are
cancelled due to the 30° phase shift. Furthermore, using a
single delta-zigzag transformer in a system made up of deltawye transformers, 5th and 7th harmonic currents originating
from the delta-zigzag transformer will cancel those harmonic
currents that are already present in the system [5].

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION FOR A 6-PULSE RECTIFIER
BASED ON CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE [4]

Harmonic
Distortion

•
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levels of residual distortion and offer guaranteeable results.
The configuration includes series elements, that increase the
input circuit effective impedance to reduce overall harmonics,
plus a set of tuned shunt elements, that are detuned from a
harmonic frequency to prevent the attraction of harmonics
from other sources supplied by the same feeder or transformer
and minimizing the possibility of resonance [4]. The typical
low pass harmonic filter will experience voltage drop under
loaded conditions. The typical regulation is about 5%. Table
III shows the THD-I for a low pass filter (50 A) feeding a 6pulse rectifier at various load conditions. Low pass filters have
low cost, low residual harmonics, no analysis or harmonic
studies are required. However, they must be connected in
series with the load, can only be used with non-linear loads,
experience low power factor at light loads, induce additional
system losses and when derated the residual harmonic current
distortion may increase [4].

impedances for a 6-pulse load. When the load contains a mix
of linear and non-linear loads, the K-factor requirement will
often be lower than when the transformer only supplies nonlinear loads [4]. The commonly referenced ratings are the
following:
• K-4: designed to supply rated KVA, without
overheating, for a load made-up , next to the rated
current at the fundamental frequency, 16% of the
fundamental as 3rd, harmonic current, 10% of the
fundamental as 5th, 7% of the fundamental as 7th,
5.5% of the fundamental as 9th;
•

K-9: designed to deal with 163% of the harmonic
loading of a K-4 transformer;

•

K-13: designed to deal with 200% of the harmonic
loading of a K-4 transformer;

•

K-20, K-30, K-40 and K-40 designed to deal with
larger amounts of harmonic load content without
overheating.

TABLE III.
TDH-I FOR LOW PASS FILTER
FEEDING A 6-PULSE RECTIFIER AT VARIOUS LOAD CONDITIONS [4]
% Load

TABLE II.

Harmonic Distortion

K-FACTOR VS IMPEDANCE FOR A 6-PULSE LOAD [4]
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50

75

100

%IHD-I - 5th

5.8

5.5

4.1

3.8

%THD - I

7.76

6.72

5.22

4.75

% Impedance
K-Factor

0.5

1

1.5

2

3

4

5

21

14

11

9

6.8

5.6

4.8

G.

Pulse Rectifier Solutions
The most common solutions are the 12, 18 and 24-pulse
rectifiers. The harmonic mitigation occurs by phase shifting
one bridge rectifier against the other causing specific
harmonic from one bridge rectifier to cancel those from the
other. Phase shifting is accomplished through the use of
multiple transformers. These systems require symmetrical
loading on the secondary windings to ensure harmonic
cancellation to occur [1].

E.

Tuned Harmonic Filters
A tuned harmonic filter is a device with inductors and
capacitors that are connected in series to form a LC resonance
circuit tuned at the harmonic that should be filtered. However,
the filter is connected as a shunt device to the power system, at
service entrance or at distribution transformers. Its impedance
is very low for the tuned harmonic. The filter impedance
below the tuning frequency resembles a capacitive behavior,
while the impedance above it has an inductive behavior and at
the tuning harmonic the filter behavior is like a resistor. A
tuned filter can be designed as fixed, when the power factor is
low and constant and the harmonic that must be mitigated has
a constant magnitude; automatic, when the power factor and
harmonics fluctuate; and hybrid, when power factor is low and
fluctuates over time, or if the harmonic that must be mitigated
also changes over time. Passive harmonic filters (PHF)
involve the series or parallel connection of a tuned LC and
high-pass filter circuit to form a low-impedance path for a
specific harmonic frequency [2]. As eliminating harmonics at
their source is the most effective method to reduce harmonic
losses in the isolated power system, according to [8][9], if a
parallel-connected filter is connected further upstream in the
power network, higher day-to-day costs will accumulate in the
conductors and other plant items that carry the harmonic
currents. However, losses are observed in the series-connected
filter itself.

The 12-pulse rectifier solution consists of two 6-pulse
diode bridges combined with a multi-phase transformer. The
transformer has a 30° phase-shift to provide two three-phase
voltage sources that cancel the 5th and 7th harmonics. The 11th
and 13th harmonics dominate. With this scheme a THD-I of
about 10% can be achieved [4].
The 18-pulse topology consists of a transformer with 20°
displacement and three 6-pulse diode bridges. This solution
will cancel the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics and the
dominant ones are the 17th and 19th. Combining AC reactors
with the 18-pulse rectifiers the THD-I is about 5% [4][2].
The 24-pulse system is obtained connecting two 12-pulse
circuits with a 15° phase shift. In this, the 11th and 13th
harmonics are mitigated from the supply current waveform
and the 23rd and 25th become the dominant ones [2][10][11].
Using this solution we have as advantages a more effective
compensation of harmonics than a line-choke, a significant
current distortion reduction. As disadvantages, these
configurations are sensitive to voltage unbalance, transformer
asymmetry, aren’t flexible, are large, heavy and optimal

F.

Low Pass Harmonic Filters
Low pass harmonic filters have gained popularity due to
their ability to attenuate a range of frequencies, achieve low
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configuration has the most efficient compensation, is compact,
the losses are lower than multi-pulse, is simple to compensate
groups of different load and it is insensitive to network
unbalance. However, as is an active filter, it introduces switch
ripple [1].

cancellation is only achieved with symmetric drive loading
[1]. According to [12], the THD-I is in the range of 2.43% to

3.67%, depending on the load.

IV.

ACTIVE HARMONIC MITIGATION SOLUTIONS

A. General Principle
Active filtering techniques can be used as a stand-alone
harmonic filter or together with power electronics equipment.
These filters monitor the load currents/voltage, filter out the
fundamental frequency currents/voltages, analyze the
frequency and magnitude content of the remainder, and then
inject the appropriate inverse currents/voltages to cancel the
individual harmonics. Active filters will normally cancel
harmonics up to the 50th harmonic and can achieve harmonic
distortion levels less than 5% THD-I. However, some active
filters may experience lower performance when the power
system has high levels of voltage distortion. The losses
associated with active filters tend to be higher than for passive
solutions [4]. They can work in global mode, when the filter
cancels all harmonics or in selective mode, when only selected
harmonics are compensated [1]. Two controls strategies are
used: the Fast Fourier transform calculates the amplitude and
phase angle of each harmonic order; the second method
removes the fundamental frequency component and injects the
inverse of the remaining waveform. Some advantages of this
technology are the efficient suppression of harmonics, the
ability to feed energy back to grid ad the insensitive to
network unbalances. Disadvantages are the switch ripple on
grid side, the higher switch ripple on motor side and the high
losses [1]. Furthermore, they can introduce emission at higher
frequencies when active filters are connected to resonant
networks or when multiple active filters are connected close to
each other. This can even lead to harmonic instability [13].

Figure 1. Shunt Active Filter for Harmonic Compensation [13]

C. Series Active Filters
They eliminate voltage harmonic distortions and improve
the quality of the voltage applied to the load. This is achieved
by producing a sinusoidal PWM voltage waveform across the
connection transformer, which is added to the supply voltage
to counter the distortion across the supply impedance and
present a sinusoidal voltage across the load. This configuration
has to carry the full load current increasing their current
ratings especially across the secondary side of the coupling
transformer [17]. Similar to the shunt harmonic filter control,
the controller in this configuration detects the instantaneous
supply current; the filter extracts the harmonic current from
the detected supply current. However, in this case, the filter
applies the compensating voltage across the primary of a
transformer connected in series with the load. Fig. 2 shows
this system with a three-phase diode rectifier [14].

Active filters can be of the series type, to prevent the
transfer of harmonic current, or shunt type, to reduce the
harmonic voltage [3]. However, for both, there is a need to
calculate the required compensation current accurately and in
real time [2]. Active filers can be a voltage or a current source
pulse width modulated (PWM) converters [14]. Many papers
discuss active filters, e.g. [15]-[32].
B. Shunt Active Filters
They work by measuring the load current, analyzing the
harmonics and then injecting counter-phase harmonics to
cancel out the unwanted harmonics. The ability to downsize
the solution to fit a particular purpose is the biggest advantage
of this configuration [1]. Also, shunt filters carry the load
harmonic current components only and not the full load
current of the circuit [23][24]. According to [14][25], the
control of a shunt active filter detects the instantaneous load
current then the filter extracts the harmonic current from the
detected load current and draws the compensating current
from the supply. This can be seen in Fig. 1 where we have a
three-phase shunt active filter for harmonic compensation
[14]. In this case, iL is the load current, i Lh is the harmonic
load current, i F = − i Lh is the compensating current, iS is the
supply current, v S is the supply voltage and Lac is the ac
inductor installed at the diode rectifier ac side. This

Figure. 2. Series Active Filter for Harmonic Compensation [14]

V.

HYBRID FILTERS

In most cases, the best solution for an economical and
effective harmonic mitigation solution is achieved by hybrid
solutions (HHF), combining passive (PHF) and active filters
(AHF). As the generation of harmonic components is part of
the nonlinear components, a path must be provided for them
to flow. The use of series-connected filters in isolation is not
a solution and, normally, they have to be combined with
some passive filtering. This solution avoids harmonic
resonance. The main limitation of the active/passive filter
configuration is that it is restricted to a fixed fundamental
frequency [4]. HHF solutions have been developed to solve
the problems of reactive power and harmonic currents
effectively and it was observed that a combination of PHF
33

makes a significant reduction in the rating of the AHF,
decreasing or eliminating harmonic resonance [27]-[31].
Furthermore, no harmonic current flows in the supply. Some
configurations of hybrid filters are described in [27]-[31] the
authors use a HAF for harmonic compensation and also
resonance solutions. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are some examples. In
Fig. 3, a combination of shunt AHF and PHF is used, with
this configuration no harmonic resonance occurs and no
harmonic current flows in the supply. A series combination of
an AHF and a shunt PHF is presented in Fig. 4. However,
according to [27], as the AHF voltage compensation can
interfere with downstream loads, this topology is not an
option for low-frequency interharmonic compensation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
With the increasing use of non-linear loads in the power
systems, harmonic mitigation techniques become even more
important. In this paper the most used and popular solutions
were presented. However, it was observed that depending on
the situation, the use of more than one solution in
recommended. In most of the cases, a hybrid solution is the
best option, combining filters with other technologies. In
short, in this paper, passive, active and hybrid solutions were
presented, showing a general viewpoint, some advantages and
disadvantages. Furthermore, as active power filters are very
efficient in harmonic elimination, the most used
configurations were presented.
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Abstract-- In this paper, an initial study is presented regarding
the use of active filtering with the wind-turbine converters for
resonance damping in wind power plants. For that, the use of
virtual resistors was implemented for each wind turbine converter
to damp the amplification associated with the resonance of the
medium-voltage collection grid. To illustrate the method, a study
case with five wind turbines was used. The transfer admittance
and current transfer functions were used to estimate the impact of
the applied mitigation method. From the results, it was observed
that the primary emission from the turbines to the public grid
reduces by 30% (transfer admittance) and 70% (current transfer)
for the resonant frequency. Considering the secondary emission,
the transfer at the resonant frequency reduces by 55% (transfer
admittance) and 80% (current transfer). From this, it can be
concluded that the proposed virtual resistance method is suitable
for damping resonances. Further studies are necessary, assuming
frequency dependent virtual resistance approaches, and towards
the detailed implementation of the method in a controller
algorithm.
Index Terms-- power quality; wind power generation; powersystem harmonics; resonance mitigation

I. INTRODUCTION

T

He use of renewable energy sources is continuously
growing and, for some countries, the energy system is
being planned to become 100% renewable. Such a 100-%
renewable energy system would be strongly based on electricity
as an energy carrier. However, for that to be reached, there are
still some challenges remaining related to the integration of
renewable sources in the electric power system. One of the
challenges relating to the connection of wind power plants
(WPPs) into the electric power grid is the occurrence of
resonances that can amplify the voltage distortion. This
amplification can result in high levels of voltage distortion even
with low harmonic emission from the WPP [1][2]. There are
several studies related to resonances and WPPs reporting this
issue, as [3]-[9]. As the impedance of WPPs has both inductive
and capacitive characteristics and elements, resonances are
always present. For off-shore WPPs, due to the long
underground cable systems, the issue is even bigger, resulting
into several series and parallel resonance points.
Different mitigation techniques are available to minimize
this problem. Several are the studies dedicated to mitigation
methods for resonance damping, as [10]-[14]. The classical
solutions presented in those publications are related to the use
The work presented in this paper has been funded by Energiforsk, the
Swedish Energy Research Center and the Swedish Energy Agency under the

of passive and hybrid filters. However, the use of such filters
causes energy losses depending on the location of the filter, its
size and used components. Passive filters are further bulky,
which is an issue with offshore WPPs, and they can introduce
new resonances. To avoid such adverse consequences of the
filtering, certain inverter control techniques can be used to
damp resonances. Virtual-impedance-based control methods
can be used for this purpose [14][15][16].
The virtual resistance method, proposed in this paper, makes
use of the concept of a virtual resistor to damp the resonance in
a WPP. The impact of the method is illustrated for a five-turbine
WPP. The concept is applied to the resonance of the MV
collection grid, with the converter in the wind turbine being
used to create a virtual impedance. As the wind turbine is not
connected directly to the MV collection grid, a conversion is
needed from the desired impedance at MV level to the terminals
of the turbine converter. This conversion is presented in Section
II. For a comparison between the cases with and without virtual
resistance, the transfer admittance and the current transfer
function are used. Section III presents those harmonic transfer
functions and Section V the transfers for the WPP being studied
with and without virtual resistance, as a function of frequency.
The data for the plant is presented in Section IV. Discussion and
conclusions are presented in Section VI and Section VII.
II. VIRTUAL RESISTOR CALCULATION
The idea of the virtual resistance method is to determine the
impedance that should be simulated by the converter to emulate
a resistance that damps the resonance in the MV collection grid.
The resonance as seen on MV side of the turbine transformer is
chosen such that all of them in parallel are equal to the
characteristic resistance of the resonant circuit. To emulate the
effect of a virtual resistor on MV side of the wind turbine (WT)
transformer, all impedances between that busbar and the WT
inverter terminals should be included. For that, the impedance
of the WT transformer, the inverter and the filters are needed.
Fig. 1 presents the circuit used to calculate the inverter
impedance Zinv needed to result in a resistance R on MV side of
the transformer.

VindForsk program and by the Swedish Energy Agency under the VindEl
program..
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Fig. 1. Circuit for Virtual Resistor Calculation

In Fig. 1, ZT is the WT transformer, R is the desired resistance
on MV side of the WT transformer, Zf is the turbine filter, Zr is
the converter reactance and Zinv is the virtual impedance at the
terminals of the wind-turbine inverter.
Fig. 2. Part of WPP without virtual resistance method implemented

To obtain the virtual impedance, (1)-(5) should be used. The
application of the virtual resistance method is presented in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑣 =

𝑍𝑇 (𝑍𝐹 + 𝑍𝑅 ) + 𝑍𝐹 𝑍𝑅 − 𝑁 ⋅ 𝑅(𝑍𝐹 + 𝑍𝑅 )
𝑁 ⋅ 𝑅 − 𝑍𝑇 − 𝑍𝐹
𝑍𝑇 = 𝑅𝑇 + 𝑖𝑍𝐿𝑇

𝑍𝐹 = 𝑍𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 + (

𝑍𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑍𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑍𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑍𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑍𝑅 = 𝑍𝑅𝑅 + 𝑖𝑍𝐿𝑅
𝑅=√

𝐿
𝐶

(1)
(2)

)

(3)
(4)
(5)

, where N is the number of wind turbines equipped with virtual
impedance.
The resistance NR is the impedance as intended at the MV
side of each turbine transformer. The resonance that is intended
to be damped by the virtual impedance is the resonance of the
MV collection grid. The total resistance contributed by all the
turbines is chosen equal to the characteristic impedance of the
resonant circuit, R in (5). The virtual impedance to be emulated
by the inverter should be equal to Zinv as in (1) to achieve this.
The impedance ZF is the impedance of the series branch of the
filter, between the turbine transformer (impedance ZT) and the
turbine reactor (impedance ZR).
In (2), 𝑅𝑇 and 𝑍𝐿𝑇 are the resistance and the reactance of the
WT transformer, 𝑍𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 , 𝑍𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝑍𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 are the capacitor,
inductor and resistor of the WT filter; 𝑍𝑅𝑅 and 𝑍𝐿𝑅 are the
resistance and inductance of the WT reactor. The characteristic
resistance is obtained from (5), where 𝐿 is the grid transformer
inductance and 𝐶 is the capacitance of all cables in the MV
collection grid plus the capacitance of the WT filters..

Fig. 3. Same part of WPP as in Fig. 2 with the virtual resistor method
implemented

III. HARMONIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
When the harmonic emission of a WT is not known, it is not
trivial to determine its contribution at the point of connection
with the public grid. Instead, transfer functions are suitable
tools for such studies [17]. Transfer functions have been used
in other areas such as electric circuit theory, power electronics,
control theory and others [18], [19], [20], [21]. Its use for
harmonic studies in WPPs can be found in [1], [2], [22], [23].
Different transfer functions are available to quantify the
harmonic contribution from different harmonic sources within
a WPP. Current transfer functions and transfer admittances are
the ones used in this paper. Depending on the used transfer
function, a different configuration is obtained to represent the
WPP. To illustrate the use of transfer functions, a multi-port
circuit representation can be used, as presented in Fig. 4.
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is shown in Fig. 5. The data are presented at Table I through
Table III.
This is a theoretical WPP with five WTs connected to the
grid through a 30 MVA transformer The WPP itself is nonexistent, but all parameters are based on components in existing
WPPs.

Fig. 4. WPP as a multi-port; each transfer function considers the transfer from
one port to another, with a given termination of the other ports

Using these transfers, the contribution of individual WTs can
be estimated, as well as the contribution of the park as a whole.
For this, individual and overall transfer functions can be
calculated. An individual harmonic transfer quantifies the
transfer of harmonic voltage or current from a sending port to a
receiving port; the overall harmonic transfer is defined as the
total transfer from a number of sending ports (turbines) to one
receiving port (turbine or public grid) [1],[17],[24].
The transfer admittance is the ratio of output current and
input voltage at frequency f as in (6).

Yrmf ,s

f
If
Z f  Z ms
 rmf  f rs
Us
Z rmbranch  Z ssf

(6)

The right-hand side of (6) shows how the transfer admittance is
calculated from the elements of the transfer-impedance matrix,
where

f
Z rsf and Z ms
are the transfer impedance from the

sending turbine to each of the terminals of the receiving turbine,
f branch
Z rm
is the branch impedance of the receiving
f
Z ss is the self-impedance of the sending turbine.

turbine and

The current transfer function is the ratio of output current
and the input current, as in (7).
f
I rm
,s 

f branch
f
I rm
Z rsf  Z ms

f branch
I sf
Z rm

(7)

An overall transfer function is calculated from the individual
transfer functions using an aggregation rule between individual
turbines. Assuming the aggregation model in IEC 61000-3-6,
the overall harmonic transfer function can be obtained as (8).
𝛼

𝑁

(𝑖)
𝐻 (𝑜) = √∑(𝐻𝑘 )

𝛼

(8)

𝑘=1

Fig. 5. WPP with five WTs

The inductance of the grid transformer is equal to 0.0162 H
and the capacitance of all cables in the collection grid plus WT
filter capacitors is equal to 2.6468 F resulting in a
characteristic resistance of 78.2337  or 391.2  per turbine.
TABLE I - TRANSFORMER DATA – FIVE WTS WPP
Data
Grid Transformer WT Transformer
Power
30 MVA
6.5 MW
Voltage
155/33 kV
33/0.9 kV
Positive sequence impedance
14%
6%
TABLE II - CABLE IMPEDANCES - FIVE WTS WPP
Cable
C/2 (F)
R ()
L ()
B2-B3
0.0493
0.000635
1.3659E-7
B3-B6
0.1111
0.000325
4.4050E-8
B6-B9
0.1375
0.000402
5.4504E-8
B2-B12
0.1993
0.000582
7.8981E-8
B12-B15
0.1169
0.000342
4.6351E-8
TABLE III - WT FILTERS AND WT CONVERTER IMPEDANCE
Data
WT Filter
WT series
reactor
363
0.0014
Resistance ()
59.0209e-3
Inductance () 68.5666e-3
Capacitance (F) 2.4099e-07
-

V. DAMPING DUE TO VIRTUAL RESISTANCE
(𝑖)
𝐻𝑘

, where 𝐻 (𝑜) is the overall transfer function,
is the
individual harmonic transfer function from turbine k to the
public grid and N the total number of turbines.
IV. CASE STUDY
To illustrate the proposed mitigation method, the harmonic
propagation in a WPP with five WTs is studied. The topology

The primary current transfer and the secondary transfer
admittance [14] are used to quantify the damping effect due to
the use of the virtual resistance method. The results are
presented in the forthcoming sections for three different
transfers:
 Transfer from turbine to turbine (secondary
emission from other turbines within the WPP)
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Transfer from turbine to public grid (primary
emission of the park)
Transfer from public grid to the turbines
(secondary emission from the public grid)

are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, with and without virtual
impedance in the wind turbines.

A) Transfer from Turbine to Turbine
The results for the transfer between turbines (overall current
transfer and overall transfer admittance) are presented in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from all the Turbines to Public
Grid – Five WTs WPP

Fig. 6. Overall Transfer Admittance (A/V) from all the other Turbines to
Turbine 1 – Five WTs WPP

Fig. 9. Overall Current Transfer from all the other Turbines to Public Grid –
Five WTs WPP

Fig. 7. Overall Current Transfer from all the other Turbines to Turbine 1 –
Five WTs WPP

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the transfer functions with and
without use of the virtual resistance method. The peak in
transfer around the resonant frequency is reduced by 55%
considering the transfer admittance and by 79% for the current
transfer. For low order harmonics (up to 0.55 kHz) the
reduction is in the range from 18% up to 78%, for the transfer
admittance and from 31% up to 74%, considering the current
transfer. From this, it is possible to say that the secondary
emission between turbines will be mitigated assuming both
transfers. The impact is bigger for the current transfer than for
the transfer admittance. For the transfer between turbines the
impact of the virtual impedance is bigger when the turbines
behave like an ideal current source than when they behave like
an ideal voltage source. The use of a virtual impedance not only
reduces the secondary emission due to other turbines connected
to the same collection grid, it also reduces the risk of instability
due to harmonic control interaction between turbines.
The reduction of the transfer at low frequencies is not due
to the damping of the resonance. It is due to the impedance of
the turbine becoming larger than without virtual impedance.
This impacts the flow of harmonics from the sending turbine to
the receiving turbine.
B) Transfer from Turbine to Public Grid
The results for the transfer from the turbines to the public
grid (overall current transfer and overall transfer admittance)

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the transfer functions with and
without the use of the virtual resistance method. The use of the
virtual impedance results in a reduction of 69% of the current
transfer around the resonant frequency but only a reduction of
30% is observed for the transfer admittance. The use of a virtual
impedance turns out to be more effective when the turbine
behaves close to a current source than when it behaves close to
a voltage source.
The results show that the transfer increases for most loworder harmonics, up to about order 10. This is not related to the
damping of the resonance. As mentioned before, the change in
turbine impedance impacts the way in which the harmonics
from the sending turbine propagate to other turbines and to the
public grid.
C. Transfer from Public Grid to Turbine
The results for the transfer from the public grid to the
turbines are presented in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Transfer Admittance (A/V) from Public Grid to Turbines– Five WTs
WPP
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Fig. 10 shows the transfer functions with and without the use
of the virtual resistance method. The figure shows that the use
of virtual resistance results in a reduction of the secondary
emission due to the background voltage, over the whole
harmonic frequency range. The peak transfer around the
resonant frequency is reduced by 65%. For low order harmonics
(up to 0.55 kHz) the reduction is between 18% and 78%, for the
transfer admittance and between 9% and 71% for the current
transfer.
The reduction of secondary emission from the public grid to
the individual turbines is an especially important case. There is
no way to reduce this emission by other measures in the
turbines.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, the use of a virtual resistance method has been
proposed to damp resonances within WPPs. The method has
been illustrated for a 5-turbine WPP. For that, the primary and
secondary emission, through current transfers and transfer
admittances, have been used to quantify the damping effect of
the proposed method.
It has been assumed in the simulations that the virtual
resistance, as seen at the MV side of the turbine transformer, is
constant with frequency. In a practical application, the use of
the virtual resistance is likely to be limited to the frequency
band around the resonant frequency. This will further depend
on the emission spectrum of the turbines and on the spectrum
of the background voltage in the public grid.
The simulation results show that the transfer to other
turbines decreases for low-order harmonics, whereas the
transfer to the public grid increases. This is not related to any
resonance, but due to a change in transfer when the turbine
impedance is changed. The value of the virtual impedance was
chosen such that the resulting resistance equals the
characteristic resistance. The value at lower-order harmonics
can be chosen otherwise to obtain an appropriate trade-off
between primary emission to the public grid and secondary
emission between turbines.
For the studied case, the primary emission from the turbines
to the public grid, at the resonant frequency, decreased by 30%
(transfer admittance) and 69% (current transfer). Considering
the secondary emission, the reduction in transfer at the resonant
frequency was higher than for the primary emission. This peak
transfer has decreased by 55% (transfer admittance) and by
79% (current transfer). An increase in transfer for low order
harmonics was observed when considering primary emission
from turbines to the public grid.
Despite the minor disadvantages of the method shown here,
the overall conclusion is that the use of virtual resistors to damp
resonances deserves further attention as an option to mitigate
harmonic levels in and cloe to WPPs.
For the secondary emission from the public grid to the
turbines, the peak transfer around the resonant frequency is
reduced by 65%. This type of secondary emission cannot be
reduced by any other measure at the turbine site. This secondary
emission is driven by the background harmonic voltage in the
transmission grid, which cannot be impacted in the WPP.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the a virtual-resistance method is proposed and
shown to deserve further studies as a way of mitigating high
harmonic levels in a WPP. From the results and discussions, it
is concluded that the method has different impacts on primary
and secondary emissions. It is shown again that both primary
and secondary emission have to be considered when studying
harmonic distortion in a WPP.
The model used for the WTs (current or voltage source) has
a significant impact on the reduction resulting from the
mitigation method. Nevertheless, for any WT model, the
proposed method results in a reduction of transfer around the
resonant frequency.
The next steps include developing and implementing the
control method that will result in the required virtual impedance
for the turbine converter.
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Introduction

Background
Power quality is an important factor in studies that aim to investigate the impact that different energy sources,
including wind power plants (WPPs), cause with their connection to the public grid. Harmonics are one of the power
quality concerns, because they can cause excessive heating in motors and generators, increases heating and voltage
stress in capacitors and mal-operation in electronic equipment equipment connected to the grid [1][2][3][4][5][6].

Harmonic studies
Harmonic studies are a common part of the studies before the connection of a WPP to the electric power grid. The
ultimate reason for performing such studies is to avoid interference between the grid and equipment connected to the
grid. That equipment includes equipment in the WPPs, as well as equipment connected elsewhere. The studies do,
however, rarely address actual cases of interference; but instead harmonic voltages and/or currents after connection are
compared with limits provided by the network operator or set in standards or regulations. It are these standards and
regulations that are the subject of this chapter.

Harmonic emission limits
Different compliance procedures exist in different countries and between different network operators within a country.
Some of the limits do not depend on location, others are related to voltage distortion allocation and fault levels at the
point of connection. Due to this diversity of procedures, we will present a structured summary of those methods with
some of the advantages and disadvantages. Those advantages and disadvantages will be discussed from the viewpoint
of different stakeholders, especially for the network operator and for the owner or operator of the WPP.

Disturbances and interference
In power quality a very important distinction is between “disturbances” and “interference”. The term disturbance
(power-quality disturbance, disturbance in voltage, etc.) refers to any deviation from the ideal voltage that can be
measured, that has a potential impact on equipment (even if very unlikely), etc. Voltage distortion (also known under
the term “harmonics”) is an example of a power-quality disturbance.
The term interference is used when equipment in the grid or equipment connected to the grid is in any way adversely
impacted by a power-quality disturbance. This could be equipment being immediately damaged, a reduction in life
time, tripping of the equipment, but also for example a lamp flickering.
Most of the work on power quality concerns disturbances; harmonic limits are for example placed on the levels of
disturbances; but what matters in the end is only limiting the probability of interference. The reason that limits are set
is to maintain a sufficiently low probability of interference. Table 1 shows the four possible combinations when
considering interference and the exceeding of limits. Setting of limits often is a difficult balance between reducing
both the number of cases in the top left cell (interference, but limits not exceeded) and in the bottom right cell (limits
exceeded, but no interference). Power quality, including voltage distortion, is a rather complex phenomenon so that it
is all but impossible to avoid cases like this. Cases in the top left cell typically call for more strict or more complicated
regulation, whereas cases in the bottom right cell result in calls for less strict regulation. This is an important
discussion that will go on for a long time, but we will not take that one up any further in this chapter.
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Table 1. Interference and exceeding of limits.
Limits not exceeded

Limits exceeded

Interference

Investigation triggered by
the owner of the equipment
that is impacted.

Measures have to be taken
by the network operator or
by the source of the
emission.

No interference

Everybody is happy.

Measures are actually not
needed, but still often
required under regulation or
contracts.
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Location Independent Limits

For mass-produced low-voltage equipment it is common to have the same emission limits for any device (of a specific
type) independently of where it is connected to the grid. Such limits for small equipment are given in IEC 61000-3-2
[7]. A television used in the centre of a city (where the grid is strong) needs to comply with the same harmonic
emission limits as a television used in a remote part of the countryside (where the grid is weak). There are good
reasons for having the same emission limits for all small equipment: it makes that equipment manufacturers and users
of the equipment do not have to consider the impact on the grid where the equipment is used. That impact is instead
considered by teams of experts when setting the emission limits.
The same approach is used for production installations in IEEE 519 [8], where the same emission limits hold for any
such installation, no matter how weak or strong the grid is. Under the IEEE 519 recommendations, the limits apply to
the complete installation, not to individual turbines. The recommended values in IEEE 519, are based on the fact that
some level of voltage distortion is generally acceptable and both system owners/operators and users must work
cooperatively to keep the voltage distortion below the limits.
Note that for consuming equipment, IEEE 519 recommends limits that are depending on the local fault level.
However, for production, the limits are location independent. The reasons for this go back to the time when production
was almost exclusively synchronous machines, which have low levels of harmonic emission. Also, adding a local
production unit would not require strengthening the grid, thus there would be no additional harmonic hosting capacity
be made available.
The big advantage of location-independent limits, even for big installations, is that the setting of the limits is simple.
No information at all is needed about how strong the grid is at the point of connection. Also is there no need for any
detailed harmonic studies.
A serious disadvantage of location-independent limits is that the limits will be too strict for most locations. The setting
of limits aims at avoiding interference at the vast majority of locations. For this to be achieved, the limits should be
more strict than needed at all but a few locations. A specific concern with IEEE 519 is that the limits for even
harmonics are rather strict in and severalWPPs have shown difficulties in complying with them. Some examples of
this are shown in [9]. Even in cases when there is no risk of high harmonic voltage distortion at those frequencies,
there is still the need to limit emission to rather low values.
A disadvantage from the network operator viewpoint is that even in case of high harmonic source impedance at the
point of connection, no additional requirements can be placed on the WPP. This could especially be an issue in
networks with high-voltage cables and resonance frequencies close to low-order harmonics.
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Voltage Distortion Allocation

General principle
The fundamental idea behind disturbance allocation is that each customer, or group of customers, is allowed to cause a
certain voltage distortion. The arithmetic sum of all the contributions can be more than the planning level (the total
acceptable harmonic voltage during the planning stage), based on the so-called aggregation rule used (see below).
Once the allocation is made, it is each customer’s responsibility to remain within its allocation, whereas the network
operator carries the risk that the allocation rule is too generous towards the customers. Examples of allocation rules are
discussed in [10] and [11].

Chapter Title
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This allocation depends on the existing voltage distortion (the “background distortion”) and assumes certain
aggregation rules. This way, the allocation will be strongly location dependent. The current emission limit is
determined from the voltage distortion allocation and the local source impedance as a function of frequency. The
method gives a good estimation of the actual amount of voltage distortion that the WPP is allowed to cause before
acceptable limits are exceeded. The main idea is to ensure that the harmonic voltage level at each bus remains no
higher than the planning level. To ensure that the allocation is equitable in some sense, the allocated harmonic
emission level should be an increasing function of customer size [12].

Aggregation
The total available emission limit, i.e. the permissible voltage distortion, is shared over all sources of emission. To
include all possible sources of emission is obviously not practical if possible at all. Instead the available distortion is
typical divided between:
 The customer (for example a WPP) that wants to connect;
 Existing customers at the same bus or substation;
 Future customers that may be connected to the same bus or substation;
 All other customers / sources of harmonics in the world.
The second and fourth contributions are often merged in the “background voltage distortion”. In some allocation
schemes, the future customers are not given any allocation. They will get the part of the allocation that is not used by
the customer what wants to connect.
This far, there is general agreement on the method to be used. Disagreement starts when the contributions from the
different sources of emission are added, the so-called “aggregation rule”. A linear aggregation rule would imply that
all emissions are added arithmetically. For example, when the background voltage distortion, at a certain harmonic, is
3% and the limit is 5%, linear aggregation would leave 2% to be allocated to the customer to connect and future
customers.
There are a number of reasons why a linear aggregation rule gives an overestimation of the harmonic levels. Using this
rule would thus leave unreasonable low allocations to a customer that wants to connect. The reason often mentioned in
the literature is the “phase-angle diversity” between the different sources. But next to that, different sources reach their
maximum emission at different moments in time and customers rarely use all of their allocation.
The most commonly-used aggregation rules are the ones recommended in IEC TR 61000-3-6 [13]. This technical
report presents a general summation law for each harmonic order (h), as presented in (1). The recommended
summation exponents are presented at Table 2.
α
U h = α ∑i U hi

(1)

Where Uh is the magnitude of the resulting harmonic voltage (order h); Uhi is the magnitude of the various individual
emission levels (order h) to be combined; α is a aggregation exponent.
Table 2 – Aggregation exponent for harmonic aggregation
Harmonic Order
α
h<5
1
5 ≤ h ≤ 10
1.4
h > 10
2
The aggregation exponents in Table 2 have been selected a long time ago. The kind of equipment connected to the
modern grid is of a rathed different character from the equipment in place when these exponents were selected.
Emission from wind turbines was never considered in the selection of the exponents. Despite this, the aggregation
components have remained the same. This issue is heavily discussed, but no consensus has been reached yet on
alternative values.

Aggregation for studies
Another important topic is the aggregation between turbines and the aggregation between existing and future
customers. However, these are not always considered in the studies. For the aggregation between the turbines, most of
the time, the network operator does not pay attention to this factor. However, due to the different aggregations that can
occur inside the WPP, this type should be addressed. The aggregation exponents as in Table 2 are also regularly used
for this, often for lack of better values. Here it should however be noted that these exponents were never intended for
emission studies but only as a method for allocation of voltage distortion. Some studies have been made of the actual
aggregation between individual turbines [14][15] and these show that reality is far more complicated than the simple
aggregation rule.
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From voltage allocation to current limit
Once a certain amount of voltage distortion has been allocated to a customer, current emission limits can be set in a
number of ways. Most methods are one way or the other an application of Ohms’ law, calculating a current from a
voltage, using an impedance. The difference between the methods is in the choice of this impedance. Some options
are:
 A fixed impedance versus frequency, for all locations.
 An impedance versus frequency dependent only on the fault-level at 50 Hz.
 The actual (or accurately calculated) impedance versus frequency.
The second and third method need to consider the different operational states of the system. When only normal
(strong) operational states are considered the emission requirements are much lighter than when also abnormal (weak)
operational states are considered. Recommendations for the selection of states are given in IEC TR 61000-3-6, where
it is for example sufficient to consider the operational states that cover 95% of time. Allowing higher distortion during
a small part of time (i.e. setting 95% or 99%-limits) may seem reasonable and fair to the wind power plants, at first.
This practice may however lead to unacceptably high levels of voltage distortion during certain realistic but rare
operational states. As long as the consequences of harmonic voltage distortion are due to thermal impacts or affect a
small number of customers, this is not a serious concern. Depending on the definition used, this may be seen as a
violation of the (N-1)-criterion. This is however more a matter of linguistics than a technical matter.
Concern on adverse harmonic control interaction (also known as “harmonic instability”) could make this into a serious
issue, it being a linguistic matter or not.
Next to calculation of current emission limits from the voltage emission allocation, there is the method where the
actual change in voltage distortion before and after connection is the criterion used. All the other methods only
consider primary emission whereas this last method considers primary and secondary emission [16][17]. See Section 9
for a discussion on primary and secondary emission.

Advantages and disadvantages
The use of this approach is advantageous to both the network operator (limited risk of high voltage distortion) and of
the WPP owner (no unnecessary severe limits). Detailed studies are needed to obtain the source impedance as a
function of frequency, but simplified source impedance models may be used (see above). Allocation is based on
certain simplified models for aggregation between customers. It is not clear if those models are an accurate
representation of reality, but for the time being it is the best that we have.
A disadvantage with this method is that all harmonics are allocated. Even installations that emit very little at a certain
frequency (for example harmonic 10) get their share of the allocation. That goes at the expense of those installations
that emit at those frequencies. This will keep the distortion levels low in the grid, but it could create serious challenges
to comply with the limits for some installations. As mentioned before, WPPs emit, more than most classical
installations, at even harmonics. Hence, complying with emission limits for those frequencies can actually be a serious
challenge for the WPP even though there is no risk that voltage distortion limits are exceeded.
For the aggregation between existing and future customers (WPPs), as this is a statistical situation, an “uncertain
uncertainty” problem appears, especially in countries where this situation is not considered and the whole allocation is
given to the first wind park that wants to connect, making that it can become impossible or difficult to connect future
installations.
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Limits Depending on Fault Level

Basic approach
A way to diversify between weak and strong grids is to make the emission limits depending on the fault level (shortcircuit impedance) at the point of connection. This is the approach used in IEEE 519 for the connection of consuming
installations, but not for production installations (see Section 2). Also the emission requirements in IEC 61000-2-12
[18] use this approach. What matters in both standards is strictly speaking not the actual fault level but the ratio
between equipment rating and fault level. Small equipment is allowed a higher emission (in percent of rated) than
large equipment. In terms of Section 3, this corresponds to a non-unity aggregation exponent.
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A certain profile for source impedance versus frequency should be used to set the limits and this same profile will be
assumed for all locations. The system harmonic impedances can be obtained by simulation for various system
operating conditions. This impedance may be based on the short-circuit impedance or on the locus of the harmonic
impedance. It is necessary to consider the range of variation of harmonic impedance, not only the maximum
impedance values in order to identify possible resonance.

IEC 61000-3-6 for small installations
The current emission limit could be chosen as linear with the fault level; the result would be the same harmonic
voltage allocation for each location. According to IEC 61000-3-6, this case can be used for the connection of small
installations or installations with limited amount of distorting equipment. For this, a relation between the agreed power
of the installation (Si) and the short circuit power at the point of evaluation (Ssc) are used through (2).
Si
≤ 0.2%
(2)
S sc
The limit of 0.2% is used assuming that the system is currently operating with a level of distortion sufficiently below
the planning level, that the amplification due to resonance is not expected to exceed a factor of two, and that there is
no risk of interference with system equipment caused by connection of the new installation.
To characterize the amount of distorting equipment within the installation, a “weighted distorting power criteria” can
be assumed. The weighted distorting power is calculated using (3). The weighting factors Wj are shown in Table 3.
S Dwi =
S Dj ⋅ W j
(3)

∑
j

Where SDj is the power of each distorting equipment (j) in the installation (i). Assuming a conservative criterion, the
acceptance of a new installation may be determined by comparing the weighted distorting power with the short-circuit
power at the point of evaluation, as shown in (4).

S Dwi
≤ 0.2%
S sc

(4)

Table 3 - Weighting factors for different types of harmonic producing equipment
Typical Equipment Connected to
LV, MV or HV
Single phase power supply
Semi-converter
6-pulse converter, capacitive smoothing, no series inductance
6-pulse converter, capacitive smoothing with series inductance > 3%, or
d.c. drive
6-pulse converter with large inductor for current smoothing
AC voltage regulator
12-pulse converter

Typical Current THD

Weighting Factor (Wj)

80 % (high 3rd)
High 2nd,3rd, 4th at partial loads
80 %

2.5
2.5
2

40 %

1

28 %
Varies with firing angle
15 %

0.8
0.7
0.5

Advantages and disadvantages
No further studies are needed to obtain the emission limits as the fault level at the connection point will typically be
known by the network operator. Even for locations where there is not yet a grid nearby, estimating the fault level is
relatively easy.
A disadvantage of this method is that resonances can result in high distortion despite a low impedance at powersystem frequency. Even if the existing grid would have no serious resonances, the connection of a WPP could result in
resonant frequencies close to major harmonic frequencies (like, 5, 7, 11 and 13).
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Verification of Limits

Once the limits are set, they need to be verified one way or the other. Also for this, different methods are in use, each
with their own advantages and disadvantages.

Verification of model used
The network operator may give detailed instructions on how the calculations should proceed. As long as those
instructions are followed and the resulting estimated emission is below the limits, the wind power plant is allowed to
connect. However, if excessive harmonic distortion is estimated during the simulation, further analysis and solutions
to the problem are required. No verification is done, with this verification approach, after connection of the WPP.
Preliminary simulations should be performed to identify expected harmonic levels and system response characteristics.
These simulations should be performed for different system conditions to identify the conditions of potential concern.
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A complex model in order to accurately determine frequency response characteristics is needed. Accurate
representations for transmission lines, cables, transformers, capacitor banks, loads, and machines are required. The
potential impact of the wind-power plant should be evaluated at this point. A detailed overview of the state-of-the-art
of models to be used for harmonic studies is found in a soon-to-be-released technical brochure by a CIGRE working
group [19].
Using this verification approach, the risk of high emission and high voltage distortion is with the network operator.
But it is also this same network operator that sets the instructions. The instructions often are based on rather extreme
operational states and other worst-case assumptions. The risk carried by the network operator is therefore typically not
very big.
The advantage of this verification approach for the wind power plants operator is that no detailed knowledge is needed
for performing harmonic studies. This information is provided by the network operator in the instructions that go with
the connection agreement. Also, there is no risk that the plant cannot be connected once the criteria are complied with
according to simulations. Once the design is approved by the network operator, the latter takes over all risks for high
harmonic distortion.

Verification of measured current and/or voltage distortion
The alternative approach is one where the voltage and/or current distortion of the installation is measured after
connection and compared with the limits.
Either the current emission or the impact of the installation on the voltage distortion can be used as a criterion. In the
latter case, the voltage distortion is measured with and without the installation connected. The change in voltage
distortion is compared with the allocation. This approach not only considers the impact of current emission on the
voltage distortion (primary emission) but also the changes in resonant frequency due to the installation as well as
secondary emission impacting the background voltage distortion. The latter contribution depends on the background
voltage distortion and makes that the measurement is not fully reproducible.
Verification through measurement of the current suffers from similar challenges. The measurement will capture both
primary and secondary emission, whereas emission limits should reasonably only consider primary emission.
The advantage for the network operator of verification through measurement is that the harmonic distortion can be
estimated with actual values and different operation situations. The disadvantage for the installation owner is that there
a risk that the plant cannot be connected when the limits are exceeded. This verification approach places strong
requirements on the simulation to predict the emission.
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Voltage distortion limits

Two different sets of voltage distortion limits are in place around the world: the ones based on IEEE 519 and the ones
based on IEC 61000-2-2 [21]. For historical reasons, the limits are rather different.

Limits according to IEEE 519
This recommended practice was originally published in 1981 to provide direction on dealing with harmonics
introduced by static power converters and other nonlinear loads. A review was started in 1984, being published in
1992 incorporating the evolving understanding of the effect of static power converters and other nonlinear loads on
electric power systems. In the latest version (2014) a new statistical method of measuring and recording harmonic
content is described, revised voltage distortion limits are established and the recommendations for increasing
harmonic current limits put active and passive filters on an equal footing with phase shifted multi-pulse drives [20].
Regarding the voltage harmonic limits, at the point of connection, system owners or operators should limit line-toneutral voltage harmonics as daily 99th percentile very short time (3 s) values and they should be less than 1.5 times
the values given in Table 4. Also weekly 95th percentile short time (10 min) values should be less than the values
given in Table 4. Even harmonic limits are one quarter of the odd harmonic limits.
Table 4 – IEEE 519 voltage distortion limits
Bus Voltage at Point of connection
V ≤ 1kV
1kV < V ≤ 69 kV
69 kV < V ≤ 161 kV
161 kV < V

Individual Harmonic
[%]
5
3
1.5
1

Total Harmonic Distortion THD [%]
8
5
2.5
1.5
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An important characteristic of the limits in IEEE 519 is that they are independent of frequency. The actual reason for
this is lost in history, but the following explanation is a reasonable one, where we consider the situation in the 1960s
and 70s when the base for this standard was created:
 The main emission was in the form of inverters for large drives with a large inductance on DC side; this gives a
square-wave for the current with a spectrum decaying as one divided by the frequency.
 Capacitance in the grid was not very common, hence a reactive model for the grid impedance was a good
approximation for a wide frequency range. Under this model, the source impedance increases linearly with
frequency.
 The resulting voltage distortion, being the product of impedance and current, becomes frequency independent.

Limits according to IEC 61000-2-2
The limits used in IEC 61000-2-2 and also in the European standard EN 50160 are all based on a 1981 paper
presenting measurements at a range of locations in Europe [22]. The lower limits for higher frequency, for even
harmonics and for triplen harmonics are simply a consequence of the lower levels of those harmonics present in
European grids around 1980. Some minor changes have been made since then, including a slight rise in the
permissible levels for the less common harmonic orders and a large rise for harmonic three. The latter occurred most
likely because of the large increase in single-phase distortion equipment. More recently, a similar discussion is ongoing about the need for increasing the compatibility levels for harmonics 15 and 21.
The indicative planning levels in IEC TR 61000-3-6, often used in connection agreements, are based on IEC 61000-22 as well. Also the voltage characteristics in EN 50160 can be traced back to IEC 61000-2-2.
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Primary and secondary emission

The terms “primary emission” and “secondary emission” were first introduced in power quality to explain the spread
of supraharmonics in lighting installations. Later studies showed that the terms also simplified explanations for spread
of harmonics in the collection grid of wind power plants.
The terms hold for the terminals of an installation connected to the rest of the power grid. This installation can be a
single LED lamp, a wind turbine, but also a complete WPP. The primary emission is the harmonic emission driven by
what happens inside of the installation, which is typically power-electronics switching but could also for example be
transformer saturation. Secondary emission originates outside of the installation.
Where is was originally thought that secondary emission could only be significant at the point of connection of a
wind-power plant and only for higher frequencies [17], more recent calculations have shown that even between
turbines and even for lower-order harmonics the secondary emission cannot be neglected [23]. This makes that any
measurement of harmonic current will potentially contain contributions from both primary and secondary emission.
As shown in [24], the possible presence of both primary and secondary emission makes that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to determine what the contribution from any installation to the emission (the “primary emission”) actually
is. This provides a serious challenge in the verification of emission limits for wind-power installations.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, a discussion regarding the procedures and standards used to evaluate the connection of WPP to the
public grid is presented. From this, it can be observed that, depending on the used approach, different results and
considerations took place. Voltage and current limits and assessment procedures can be used depending on the
standard. Furthermore, depending on the point of view, (network operator and owner/operator of the WPP), a specific
approach may be more advantageous than another. The voltage limits are given by IEEE 519 and IEC 61000-2-2 were
also discussed.
Different methods for setting emission limits and for verifying those limits have advantages and disadvantages for
different stakeholders. There will not be any method that is perfect for any stakeholder. However, the advantages and
disadvantages of the different methods should be considered more transparently in the creating of new connection
rules but also, and even more importantly, in the application of those rules. The rules are just a step in the requirement
for the network operator to stay within planning levels and regulatory limits. This in turns is just one of the tools for
ensuring a high probability of electromagnetic compatibility.
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